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Abstract
The task of data analyses in elementary particle physics is to put the Standard Model—its central and
commonly accepted theory—to test. A prime example being; by disproving theoretical predictions that
are usually only calculable within perturbation theory. However, to draw convincing conclusions, analysis
methods are needed which not only oer an unambiguous comparison between data and theory, but which
also allow for reliably estimating the related uncertainties.
The Matrix Element Method (MEM) is a Maximum Likelihood method whereby theoretically calculated
dierential cross sections are identified with probability densities to attribute statistical weights to ob-
served events at a collider. With these weights, a cumulative likelihood function is calculated for a data
set of events, which can be used in likelihood ratios or for parameter estimation. The MEM has proven to
be beneficial due to its optimal use of the available information and a clean statistical interpretation of the
extracted parameters. Since its introduction in the early top-quark analyses at the Tevatron, the MEM has
been established as a standard tool for signal searches as well as parameter determinations.
Because of the high experimental precision now achievable, a major drawback of the MEM is the limita-
tion of applicable theoretical predictions: In its current formulation, the likelihood can only be consistently
defined for cross section predictions that are accurate to the leading perturbative order in the coupling. In
perturbative Quantum Field Theory, higher-order corrections not only improve the accuracy of theoretical
predictions but also allow for fixing the renormalisation scheme, oering an unambiguous field-theoretical
interpretation of the extracted information.
In this work the development of the MEM for hadron collider analyses which consistently incorporates
corrections of next-to-leading order (NLO) in the coupling of QCD is presented for the first time. An algo-
rithm to calculate event weights in terms of dierential cross sections including NLO corrections suited for
their application within the MEM is introduced. The ability to calculate these event weights also enables
the generation of unweighted events distributed according to the probability density which is given by the
dierential cross section calculated at NLO accuracy. Treating these events as outcomes of idealised toy
experiments facilitates the first simulation of the application of the MEM at NLO accuracy.
The presented method is demonstrated for top-quark pairs at a lepton collider and single-top quarks at the
LHC. In particular, high-precision studies regarding top-quark mass measurements are relevant for these
example processes—in light of both a future linear collider allowing the production of top-quark pairs
above the production threshold as well as to resolve current tensions between mass determinations from
events with single top quarks and top-quark pairs at the LHC.
As a consistency check, the MEM at NLO accuracy is used for top-quark mass determinations from the
generated events. As expected, estimators are obtained which are in agreement with the input values used
in the event generation. On the contrary, repeating the mass determinations from the same events, without
NLO corrections in the predictions, results in biased estimators. Depending on the specific process, these
shifts in the estimators are not accounted for by the attributed estimated theoretical uncertainties. While a
bias in the estimator could be removed by a calibration procedure of the MEM at the price of additional
systematic uncertainties, the estimation of the theoretical uncertainties of the leading-order analysis re-
mains unreliable.
The results presented in this work emphasise that the inclusion of NLO corrections into the MEM is
mandatory for reducing the necessary amount of calibration and reliably estimating the theoretical uncer-
tainties, as well as for having a well-defined theoretical interpretation of the extracted parameters. Thus,
extending the MEM to NLO accuracy could be crucial not only for the aforementioned future and current
studies of the top-quark mass.

Zusammenfassung
Die Analyse von Daten in der Elementarteilchenphysik dient dem Zweck, das Standardmodell—ihre zen-
trale und gemeinhin akzeptierte Theorie—auf die Probe zu stellen. Ein wichtiges Beispiel ist das Wider-
legen von theoretischen Vorhersagen, die meist nur mithilfe von Sto¨rungstheorie berechenbar sind. Um
jedoch u¨berzeugende Schlussfolgerungen ziehen zu ko¨nnen, sind Analysemethoden no¨tig, welche nicht
nur einen eindeutigen Vergleich zwischen Daten und Theorie ermo¨glichen, sondern daru¨berhinaus erlau-
ben die zugeho¨rigen Unsicherheiten zuverla¨ssig abzuscha¨tzen.
Die Matrixelement-Methode (MEM) ist eine Maximum-Likelihood-Methode, derzufolge der theoretisch
berechnete dierentielle Wirkungsquerschnitt mit einer Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte identifiziert wird um
beobachteten Ereignissen an Beschleunigern statistische Gewichte zuzuordnen. Mit diesen Gewichten
wird eine kumulative Likelihood-Funktion fu¨r einen Datensatz von Ereignissen berechnet, welche in
Likelihood-Quotienten oder zur Parameterscha¨tzung genutzt werden kann. Die MEM hat sich durch die
optimale Nutzung der vorhandenen Information und die saubere statistische Interpretation der extrahierten
Parameter als vorteilhaft erwiesen. Seit ihrer Einfu¨hrung in den fru¨hen Top-Quark-Analysen am Tevatron
hat sich die MEM als Standardwerkzeug fu¨r Signalsuchen und zur Parameterbestimmung etabliert.
Durch die hohe experimentelle Pra¨zision, welche mittlerweile erreichbar ist, ist ein großer Nachteil der
Matrix-element-Methode jedoch durch die Einschra¨nkung der verwendbaren theoretische Vorhersagen
gegeben: In ihrer derzeitigen Formulierung kann die Likelihood nur fu¨r Vorhersagen von Wirkungsquer-
schnitten, deren Genauigkeit sich lediglich auf die erste sto¨rungstheoretische Ordnung in der Kopplung
bela¨uft, konsistent definiert werden. In der perturbativen Quantenfeldtheorie verbessern ho¨here Ordnungs-
korrekturen nicht nur die Genauigkeit theoretischer Vorhersagen, sondern erlauben auch die Fixierung des
Renormierungsschemas und bieten damit die eindeutige feldtheoretische Interpretation der gewonnen In-
formationen.
In dieser Arbeit wird erstmalig die Entwicklung der MEM unter konsistentem Einbezug der Korrekturen
der na¨chstfu¨hrenden Ordnung (NLO) der QCD-Kopplung pra¨sentiert. Es wird ein Algorithmus zur Be-
rechnung von Ereignisgewichten in Form von dierentiellen Wirkungsquerschnitten einschließlich NLO-
Korrekturen fu¨r die Anwendung in der Matrixelement-Methode vorgestellt. Die Fa¨higkeit diese Ereignis-
gewichte zu berechnen ermo¨glicht ebenso die Erzeugung ungewichteter Ereignisse, welche entsprechend
der Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte verteilt sind, die durch den in NLO-Genauigkeit berechneten dierentiellen
Wirkungsquerschnitt gegeben ist. Die Behandlung dieser Ereignisse als Resultat eines idealisierten Bei-
spielexperiments ermo¨glicht die erste Simulation der Anwendung der Matrixelement-Methode in NLO-
Genauigkeit.
Der vorgestellte Methode wird am Beispiel von Top-Quark-Paaren an einem Leptonen-Beschleuniger und
einzelner Top-Quarks am LHC veranschaulicht. Im Besonderen sind Pra¨zisionsstudien zur Messung der
Top-Quark-Masse fu¨r diese Beispielprozesse relevant—sowohl im Hinblick auf einen zuku¨nftigen Linear-
beschleuniger, welcher die Produktion von Top-Quark-Paaren jenseits der Produktionsschwelle erlaubt,
als auch um aktuelle Spannungen zwischen Massenbestimmungen aus Ereignissen einzelner Top-Quarks
und Top-Quark-Paaren am LHC aufzulo¨sen.
Als Konsistenztest wird die MEM in NLO-Genauigkeit zur Bestimmung der Top-Quark-Masse aus den er-
zeugten Ereignissen benutzt. Erwartungsgema¨ß werden Scha¨tzer erhalten, welche mit den Eingabewerten
aus der Ereigniserzeugung u¨bereinstimmen. Die Wiederholung der Massenbestimmung aus denselben Er-
eignissen, ohne NLO-Korrekturen in den Vorhersagen, fu¨hrt jedoch zu verfa¨lschten Scha¨tzern. Abha¨ngig
vom jeweiligen Prozess werden diese Verschiebungen in den Scha¨tzern nicht durch die zugeordneten theo-
retischen Unsicherheiten beru¨cksichtigt. Wa¨hrend eine Verfa¨lschung des Scha¨tzers durch eine Kalibrie-
rung der MEM zum Preis von zusa¨tzlichen systematischen Unsicherheiten behoben werden ko¨nnte, bleibt
die Abscha¨tzung der theoretischen Unsicherheiten in der Analyse in fu¨hrender Ordnung unzuverla¨ssig.
Die vorgestellten Resultate unterstreichen, dass die Beru¨cksichtigung von NLO-Korrekturen in der MEM
zwingend erforderlich ist, um sowohl den beno¨tigten Umfang an Kalibrierung zu reduzieren und zu-
verla¨ssig die theoretischen Unsicherheiten abzuscha¨tzen, als auch um eine wohldefinierte theoretische
Interpretation der extrahierten Parameter zu erhalten. Die Erweiterung der MEM auf NLO-Genauigkeit
ko¨nnte also nicht nur fu¨r die oben genannten zuku¨nftigen und derzeitigen Studien der Top-Quark-Masse
entscheidend sein.
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1. Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN creates all-time experimental conditions (see ref. [1]).
It represents a unique laboratory for comprehensive tests of the commonly accepted theory of ele-
mentary particle physics, the Standard Model (see e.g. refs. [2, 3, 4]). At the same time the LHC
allows to search for extensions of the theory by ‘New Physics’ beyond the Standard Model (see e.g.
refs. [2, 5, 6, 7, 8]). It is crucial to rule out that the absence of significant New Physics signals reported
by the experiments so far is owed to insucient precision in the analyses. To perform unambigous
high precision analyses, a comparison of experimental data and theoretical predictions which match
the experimental precision is essential. Due to elaborate analysis methods used by the experiments
at the LHC both the statistical and the systematic experimental uncertainties compete with the sys-
tematic theoretical uncertainties of the predictions entering the analyses by now (see ref. [2]). While
in principle many calculations exist which include higher-order corrections, these results are often
not readily applicable in the experimental analysis. As precise and accurate theoretical predictions as
possible are needed in a form that allows a direct comparison of theory and experiment.
For signal processes with small production cross sections only a small number of events, which is po-
tentially overwhelmed by background, is expected to be available for analysis. Such situations call for
analyses based on powerful ecient methods. With steadily growing computing power, multi-variate
methods have been established as standard tools in many analyses at the LHC. Neuronal networks
(see ref. [9]), boosted decision trees (see ref. [10]) and the Matrix Element Method (see section 2.1.4
and references therein) as specific examples have been proven to be instrumental in many high en-
ergy physics analyses. The Matrix Element Method is a Maximum Likelihood method which can be
used for signal-background discrimination as well as for parameter extraction. The method allows
to directly compare measured data to model-dependent theoretical predictions providing a very clean
statistical interpretation of the results (cf. section 2.1). The Matrix Element Method is based on the
assumption that the probability to observe a specific event signature in the detectors can be calculated
from respective transition matrix elements and transfer functions as a model-dependent likelihood
function. The transfer functions model the correspondence between theoretically described and ex-
perimentally measured quantities and have to be determined by the experiments through detector
simulations. The matrix element describes the transition probability from a given initial state to a
certain final state and has to be calculated according to a specific theoretical model within Quantum
Field Theory (parameterised by model parameter(s) !). Determinations of model parameters which
are not predicted by the theory can be performed by maximising the overall likelihood for the obser-
vation of the whole data set with respect to ! to obtain an estimator for the model parameter. For
the discrimination between signal and background, likelihood ratios for signal+background and the
background only hypotheses can be defined. The information content in the data set is optimally used
in this likelihood and therefore by the analyses (see ref. [11]). Assuming that the underlying theory
gives an exact description of the experimentally studied interactions and that unlimited statistics are
available, the accuracy of the Matrix Element Method is only limited by the accuracy of the theoretical
calculation of the matrix elements (and the knowledge of the transfer functions).
The application of the Matrix Element Method in the hadron collider context has been pioneered at
the Tevatron in the top-quark mass extraction from only O(100) tt¯ events (see refs. [12, 13, 14]).
It has been established as a standard multi-variate analysis tool both for parameter extraction as
1
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well as for (beyond) Standard Model signal searches at the Tevatron, LHC and future colliders (see
refs. [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24]). For a detailed description of experimental tech-
niques regarding top-quark mass extraction employing the Matrix Element Method see ref. [25]. The
automated calculation of the event weights required by the Matrix Element Method has been studied
within the MadGraph framework in ref. [26]. A big drawback of the Matrix Element Method is that
in the experimental applications it has been limited to a leading-order (LO) formulation so far.
Besides the strength of the Matrix Element Method to oer a clean statistical interpretation, it also
has a potential weakness: If the theoretical cross section used in the likelihood calculation does not
properly describe the underlying probability density, the Matrix Element Method is prone to fail to
produce reliable results. In this case, parameter extraction with the Matrix Element Method no longer
provides an unbiased estimator (cf. section 2.1). In principle, the bias can be accounted for by
an additional calibration procedure at the price of introducing additional uncertainties and possibly
auxiliary modelling. In light of the increasing precision already achieved or aimed for by current
experiments, the inclusion of higher-order QCD corrections in the cross section predictions used in
the Matrix Element Method is mandatory.
High energetic hadron collisions oer sizeable phase space for extra radiation either contributing to
the signal signature as soft/collinear corrections or revealing itself as additional hard jets in the detec-
tors. Restricting the Matrix Element Method to a LO formulation prohibits to account for the extra
radiation in the likelihood calculation. Events that do not fit the LO picture have either to be discarded
from the data set or modified to fit a LO interpretation. This might result in a loss of signal statistics
or in possibly distorting the information in the data. Only when including higher-order corrections the
non-trivial formation of jets is modelled for the first time as collections of recombined partons, yield-
ing more realistic predictions for jet processes. It is well known that the Born approximation gives
only a rough estimate of the cross section and higher-order QCD corrections are sizeable for many
processes. In general, taking higher-order corrections into account should reduce the dependence on
the unphysical renormalisation and factorisation scales of the fixed order results providing confidence
in the perturbative expansion and improving the accuracy of the theoretical predictions. Additionally,
for a clear interpretation of model parameters extracted with the Matrix Element Method a formula-
tion of the method beyond the LO is crucial: The renormalisation scheme can initially be uniquely
defined by performing an next-to-leading-order (NLO) calculation, only then providing distinct pa-
rameter definitions within that scheme (e.g. the top-quark mass definition depends on the respective
renormalisation scheme, cf. section 2.2.1). A consistent inclusion of higher-order corrections is thus
mandatory to benefit from the advantages of the Matrix Element Method in high precision measure-
ments at the LHC.
NLO corrections are comprised of two contributions (cf. section 2.2.3): In the virtual contribution
loop corrections to the leading-order process have to be considered in the calculation of the transition
probabilities which require the evaluation of loop integrals. In general, these integrals exhibit ultra-
violet as well as infrared divergences which have to be formally regularised. While the ultraviolet
divergences can be absorbed into the definition of the model parameters by the mechanism of renor-
malisation (cf. section 2.2.1), the infrared divergences persist at first. The real contribution describes
the emission of additional radiation in the scattering process. Thus, it exhibits a higher parton mul-
tiplicity in the final-state than the leading-order process. Unresolved additional radiation has to be
integrated out. These phase space integrations over the real matrix elements turn out to be infrared di-
vergent as well. After consistently regularising these infrared divergences they can be cancelled with
the respective ones in the virtual correction. In the sum, both contributions yield finite predictions
for infrared safe observables according to the KLN theorem (cf. section 2.2.3). In the framework of
perturbation theory the calculation of partonic cross sections including corrections of next-to-leading
order in the strong coupling has been automated for the most part (see e.g. refs. [27, 28, 29]).
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In the context of the Matrix Element Method, the required theoretical cross section predictions de-
scribing the underlying probability density have to be fully dierential in all final-state variables
specifying the event signature. However, partons are not the experimentally observed final states but
hadrons which are not individually resolvable by the detectors are grouped together to so-called jets
according to particular recombination prescriptions (cf. section 2.2.7). The theoretical modelling of
these jets can be performed by determining their momenta from the partonic momenta according to
analogous recombination prescriptions. The transition probabilities needed for the Matrix Element
Method thus have to be formulated for the transition from the hadronic initial state to specific config-
urations of the jet momenta. When considering NLO corrections, the unresolved additional radiation
in the real corrections requires a non-trivial mapping from partonic to jet momenta. As stated above,
the integration over the unresolved real partonic configurations contributing to a given set of jet of
momenta is in general infrared divergent. To ensure the mutual cancellation of these infrared diver-
gences in the real contribution with the respective infrared divergences in the virtual contribution, an
unambiguous mapping of the real phase space to jet momenta usable in the virtual matrix elements is
needed. Note that in generic NLO calculations, where histograms are filled to describe the distribu-
tion of variables, this point-wise cancellation is not necessarily essential because the real and virtual
corrections are combined within bins of finite width.
A first study to include the eect of QCD radiation into the Matrix Element Method has been con-
ducted in ref. [30]. In refs. [31, 32] the radiation profile of QCD jets is compared to the radiation
pattern of boosted Higgs bosons and top quarks. The findings from refs. [31, 32] are used to com-
bine the information from the Born matrix element and a parton shower in a signal versus background
discrimination study of Z0 decaying to boosted top quarks in ref. [33]. The extension of the Matrix El-
ement Method by full NLO corrections including virtual corrections is introduced in refs. [34, 35, 36].
In ref. [37] Higgs production with subsequent decay into H! Z is studied as a first detailed appli-
cation. However, the method presented in refs. [34, 35, 37] is restricted to the hadronic production of
uncoloured objects but a generalisation including the production of coloured particles like for exam-
ple top quarks is missing. The possibility to include hadronic jet production by mapping NLO and
LO jets by a longitudinal boost along the beam axis to account for unbalanced transverse momentum
is investigated in ref. [36]. In refs. [38] we have introduced a complete algorithm for the systematic
inclusion of NLO QCD corrections in the Matrix Element Method. The Drell-Yan process and top-
quark pair production in e+e -annihilation are studied as a proof of concept. Inspired by ref. [38], the
authors of ref. [39] propose general concepts to extend the Matrix Element Method beyond the Born
approximation by numerically solving a system of non-linear equations or adopting parton-shower
matching prescriptions. However, a proof of the feasibility of this approach in practical applications
is not given. We have presented the first application of the algorithm introduced in ref. [38] to the
hadronic production of jets in ref. [40] with single top-quark production at the LHC as an example
process.
In this work the development of the Matrix Element Method consistently incorporating full NLO
QCD eects as introduced in refs. [38, 40] is presented. It is applicable to most of the relevant
collider experiments: production of at least 2 jets at a lepton collider, deep inelastic scattering or
hadronic production of electroweak final states and/or jets. The respective final states can have arbi-
trary masses. The introduced algorithm is process independent and can be automated. As example
processes, hadronic Drell-Yan production, top-quark pair production in e+e  annihilation and the
production of single top quarks at the LHC are considered. The first two are chosen as rather sim-
ple exemplary processes to single out and test dierent aspects of the algorithm individually. The
latter represents a state-of-the-art application possibility for the Matrix Element Method (see e.g.
refs. [15, 18]). In these contexts, improvements in the precision of top-quark mass measurements are
desirable to not only shed light on some tension between mass determinations from single top-quark
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production and top-quark pair production at the LHC (see ref. [41]) but also to establish mass deter-
minations in the continuum as a competitive alternative to threshold scans at a future linear collider
(see e.g. ref. [42]).
This work is organised as follows. Theoretical prerequisites with a focus on the method of Maximum
Likelihood and the calculation of higher-order corrections in perturbation theory are summarised in
section 2.
In section 3 it is shown how the aforementioned unambiguous mapping of the real partonic configu-
rations and the jet phase space can be achieved by modifying the recombination schemes of common
jet algorithms. The 2! 1 clustering typically used in jet algorithms is extended to a 3! 2 clustering
inspired by the dipole subtraction method (see section 2.2.6) by choosing an additional ‘spectator
parton’ as presented in section 3.1. This allows to satisfy momentum conservation and on-shell con-
ditions for the clustered jets at the same time. Hence, these jet momenta can be used to evaluate
the virtual matrix elements, allowing the point-wise cancellation of the infrared divergences in the
maximally exclusive dierential cross section predictions. Assuming the 4-momenta of these jets are
completely determined, a fully dierential jet cross section can be defined at NLO accuracy to be used
as an event weight in the Matrix Element Method. The required parameterisations of the real phase
space for final- and initial-state clusterings with respective spectators are given in section 3.2.
The validation of dierent aspects of these phase space parameterisations is presented in section 3.3.
As a starting point, the issues of coloured initial states and associated initial-state radiation and (mas-
sive) coloured final states and associated final-state radiation are isolated. More precisely, the method
is developed for Drell-Yan production in hadronic collisions and top-quark pair production in e+e 
annihilation separately (see sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). Because they are fairly simple, compact ana-
lytic results for the NLO calculations are available for both processes making it straightforward to
test dierent aspects of the framework. Combining these aspects paves the way to apply the Matrix
Element Method at NLO to the production of single top quarks in hadron collisions. The process of
single top-quark production at the LHC and the calculational setup used throughout this work is in-
troduced in section 3.3.3. Its implementation is thoroughly validated with regards to the phase space
parameterisations and the phase space slicing method.
In section 4 application possibilties of the fully dierential cross sections calculated at NLO accuracy
are demonstrated. The dierential jet cross sections are used as event weights to generate unweighted
events, which are distributed according to the NLO cross section in section 4.1. Unweighted top-
quark pair events are generated in section 4.1.1 and unweighted single-top quark events are generated
in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. To work out a sensible event definition for single top-quark production, the
influence of the choice of clustering on distributions of final-state variables is studied in section 4.1.2.
Distributions of the event variables calculated at NLO and Born accuracy are also compared in order
to estimate the impact of the NLO corrections on the Matrix Element Method analysis. In addition,
by defining the events in terms of jet variables rather than jet-momenta, it is possible to introduce an
inclusive event definition. For the special case of event variables which do not fix the masses of the
final-state objects it is even possible to define NLO event weights for jets obtained with a 2! 1 jet
algorithm even without the need to numerically solve a system of non-linear equations as suggested in
ref. [39]. This is demonstrated in section 4.1.3. The distribution of the unweighted events according
to the NLO cross section is validated for all cases.
In section 4.2 the unweighted event samples generated in section 4.1 are treated as the outcome of toy
experiments. The NLO event weights are used in the Matrix Element Method to extract estimators
for the top-quark mass from top-quark pair events in section 4.2.3 and from single top-quark events
in sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5. The consistency of the implementation is validated, also for extended
likelihoods. The impact of the NLO corrections on the analyses is studied by using LO predictions
in the Matrix Element Method and the reliability of theoretical uncertainty estimates inferred from
scale variations is commented on. The mass sensitivity of the top-quark mass determination from
4
single top-quark events using the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy is also examined. With
the unweighted event samples obtained with a 2! 1 jet algorithm the dependence of top-quark mass
extractions on the employed clustering prescription is investigated in section 4.2.5.
The conclusion is given in section 5.
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2. Prerequisites
2.1. Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation
In this chapter some basic facts about Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation are briefly reviewed
which are relevant to lay out the statistical foundation of theMatrix ElementMethod. The presentation
follows the explanations in the book ‘Statistical data analysis’ by Glen Cowan, further details as well
as proofs of statements repeated here can be found in ref. [43] and references therein. The method
of Maximum Likelihood is a technique to infer information about the underlying probability density
from a finite set of measurements fxig with i = 1; : : : ;n. Let f (xj!) be a hypothesis for this probability
density with at least one unknown parameter !. The probability for the i-th measurement to lie
in [xi; xi + dxi] is predicted to be f (xij!)dxi. If the measurements in fxig are independent the joint
probability for all i is given by the product f (x1j!)dx1 f (x2j!)dx2 : : : f (xn 1j!)dxn 1 f (xnj!)dxn of the
individual probabilities. The joint probability for the measured fxig is expected to be large if the
hypothesis f (xj!) is the correct underlying probability density and small for incorrect hypotheses.
Suppose that the functional form of f (xj!) is known but the true value of the model parameter !true
is unknown. The joint probability for a fixed set of measured fxig can be treated as a function of the
parameter !, called the likelihood
L(!jfxig) =
nY
i=1
f (xij!): (2.1.1)
The value for ! that (globally) maximises the likelihood for a given set fxig is the so-called Maximum
Likelihood estimator, denoted byb!. For a probability density f that is dierentiable in! the estimator
is the solution to
@L(!jfxig)
@!

!=b! = 0;
L(b!jfxig) = sup
!
L(!jfxig): (2.1.2)
Note that the estimator b! = b!(fxig) is actually a function of the measured variables fxig which are
distributed according to a probability density and therefore it is itself distributed according to a so-
called sampling distribution g(b!;!true) with expectation value
E[b!] = Z b! g(b!;!true) db! = Z b!(fxig) f (x1j!true) : : : f (xnj!true) dx1 : : :dxn (2.1.3)
and variance
V[b!] = E[b!2] E[b!]2: (2.1.4)
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2.1.1. Extended likelihood
Since the probability density entering the likelihood calculation in eq. (2.1.1) is normalizedZ
dx f (xj!) = 1 (2.1.5)
the information contained in the total number of measurements n is not made use of in the param-
eter estimation employing eq. (2.1.1). However, the expected number of measurements according
to the theoretical hypothesis defining f (xj!) might also depend on the parameter !. This additional
information can be included in the analysis by assuming that the total number of measurements n is
distributed according to a Poisson distribution with the parameter-dependent expectation value (!).
The likelihood from eq. (2.1.1) can be extended as the product of the individual likelihoods for each
measurement in the set and the Poisson probability to observe a set of n measurements given the
parameter-dependent hypothesis (see e.g. ref. [44])
Lext(!jfxig) = (!)
n
n!
e (!)
nY
i=1
f (xij!): (2.1.6)
2.1.2. The variance of Maximum Likelihood estimators
The extracted estimator b!(fxig) for the hypothesis probability density f (xj!) from a sample of n mea-
surements fxig is itself a random number distributed according to the sampling distribution. When
repeating the entire experiment of nmeasurements many times each parameter extraction would yield
a dierent value for b! spread around E[b!]. The variance V[b!] is a measure for this spread and there-
fore for the statistical uncertainty of the estimator. In practical applications it is usually not possible
to calculate eq. (2.1.4) analytically but information about the variance can be can be obtained using
Monte Carlo methods. Instead of repeating the experiment over and over again, pseudo-experiments
(e.g. Monte Carlo simulations) can be used to generate many samples fx(k);simi g distributed according
to f (xjb!) and the distribution of their Maximum Likelihood estimators b!(fx(k);simi g) can be studied. If
the Monte Carlo generation of a large number of experiments is too costly the Rao-Crame´r-Frechet
(RCF) inequality can be used to give a lower bound on an estimator’s variance
V[b!]   E " @2 logL
@!2
#! 1
: (2.1.7)
If the equality in eq. (2.1.7) holds the estimator has minimal variance and is called ‘ecient’. The
calculation of the expectation value of the second derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood in
eq. (2.1.7) requires integrations over xi (cf. eq. (2.1.3)) and is therefore impractical in most applica-
tions. For a suciently large sample, V[b!] can be approximated by evaluating the second derivative
with the measured data for the value of b!
V[b!]  b!2 =   @2 logL
@!2
! 1 
!=b!: (2.1.8)
An easy application of eq. (2.1.8) is the ‘graphical technique’ to obtain the variance of the estimator
by expanding the negative logarithm of the likelihood (‘log-likelihood’) in a Taylor series around the
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value of its minimum
  logL(!) =   logL(b!)|      {z      }
=   logLmin
  @ logL
@!

!=b!|        {z        }
= 0
(! b!)  1
2
@2 logL
@!2

!=b!|         {z         }
=  b! 2
(! b!)2+ : : : : (2.1.9)
Ignoring higher-order terms the log-likelihood can be approximated by a parabola
  logL(!)    logLmin+ (! b!)22b!2 : (2.1.10)
The value for b! can then be (graphically) deduced from
  logL(b!b!)    logLmin+ 12 : (2.1.11)
In the large sample limit (n!1) the likelihood L becomes a Gaussian function with absent higher-
order terms in eq. (2.1.9) and the approximation in eq. (2.1.10) becomes an equality.
2.1.3. Properties of Maximum Likelihood estimators
An estimator is called ‘consistent’ if it converges to the true value !true for n!1 in the sense of
probability
lim
n!1P(jb! !truej > ) = 0 8 > 0: (2.1.12)
The ‘bias’ of the estimator b is defined as the dierence of the expectation value of b! and the true
value !true
b = E[b!] !true: (2.1.13)
Estimators with (asymptotically for n!1) vanishing bias b = 0 are called ‘(asymptotically) unbi-
ased’.
An important property of unbiased Maximum Likelihood estimators in the large sample limit (n!1)
is that they exhibit ‘asymptotic normality’, meaning they are distributed according to a Gaussian
normal distribution with  = E[b!] and 2 = V[b!] and are always ‘ecient’ (have minimal variance).
2.1.4. The Matrix Element Method: A Maximum Likelihood method for scattering
theory
The ‘Matrix Element Method’ belongs to the class of Maximum Likelihood methods and is especially
formulated for the application in scattering theory (see refs. [45, 46]). Under the assumption that an
experiment can be described by a probabilistic model, each individual measurement can be assigned
a certain theoretical probability for its emergence according to the model. For scattering experiments
the cross section  is a measure for this probability. More precisely, for a collision A+B! a1+a2+
:::+an the dierential cross section
d =
d
dRn(p1; : : : ; pn)
dRn (2.1.14)
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is a measure for the probability to observe the n-body final state in the infinitesimal phase space region
dRn = (2)44
0BBBBB@PA+PB  nX
i=1
pi
1CCCCCA nY
j=1
d3p j
(2)32E j
: (2.1.15)
located at (p1; : : : ; pn). The calculation of the dierential cross section in eq. (2.1.14) under the model
assumption depends on associated model parameters !. The theoretical prediction for the model-
dependent probability density describing the distribution of the observed final states can thus be iden-
tified as
f (p1; : : : ; pnj!) = 1
(!)
d(!)
dRn(p1; : : : ; pn)
: (2.1.16)
In general, the final state can be described by variables collected in the event ~y. The dierential cross
section can be written in terms of the event variables in ~y
d(!)
dRn(p1; : : : ; pn)
 ! d(!)
d~y
(2.1.17)
with Z
d~y
1
(!)
d(!)
d~y
= 1: (2.1.18)
Finite detector resolution, imperfect detector eciency and mismatch between theoretically modelled
and actually measured quantities are assumed to be factorisable into universal ‘transfer functions’
W(~x;~y). Those functions model the probability to observe the (theoretical) quantities ~y as the detector-
level events ~x
d(!)
d~x
=
Z
d~y
d(!)
d~y
W(~x;~y) (2.1.19)
with Z
d~x W(~x;~y) = 1: (2.1.20)
In principle, the variables in ~y may be chosen independently from the variables in ~x. For example,
when particles escape detection (e.g. neutrinos) both vectors do not even need to have the same
dimension. Nevertheless, for this study it may prove beneficial to choose the two sets as closely
related as possible. Identifying the two by introducing a -function as the transfer function
W(~x;~y) = (~x ~y) (2.1.21)
would correspond to an ideal detector. Note that dierent (more inclusive) definitions of ~x can always
be obtained by variable transformations (and integrations) of eq. (2.1.19). In practice, the transfer
functions (often modelled by Gaussians or Bi-Gaussians) have to be determined by the experiments
using Monte Carlo studies and detector simulations. Additionally, the integration over the trans-
fer functions in eq. (2.1.19) looks straightforward but it might turn out to be non-trivial due to the
peak structure of the transfer functions requiring sophisticated parameterisations of the phase space.
These issues are not considered in this work since experimental analyses based on the Matrix Element
Method are used to this type of problems. The joint probability for having observed a sample of N
independent detector-level events f~xig is given by the product of the individual probabilities
P  f~xigj! = NY
i=1
1
(!)
Z
d~y
d(!)
d~y
W(~xi;~y): (2.1.22)
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With the identification in eq. (2.1.16), the joint probability can be interpreted as a likelihood for a
given set of events (cf. eq. (2.1.1))
P  f~xigj! =L  !jf~xig : (2.1.23)
Maximising this likelihood for a given set of events f~xig with respect to ! yields a Maximum Like-
lihood estimator b! for the most probable value of the model parameter ! in order to describe the
measured set of events f~xig by the model (see eq. (2.1.2)). Since all available information from the
event is used for the evaluation of the matrix element in the dierential cross section in eq. (2.1.22), b!
is an ecient estimator making optimal use of the information content in the data. Provided that the
transfer functions and the dierential cross sections in eq. (2.1.22) are known with ultimate accuracy
and precision and the model used to calculate the scattering amplitudes gives an accurate description
of nature, eq. (2.1.2) is expected to yield a consistent, unbiased estimator for the value of ! realised
in the data. If these conditions are not satisfied Maximum Likelihood estimators are prone to have a
(unknown) bias. This bias is usually accounted for within the experimental analysis by a calibration
of the Matrix Element Method: Monte Carlo event generators tuned to the specific experiment are
used to generate samples of signal events for dierent input values !input of the model parameter. The
Matrix Element Method is used to extract estimators b!extr. from the generated event samples to obtain
a calibration curve (b!extr. vs. !input) describing the relation between extracted estimator and input
value. This relation can in reverse be used to account for the bias in the actual measurement. Clearly,
the calibration procedure comes with its own uncertainties and ambiguities. To increase the accuracy
of current measurements it is therefore desirable to limit the amount of calibration to a minimum.
2.2. Cross section calculation in perturbation theory
Let us assume that the model taken as a basis for the theoretical description of the scattering process
provides an accurate representation of nature. In order to minimise a possible bias in the Matrix
Element Method estimator stemming from improper approximation, the dierential cross sections
entering eq. (2.1.22) have to be calculated with sucient accuracy. For an interacting quantum field
theory it is in general not known how to calculate scattering amplitudes
S f i =
D
p1p2 : : :pn
 PAPB (2.2.1)
from an initial state i given by
PAPB to a final state f given by p1p2 : : :pnE exactly. Thus the
calculation of eq. (2.2.1) has to be approximated. The idea of ‘perturbation theory’ is briefly sketched
and it is illustrated how approximate scattering amplitudes can be expressed by ‘Feynman diagrams’.
See e.g. refs. [47, 48] for a detailed text book derivation of the sketched formalism for actual gauge
theories of fermion and vector fields. In perturbation theory the existence of asymptotic states, which
approximately can be expressed by free particle states because of their spatial separation suppress-
ing their interactions, is assumed. These asymptotic states are used to describe individual particles,
prepared in the distant past, approaching each other, interacting and producing particles leaving the
place of interaction to be detected in the detectors as individual particles in the distant future. The
scattering amplitudes in eq. (2.2.1) can therefore be approximated by the transition amplitudes of free
asymptotic states (described by the Lagrangian Lfree) by treating the interactions (described by the
Lagrangian Lint) as perturbations to the free theory
L =Lfree + Lint|{z}
perturbation
: (2.2.2)
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The transition corresponding to eq. (2.2.1) is carried out by the causal, Lorentz invariant, unitary time-
evolution operator U(t; t0) of the asymptotically free states from the distant past to the distant future
S = lim
t!1
t0! 1
U(t; t0) = T
(
exp

i
Z
d4x Lint|{z}
O()
)
; (2.2.3)
where T denotes time-ordering of products of field operators. The operator S depends exponentially
on
R
d4xLint which is proportional to the coupling strength (here schematically denoted by ). The
scattering amplitudes follow from Green’s functions of the field equations (also called n-point cor-
relation functions which are vacuum expectation values of time-ordered products of field operators)
according to the Lehmann–Symanzik–Zimmermann reduction. In the calculation of these Green’s
functions exponentials involving Lint can be expanded as a series in the coupling strength of the inter-
action . For suciently small  this series can be truncated at O(m) yielding scattering amplitudes
accurate apart from O(m+1) corrections. The lowest order of the coupling m necessary to realise the
scattering A+ B! a1 + : : :+ an is called the ‘leading order’ (LO) or ‘Born level’. Higher orders are
referred to as ‘next-to-(next-to-. . . )leading order’ (N(N. . . )LO).
The linear transformation from the asymptotic initial states to the asymptotic final states given in
eq. (2.2.3) is called ‘S-matrix’ (scattering matrix). It can be written as
S f i =  f i+ iM f i(2)44
0BBBBBBB@PA+PB  nX
j=1
p j
1CCCCCCCA (2.2.4)
with the trivial part  f i(, 0 only for the same initial and final state) and the matrix elements iM f i
describing the interaction. The dierential cross section is given by the absolute matrix element
squared1 and the flux-factor F =
q
(PA PB)2 m2Am2B (with mA and mB the masses of A and B) which
has to be integrated over the phase space dRn
d =
1
4F
dRn jM (A(PA)+B(PB)! a1(p1)+a2(p2)+ : : :+an(pn))j2 : (2.2.5)
Matrix elements have the useful property to allow ‘crossing’: The matrix elementM for the process
A(PA)+B(PB)! a1(p1)+a2(p2)+ : : :+an(pn) is related to the matrix elements fM with interchanged
(crossed) final- and initial-state partons by a reversal of momentum (pi! pi) and helicity (hi! hi)
of the crossed partons
e.g. fM ah1(p1)+BhB(PB)! Aha1 (PA)+ah22 (p2)+ : : :+ahnn (pn)
= M

A hA( PA)+BhB(PB)! a h11 ( p1)+ah22 (p2)+ : : :+ahnn (pn)

: (2.2.6)
The interaction Lagrangian Lint is not only proportional to the coupling strength but also to the field
operators of the respective QFT. Taking higher-order terms of the series expansion in the coupling
strength into account adds internal fields to the correlation function which either create additional
connections between the n+2 external fields at xA; xB; x1; : : : ; xn (called virtual loops, cf. figure 2.1b)
or are connected to additional external fields (called real radiation, cf. figure 2.1c) as sketched2 in
figure 2.1. Sketching all possible combinations of fields and their connections like in figure 2.1 yields
the so-called ‘Feynman diagrams’. They are an exact representation of the perturbative expansion of
1Hence the name ‘Matrix Element Method’ for a Maximum Likelihood method with the probability density given in terms
of the dierential cross section.
2All Feynman diagrams shown in this work are produced using the JaxoDraw package (see ref. [49]).
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xA
xB x1
x2
x
(a) LO 4-point function
xA
xB x1
x2x
y
(b) NLO 4-point function
xA
xB x1
x2
x
x3
x4
y
(c) 6-point function
Figure 2.1.: Graphical sketch of (a) the connected 4-point correlation function at leading order O()
and examples of (b) a loop or (c) 6-point correlation function with additional external
fields at next-to-leading O(2).
M and each building block can be identified with a mathematical object. The assignments of these
objects to the parts of the diagram are called ‘Feynman rules’. Momentum conservation holds for
the external momenta and at every vertex. Undetermined momenta in loops have to be integrated
over. Symmetries in the phase space corresponding to certain diagrams have to be accounted for by
respective symmetry factors. In principle, knowledge of the Feynman rules for a specific QFT allows
to formally calculate the scattering amplitudes by drawing all Feynman diagrams up to the desired
order and simply multiplying the respective factors according to the Feynman rules. Feynman rules
for gauge theories of fermion and vector fields can be found in the literature (see e.g. ref. [47]).
2.2.1. Regularisation and renormalisation
In practice, including higher-order corrections introduces complications in the amplitude calculation.
The integration over the undetermined momenta p of particles running in loops (cf. figure 2.1b)
produces integrals of the form
I(4;n) =
Z
d4p
(2)4
1 
p2 n (2.2.7)
which are commonly divergent for Ep ! 1. These divergences are called ultraviolet divergences.
The integral in eq. (2.2.7) might also be divergent for p2 ! . These divergences are referred to
as infrared divergences. For the moment, infrared divergences are ignored in the calculations but
will be elaborated on them further in section 2.2.3. To give a meaning to the amplitude calculation the
ultraviolet divergence in the loop integral has to be parameterised as the limit of a so-called ‘regulator’.
The loop integration can then be carried out depending on the regulator. The ultraviolet divergence
now corresponds to a divergence in the regulator. A Lorentz invariant way of regulating and isolating
these divergences is called dimensional regularisation (DREG). The theory (in whole or only certain
aspects) is analytically continued to d dimensions
Ld-dim =Ld-dimfree +RLd-dimint : (2.2.8)
For example, treating internal and external states as d-dimensional objects (their momenta and spin
degrees of freedom are continued from 4 to d dimensions) corresponds to the so-called ‘conventional
dimensional regularisation’ (CDR) scheme (see ref. [50]). Considering only the internal states as
d-dimensional while leaving the external ones 4-dimensional corresponds to the ‘’t Hooft-Veltman’
(HV) scheme (see ref. [51]). The mass scale R is introduced to ensure that the coupling strength in
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Ld-dimint remains dimensionless also in d dimensions. Depending on the mass dimensions of the fields
in Ld-dimint its exponent  has to be chosen accordingly. In d dimensions the respective volume element
is given by
ddp
(2)d
= (2) d pd 1 dp d
d: (2.2.9)
The surface of the d-dimensional unit sphere is given byZ
d
d =
2d=2
 (d=2)
(2.2.10)
where the  -function is defined by
 (x) =
1Z
0
d e x 1: (2.2.11)
Integrals of the form given in eq. (2.2.7) can now be evaluated in d dimensions as
I(d;n) =
Z
ddp
(2)d
1
(p2 )n = i
( 1)n
(4)d=2
  (n d=2)
 (n)
d=2 n: (2.2.12)
Setting d = 4  2" (with " > 0) allows to Laurent expand eq. (2.2.12) around d = 4. By using the
Laurent expansion of the  -function around 0
 (x) =
1
x
 E +O(x) (2.2.13)
(with the Euler-Mascheroni constant E  0:5772), the ultraviolet divergence of the integral in eq. (2.2.7)
is expressed as a pole in the dimensional regulator ". For example, the result for n = 1 is
I(4 2";1) = i
162
 2"R
 
1
"
+ ln4 E +1  ln 
2R
+O(")|                              {z                              }
finite for "!0
!
: (2.2.14)
Again, the mass scale R is introduced to maintain the right mass dimension in the results. After
isolating the ultraviolet divergences in the amplitude calculations via DREG as poles 1=" they can be
identified with divergent model parameters of the Lagrangian (e.g. masses, couplings or field normal-
isations in eq. (2.2.8)) by a procedure called ‘renormalisation’. The finite parts of the parameters have
to be experimentally determined employing a certain renormalisation scheme in order to make pre-
dictions within the very same renormalisation scheme. To not lose the predictive power of the model
it is mandatory that there is only a fixed number of ultraviolet divergences to be absorbed in a fixed
number of model parameters independent of the perturbative order. These models are called renor-
malisable. A brief sketch how a theory given by the Lagrangian in eq. (2.2.8) can be renormalised
to NLO accuracy by multiplicative renormalisation is given here. The (divergent) parameters of the
unrenormalised theory are referred to as ‘bare quantities’ (generic masses, couplings and fields here
schematically denoted by mbare, bare and bare)
Ld-dim =Ld-dimfree (mbare;bare;bare)+RLd-dimint (mbare;bare;bare): (2.2.15)
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Let us assume the divergences in the bare quantities can be factorised into divergent renormalisation
constants i, e.g.
m2bare = Zmm
2 = (1+m)m2; bare = Z = (1+); bare =
p
Z =
q
1+ (2.2.16)
where the quantities without subscript represent the finite (physical) quantities. Inserting eq. (2.2.16)
into eq. (2.2.15) (and ignoring terms of O(2i )) allows to separate the bare Lagrangian into a renor-
malised Lagrangian and a part countering the divergences in the loops (called ‘counter term’ (CT)
Lagrangian)
Ld-dim =Ld-dimren +Ld-dimCT : (2.2.17)
The renormalised Lagrangian depends only on the (finite) renormalised parameters and yields (diver-
gent) loop amplitudes involving integrals of the form given in eq. (2.2.14) when calculating virtual
corrections. The CT Lagrangian is also a function of the (divergent) renormalisation constants and
yields additional Feynman rules with ‘CT couplings’ proportional to the renormalisation constants
i (usually denoted by crosses in the Feynman diagrams). These Feynman rules generate additional
Feynman diagrams that have to be taken into account in the amplitude calculations at the respective
perturbative order. In figure 2.2 this is schematically illustrated for the renormalisation of the so-called
self-energy  at 1-loop order. Since they show up in the calculation of the 1-loop contributions, from
+Πren
1-loop =
1-loop CT
Figure 2.2.: 1-loop and counter term (CT) Feynman diagrams for the self-energy.
the integral in eq. (2.2.14) it can be deduced how to choose the general form of the i in order to
absorb the poles 1=" and make the 1-loop Green’s functions ultraviolet finite:
i /  
 
1
"
+ ci
!
: (2.2.18)
The choice for ci (finite for "! 0) is what defines the renormalisation scheme. For ci = 0 only the
pole is absorbed in i. This is referred to as the ‘minimal subtraction’ (MS) scheme. It has become
common practice to also absorb the summands ci = E+ log4 into the counter term thereby defining
the ‘modified minimal subtraction’ (MS) scheme. Note that the i are itself of order O(). Thus, the
counter term Feynman rules enter only at NLO and beyond. Taking into account all counter terms and
the respective Feynman rules makes the scattering amplitudes of the renormalised theory ultraviolet
finite up to 1-loop order. Besides the MS and MS scheme other renormalisation conditions can be
formulated which oer a more physical interpretation of the renormalised parameters. For example,
demanding that the self-energy of a particle with momentum p (cf. figure 2.2) and its derivative
vanishes for on-shell particles (called the on-shell or pole-mass scheme)
ren

p2=m2 = 0;
dren
dp2

p2=m2
= 0 (2.2.19)
forces the propagator to have a pole at p2 = m2 with a residue of 1 allowing the interpretation of m as
the ‘physical mass’ of the particle.
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Renormalisation scale (in-)dependence
The remaining question is how to choose the so-called renormalisation scale R. Note, that it is
introduced to maintain the correct mass dimension of the coupling parameter when performing the
calculation of higher-order corrections in d = 4 2" space-time dimensions. However, after the renor-
malisation procedure a residual dependence of the fixed-order results on R persists even when the
limit "! 0 is performed. For example, in the massless limit m = 0 the 1-loop corrections to the
scattering amplitude for the process PA+PB ! p1+ p2 behave like
 (4)
ren
1-loop / n+1
266664log0BBBB@ jtj
2R
1CCCCA+ log0BBBB@ juj
2R
1CCCCA+ log0BBBB@ s
2R
1CCCCA377775 (2.2.20)
with s = (PA+PB)2, t = (p1 PB)2 and u = (p1+PA)2. In a perturbative expansion of the correlation
functions higher-order corrections O(n+1) should be suppressed with respect to the lower orders
O(n). To avoid large logarithms in the higher-order corrections the renormalisation scale should be
chosen 2R  s; jtj; juj (e.g. similar to the typical centre-of-mass energy of the process). Amplitudes
for processes with massive particles introduce logarithms log(m2=2R) in the higher-order corrections
suggesting to choose 2R  m2. It is clear that the optimal choice of 2R is a non-trivial task, especially
for processes with multiple intrinsic scales (e.g. dierent masses, . . . ) or for example dierential
distributions including extreme kinematic configurations of s; t;u. Having chosen a value for the
renormalisation scale R = 0, the renormalised amplitudes can be used to perform measurements
of the coupling and mass within the applied renormalisation scheme (e.g. MS) which depend on
the chosen renormalisation scale as  = MS(0) or m = mMS(0). These measurements can be used
to make other theoretical predictions (depending on (R) and m(R)) also at dierent values of the
renormalisation scale: Since the introduction of R into the calculations is just an artefact of the
regularisation procedure, actual physical observables Ophys. must not depend on this scale R (at least
when all orders of the perturbative expansion are considered)
R
dOphys.
dR
= 0: (2.2.21)
This demand can be utilised to theoretically predict the evolution of the renormalised parameters as
functions of the renormalisation scale, e.g.
R
d
dR
= () (2.2.22)
with the beta-function (). Knowledge of the beta-function allows to evolve (0) to other values of
the renormalisation scale by solving eq. (2.2.22).
For a fixed-order amplitude calculation the dependence on the renormalisation scale only enters as
a residual higher-order eect. Since the scattering amplitude cannot depend on the unphysical scale
R when all orders of the perturbative expansion are taken into account, the missing higher-order
corrections can be estimated by studying the residual dependence on the renormalisation scale. It
has become customary to quote the impact of the up- and downwards variation of the scale by a
certain factor (e.g. 2) as a measure for a theoretical uncertainty due to missing higher orders in the
perturbative expansion.
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2.2.2. Quantum Chromodynamics
Quarks (up, down, charm, strange, bottom, top) and gluons, the fundamental constituents of hadronic
matter, and their interactions are described by the non-Abelian gauge field theory ‘Quantum Chromo-
dynamics’ (QCD) which is locally symmetric under the SU(Nc) colour group. The degree Nc denotes
the number of colours (in QCD: Nc = 3). A quark of flavour q = u;d;c; s;b; t and mass mq is a fermion
carrying the quantum number colour a = 1; : : : ;Nc and is represented by the quark field spinor  q;a.
Quarks are in the fundamental representation of the SU(Nc) colour group. The massless gluon is a
boson carrying the quantum number C = 1; : : : ;N2c  1 and is represented by the vector fieldAC . Glu-
ons are in the adjoint representation of the of the SU(Nc) colour group. The N2c  1 generators of the
SU(Nc) colour group are NcNc matrices tCab describing the rotation of the quark’s colour in SU(Nc)
colour space by the interaction with gluon. They fulfil the algebra
[tA; tB] = i f ABCtC (2.2.23)
with the totally antisymmetric structure constants of the SU(Nc) group f ABC . The explicit values of
f ABC are not needed but only the Casimirs (group invariants) TF , CF , CA show up in the results. They
are defined via
Tr

tAtB

= TFAB with TF =
1
2
;
CFNc = Tr
0BBBBB@X
A
tAtA
1CCCCCA = N2c  12 ;X
A;B
f ABC f ABD = CACD with CA = Nc: (2.2.24)
The Lagrangian of QCD in d = 4  2" space-time dimensions (after renormalisation of the fields,
masses and coupling) is given by
LQCD =
X
q
 ¯q;a

Z q i=@ab Z qZgZ1=2A "RgstCabAC  Z qZmmqab

 q;b
 1
4
FAF
A +Lgauge-fix
h
+Lghost
i
(2.2.25)
with the Dirac -matrices . The field strength tensor is given by
FA = Z
1=2
A

@AA  @AA  ZgZ1=2A "Rgs f ABCABAC

: (2.2.26)
By partial integration the part of FF quadratic in the fieldsA can be written as
 1
4
FAF
A  =
1
2
ZAAA

@@
g @@AA +O A3 (2.2.27)
where surface terms have been omitted. It turns out that the operator (@@g @@) is not invertible.
In order to define the gluon propagator a gauge fixing term
Lgauge-fix =  ZA2 @
AA@AA =
ZA
2
AA@@AA (2.2.28)
can be added to the Lagrangian yielding the invertible operator (@@g   (1  1=)@@) allowing
to define the gluon propagator as its inverse in momentum space. The choice of gauge fixing as in
eq. (2.2.28) is called Lorentz gauge. Note that QCD, being a gauge theory, must be invariant under
gauge transformations. Therefore, physical results cannot depend on  in the end allowing to freely
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choose a value for  (e.g. ‘Landau gauge’:  = 0, ‘Feynman gauge’:  = 1, . . . ).
The QCD Feynman rules deduced from the Lagrangian in eq. (2.2.25) can be found in the literature
(see for example ref. [47]).
The contribution of the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields Lghost which are a mathematical necessity when
dealing with the issue of unphysical, longitudinal degrees of freedom of the gluon fields are not
discussed. They only couple to gluons and appear in closed loops in the Feynman diagrams. They do
not appear in the calculations needed in the context of this work.
The running coupling of QCD
QCD αs(Mz) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011
pp –> jets
e.w. precision fits (N3LO)  
0.1
0.2
0.3
αs (Q2)
1 10 100Q [GeV]
Heavy Quarkonia (NLO)
e+e–   jets & shapes (res. NNLO)
DIS jets (NLO)
April 2016
τ decays (N3LO)
1000
 (NLO
pp –> tt (NNLO)
)(–)
Figure 2.3.: Experimental confirmation of the running coupling of QCD (taken from ref. [2]).
Again, by setting Zi = 1+ i the QCD Lagrangian (eq. (2.2.25)) can be separated in a renormalised
Lagrangian and a counter term Lagrangian. Requiring the finiteness of the 1-loop Green’s functions
fixes the i within the respective renormalisation scheme. For example, the 1-loop coupling counter
term in the MS scheme is given by (cf. eq. (2.2.18))
MSg =
s
4
1

"
 11
6
CA+
2
3
n fTF
#
=  1

b0
2
s: (2.2.29)
with s = g2s=(4). From eq. (2.2.29) follows that the 1-loop evolution of the QCD coupling s in the
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MS scheme is given by the solution to the dierential equation (cf. eq. (2.2.22))
(s) =
dsMS1-loop
d log2R
=  b0sMS1-loop
2 Nc=3
=   1
12
(33 2n f )sMS1-loop
2
: (2.2.30)
Note that b0 > 0 for Nc = 3 and n f < 16 results in the running coupling
s
MS
1-loop(
2
R) =
12
(33 2n f ) log

2R=
2
QCD
 (2.2.31)
which is monotonically decreasing towards 0 with high scales
lim
R!1
s
MS
1-loop(
2
R) = 0: (2.2.32)
This fact, justifying the applicability of perturbation theory to QCD at high energies, is called ‘asymp-
totic freedom’ and is underpinned experimentally (see figure 2.3). On the other hand, the boundary
condition QCD  200 GeV corresponds to the scale where the perturbatively deduced running cou-
pling becomes infinity. This means that perturbation theory is not applicable for scales R  QCD.
The realm of perturbative QCD is therefore restricted to scales R  QCD. This is a hint at the
fact that in the non-perturbative regime QCD forms strongly coupled bound states which have to
be described by non-perturbative methods like ‘Lattice QCD’ or even phenomenologically heuristic
modelling where the former is not feasible.
2.2.3. Infrared divergences: soft and collinear limits
pi
pj
pk
pi + pj
(a) Virtual gluon loop
pi
pj
pk
pi + pj
(b) Real gluon emission
Figure 2.4.: Exemplary Feynman diagrams for NLO contributions by (a) a virtual gluon loop or (b)
real gluon emission.
Both the interference of the virtual amplitude M1-loopn (e.g. figure 2.4a) with the Born amplitude
(without additional gluon)Mn and the squared real amplitudeMn+1 (e.g. figure 2.4b) are of the same
order in s. They both contribute to the cross section at NLO accuracy
dNLO = dn + dNLO (2.2.33)
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with the cross section in the Born approximation (cf. eq. (2.2.5))
dn =
1
4F
dRn jMnj2 (2.2.34)
and the NLO corrections given as the sum of the real dn+1 and virtual contributions dn;1-loop
dNLO =
1
4F
dRn+1 jMn+1j2|                {z                }
= dn+1
+
1
4F
dRn 2<
h
MnM1-loopn
i
|                          {z                          }
= dn;1-loop
: (2.2.35)
The partonic phase space dRn is defined in eq. (2.1.15). Both real and virtual contributions are in
general divergent on their own. Brief comments on the nature of these divergences are given and
two options how to carry out the mutual cancellation in the sum of both contributions in order to
make meaningful predictions from NLO calculations are presented. More details can be found in the
literature (see e.g. refs. [48, 47]).
Virtual corrections In section 2.2.1 it has been demonstrated that the ultraviolet divergences in
the loop amplitudes can be absorbed into the bare parameters of the Lagrangian by renormalisation.
However after renormalisation, when integrating over the momenta of the particles running in loops
(e.g. p j in figure 2.4a), it turns out that the integrand can also have singularities that are not of ultravi-
olet nature: The integrand of this loop integration is composed of propagators (/ 1=(p2 m2)) which
also become singular if the loop momentum p = pi+ p j goes on shell (p2!m2). If these poles cannot
be circumvented by an analytic continuation of the integration path into the complex plain they might
give rise to divergences in the amplitude calculation. These divergences stemming from momentum
configurations where the loop momentum becomes either soft or collinear to an external particle’s
momentum are referred to as infrared divergences and cannot be renormalised. Nevertheless, they
can be regulated in a similar manner: Employing dimensional regularisation (cf. section 2.2.1) allows
to analytically calculate the loop integrals in d = 4 2" (now with " < 0) dimensions by regulating the
infrared divergences as poles in 1=" and 1="2.
Real corrections Integrating over the n+ 1-parton phase space also produces similar infrared di-
vergences in the real contribution: The propagator for a quark i of mass mi emitting a massless gluon
j appearing for example in figure 2.4b is proportional to
1
(pi+ p j)2 m2i
=
1
2pi  p j =
1
2EiE j

1 i cosi j
 (2.2.36)
with i j the angle between ~pi and ~p j and i =
q
(E2i  m2i )=E2i the velocity of the massive quark. These
infrared divergences correspond to one massless particle j becoming soft (E j ! 0) or two massless
particles (i j) becoming collinear (pi ! zp and p j ! (1  z)p, z 2 R). It is obvious that eq. (2.2.36)
is always singular if the gluon j becomes soft but the collinear divergence only occurs for massless
quarks with i = 1. Thus, collinear divergences are also referred to as ‘mass singularities’. Again,
these infrared divergences can be regulated by an analytic continuation of the theory to d = 4  2"
(with " < 0) dimensions where they manifest themselves as poles 1=" and 1="2 in NLO calculations.
It turns out that when all NLO contributions to ‘suciently inclusive’ observables are consistently
taken into account the individual infrared divergences from the virtual and the real contributions
cancel each other in the sum. This is the statement of the Kinoshita–Lee–Nauenberg (KLN) theorem
(see refs. [52, 53]) ensuring infrared finiteness of physical meaningful observables. In particular,
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suciently inclusive observables Omust not be sensitive to the emission of soft or collinear radiation
On+1(p1; : : : ; pn; p j = q)
!0   ! On(p1; : : : ; pn); (2.2.37)
On+1(p1; : : : ; pn 1; pi; p j)
pi!zp(i j)          !
p j!(1 z)p(i j)
On(p1; : : : ; pn 1; p(i j)) (2.2.38)
making them ‘infrared safe’. These infrared safety requirements reflect the fact that arbitrary soft
radiation or a pair of collinear particles cannot be individually resolved by the experiments due to
finite detector resolutions and thus contributes to a signal signature with a lower multiplicity. From a
practical point of view this cancellation of divergences between dierent d-dimensional integrations
with either n- or n+ 1-parton kinematics is highly non-trivial. Due to the typical complexity of the
individual calculations it is especially preferable to perform as many of the integrations as possible
numerically in an integer number of dimensions.
The general behaviour of the real amplitudes in the soft and collinear limit is illustrated in the fol-
lowing. This knowledge can be exploited to analytically cancel the infrared divergences in the virtual
contribution while rendering the real contribution integrable in d = 4 dimensions at the same time.
Two dierent methods for regulating and cancelling the infrared divergences are presented: ‘Phase
space slicing’ (see e.g. refs. [54, 55, 56, 57]) and ‘dipole subtraction’ (see e.g. refs. [58, 59]).
Soft limit
When parameterising the soft parton’s momentum as p j = q (with an arbitrary massless 4-momentum
q and  2 R), the soft limit corresponds to ! 0. In this limit the squared d-dimensional real matrix
element for n+ 1 partons (e.g. figure 2.4b with n = 2) summed over final-state colours and spins
factorises into a divergent prefactor (/ 1=2), d-dimensional n-parton matrix elements (without the
soft parton) in colour space Mc1:::cnn , colour operators T cab mediating colour connection between the
n-parton matrix elements and the ‘eikonal factor’ f (pi; pk;q;mi) (see e.g. ref. [59])
jMn+1j2 !0   !  
82"R s
2
X
i, j
k, j;i
f (pi; pk;q;mi)Mc1:::bi:::bk :::cnn T c jbiciT
c j
bkck
Mc1:::ci:::ck :::cnn (2.2.39)
with
f (pi; pk;q;mi) =
1
pi q
266664 pk  pi(pi+ pk)q   m
2
i
2pi q
377775 : (2.2.40)
The colour-charge matrices are given by T c jcick  tc jcick if i is a final-state quark or an initial-state anti-
quark, T c jcick   tc jcick if i is a final-state anti-quark or an initial-state quark and T c jcick  i fcic jck if i is a
gluon. The eikonal factor f (pi; pk;q;mi) in eq. (2.2.39) also exhibits collinear singularities if the soft
momentum q is collinear to pi. The d-dimensional n+1 parton phase space in the soft limit factorises
into an n-parton phase space dRn (without the soft parton j) and a phase space factor dRS for the
emission of the soft parton j (see e.g. ref. [54])
lim
!0dRn+1(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 2; pi; pk; p j) = dRn(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 2; pi; pk)dRS(pi; pk; p j): (2.2.41)
After integrating out the angular orientation of p j with respect to pi and pk the soft phase space factor
reads (see e.g. ref. [54])
dRS =
d=2 1
2 (d=2 1) s
1 d=2
ik dsi j dk j
h
si jsk j
id=2 2
(2.2.42)
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where si j = 2pi  p j.
Collinear limits
As can be seen from eq. (2.2.36), the propagator exhibits collinear divergences only for massless
quarks. Additional radiation can be collinear either to a final-state parton or to the beam. It turns
out that these two cases have to be treated dierently in the cancellation of the associated infrared
divergences. Thus, the respective limits are studied separately.
Final-state collinear configurations By introducing the Sudakov parameterisation of the mo-
menta of two massless final-state partons i; j:
pi = zp(i j)+k?  k
2?
z
n
2p(i j) n ; p j = (1 z)p(i j) k? 
k2?
(1  z)
n
2p(i j) n ) pi  p j =
 k2?
2z(1  z) (2.2.43)
the collinear limit corresponds to k? ! 0. Here, the collinear direction is denoted by a light-like 4-
vector p(i j) (with k?  p(i j) = 0). The auxiliary light-like vector n specifies how the collinear direction
is approached (k?  n = 0). The variable z 2 [0;1] is the momentum fraction contributed by parton i
to the momentum of the collinear pair p(i j) = pi+ p j. The squared d-dimensional real matrix element
factorises in the collinear limit into a divergent prefactor (/ k 2? ), n-parton matrix elements (with
the collinear final-state pair i; j replaced by a single parton (i j) with momentum p(i j)) in helicity
spaceMs1:::snn and helicity operators Pˆ(i j);i introducing spin correlations between the n-parton matrix
elements (see e.g. ref. [58])
jMn+1j2 k?!0    !
42"R s
2pi  p j M
s1:::s(i j):::sn
n

Pˆ(i j);i(z;k?;")Ms1:::s
0
(i j):::sn
n (2.2.44)
The kernels Pˆ(i j);i are the d-dimensional Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions and they act on the spin
indices (s; s0 for fermions, ; for gluons) as follows (see e.g. ref. [58])
D
s
Pˆq;q(z;k?;")s0E = ss0CF "1+ z21  z  "(1  z)
#
; (2.2.45)
D
s
Pˆq;g(z;k?;")s0E = ss0CF "1+ (1  z)2z  "z
#
; (2.2.46)
D

Pˆg;q(z;k?;")E = TR " g+4z(1  z)k?k?
k2?
#
; (2.2.47)
D

Pˆg;g(z;k?;")E = 2CA " g  z1  z + 1  zz
!
 2(1 ")z(1  z)k

?k?
k2?
#
:
(2.2.48)
The splitting functions also exhibit soft divergences (encoded in z! 0;1). Soft and collinear singu-
larities are overlapping in phase space and cannot be separated. Care has to be taken to not overcount
them when studying the respective limits.
In the final-state collinear limit the d-dimensional n+1-parton phase space factorises into an n-parton
phase space dRn (with the collinear pair i; j replaced by a single parton (i j)) and a phase space factor
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dRCf for the emission of the collinear pair i; j from the final state (see e.g. ref. [54])
lim
pi!zp(i j)
p j!(1 z)p(i j)
dRn+1(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; pi; p j) = dRn(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; p(i j))dRCf(pi; p j): (2.2.49)
After integrating out the azimuthal angle between the plane containing pi and p j relative to p(i j) the
collinear phase space factor reads (see e.g. ref. [54])
dRCf =
d=2 1
2 (d=2 1) dsi j dz
h
si j z(1  z)
id=2 2
: (2.2.50)
Initial-state collinear configurations If the parton j becomes collinear to an initial-state parton
a the following parameterisation can be used to define the collinear limit k?! 0
p j = (1  x)pa+ k?  k
2?
(1  x)
n
2pa n ; ) p j  pa =
 k2?
2(1  x) : (2.2.51)
The squared d-dimensional real matrix element factorises in the collinear limit into a divergent prefac-
tor (/ k 2? ), n-parton matrix elements in helicity spaceMs1:::snn and Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions
Pˆ(a j);i introducing spin correlations between the n-parton matrix elements (see e.g. ref. [59])
jMn+1j2 k?!0    ! 1x
42"R s
2pa  p j M
s1:::s(a j):::sn
n

Pˆ(a j);a(x;k?;")Ms1:::s
0
(a j):::sn
n : (2.2.52)
In eq. (2.2.52) the n-parton matrix elements are obtained by omitting the final-state parton j and
replacing the initial-state parton a by an initial-state parton (a j) with momentum fraction xpa with
x 2 [0;1].
In the collinear limit the d-dimensional n+ 1 parton phase space factorises into an n parton phase
space dRn (without the final-state parton j and the initial-state parton (a j)) and a phase space factor
dRCi for the emission of the parton j collinear to the initial-state parton a (see e.g. ref. [55])
lim
pa!xpa
p j!(1 x)pa
dRn+1(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn; p j) = dRn(xpa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn)dRCi(pa; p j): (2.2.53)
After integrating over the (d  3) azimuthal angles relative to the direction of pa the collinear phase
space factor reads (see e.g. ref. [55])
dRCi =
d=2 1
2 (d=2 1) djsa jj dx x
h
jsa jj (1  x)
id=2 2
: (2.2.54)
Note that both the Born matrix elements in eq. (2.2.52) and the Born phase space in eq. (2.2.53)
correspond to a scattering of two partons a and b with a reduced centre-of-mass energy squared of
xs = 2xpa  pb. These initial-state collinear divergences can therefore not be cancelled by the virtual
contribution dn;1-loop for the respective scattering with the centre-of-mass energy squared of s (except
at the endpoints x = 1).
2.2.4. Parton model and collinear factorisation
Though coloured partons are the fundamental fields of QCD they are not the asymptotic particle
states in the experimental spectrum which consists of colour singlet bound states of partons (hadrons)
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instead. This is because the QCD coupling is only small at large energy scales (short distances)
but increases towards smaller energy scales (long distances) (see figure 2.3). The phenomenon that
coloured partons cannot be isolated but form hadrons as asymptotic particle states is called ‘colour
confinement’ and is subject to current research and scientific discussion (see e.g. ref. [60]). A
consequence of confinement is that perturbative QCD is not applicable at large distances and non-
perturbative methods must be employed to connect the short-distance partonic interactions to the long-
distance bound states that are preparable and detectable by experiments. As a first approximation, the
prepared initial states (e.g. protons in a hadron collider) can be described within the naive parton
model (see ref. [61]): Neglecting the mass of the hadron, a fast moving hadron H can be thought
of as a bundle of partons flying longitudinal to the hadron’s direction each carrying a fraction of the
hadronic momentum (see figure 2.5a). This allows to relate the collision of two incoming hadrons
H;H0 with momenta Pa=b =
p
s=2 (1;0;0;1) and the center-of-mass energy squared s
H(Pa)+H0(Pb)! a1(p1)+ : : :+an(pn) (2.2.55)
to an incoherent sum of partonic reactions
a(pa)+b(pb)! a1(p1)+ : : :+an(pn) (2.2.56)
with the momentum fractions
pa = xaPa; pb = xbPb: (2.2.57)
Provided large momentum transfers, the latter are calculable within perturbative QCD. The par-
a1 . . . an
PA PB
baH H
′
xaPA xbPB
(a) Parton model
⇐⇒
(b) Initial-state collinear parton
Figure 2.5.: Sketch of the parton model (a) and ambiguous assignment of collinear partons in the
initial state (b).
tonic cross sections dab describing the reactions in eq. (2.2.56) have to be convoluted with non-
perturbative parton distribution functions (PDFs)
dHH0(Pa;Pb) =
X
a;b
dxa dxb f Ha (xa) f
H0
b (xb)dab(xaPa; xbPb) (2.2.58)
to obtain the hadronic cross section dHH0 . Qualitatively, the PDF f Ha (xa) describes the probability
density for finding a parton a in the hadron H with a certain longitudinal momentum fraction in
[xa; xa+dxa]. When H is a proton the superscript H is usually suppressed. Note that when all n final-
state 4-momenta of the reaction in eq. (2.2.56) are determined the values of the momentum fractions
xa; xb can be inferred from momentum conservation assuming leading-order kinematics to be
xa =
1p
s
nX
i=1

Ei+ pzi

; xb =
1p
s
nX
i=1

Ei  pzi

: (2.2.59)
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When including higher-order corrections, additional parton emission from the initial state is allowed.
Partons that are radiated strictly collinear to initial-state partons (cf. k? ! 0 in eq. (2.2.51)) are
indistinguishable from partons that are part of the incoming hadron (see figure 2.5b) and can also
be assigned to the hadronic initial state. Consequently, they have to be accounted for in the PDF
definition. This allows to absorb the uncancelled initial-state collinear singularities appearing in the
real amplitude calculation (cf. eq. (2.2.52)) into the PDF definition by a procedure called ‘collinear
factorisation’: The (singular) PDFs f Ha (xa) are interpreted as the sum of finite ‘renormalised’ PDFs
f Ha (xa;F) and the collinear initial-state counter-term PDFs f
H;CT
a (xa;F)
f Ha (xa) = f
H
a (xa;F)+ f
H;CT
a (xa;F) (2.2.60)
After plugging eq. (2.2.60) into eq. (2.2.58), the hadronic cross section accurate to NLO reads
dNLOHH0 (Pa;Pb) =
X
a;b
dxa dxb f Ha (xa;F) f
H0
b (xb;F) d
NLO
ab (xaPa; xbPb) + d
CT
HH0(PA;PB;F):
(2.2.61)
Neglecting higher orders in s, the hadronic initial-state collinear counter term at NLO is obtained by
a convolution of the (counter-term) PDFs and the partonic Born level cross section
dCTHH0(PA;PB;F)=

f H;CT
a;MS
(xa;F) f H
0
b (xb;F)+ f
H
a (xa;F) f
H0;CT
b;MS
(xb;F)

dnab(xaPA; xbPB) dxadxb:
(2.2.62)
In order to cancel the initial-state collinear divergences in the real amplitude, the form of the initial-
state collinear counter terms can be deduced from the universal factorisations of the d-dimensional
real matrix element squared (see eq. (2.2.52)) and the phase space (see eq. (2.2.53)) in the initial-state
collinear limits. In a certain factorisation scheme, e.g. the MS scheme, they are consequently given
by (see e.g. ref. [48])
f H;CT
a;MS
(xa;F) =  s2
0BBBB@1
"
+E + log
0BBBB@ 2F
42R
1CCCCA1CCCCAX
(a j)
1Z
xa
dx
x
P˜(a j);a
 xa
x

f H(a j)(x;F)+ O(s2): (2.2.63)
The sum over (a j) runs over all types of partons that are considered as part of the hadron.
The functions P˜(a j);a are the 4-dimensional, regularised (finite for x! 1), spin-averaged Altarelli-
Parisi Splitting probabilities. On 1-loop level they are scheme independent and are given by (see e.g.
ref. [47])
P˜q;q0(x) = qq0CF
 
1+ x2
(1  x)+ +
3
2
(1  x)
!
; (2.2.64a)
P˜q;g(x) = CF
 
1+ (1  x)2
x
!
; (2.2.64b)
P˜g;q(x) = TR

x2+ (1  x)2

; (2.2.64c)
P˜g;g(x) = 2CA
 
x
(1  x)+ + (1  x)
 
x+
1
x
!!
+
11CA 4n fTF
6
(1  x):
(2.2.64d)
The ‘+-distribution’ is defined by its action on a generic test function g(x)Z 1
xa
dx
g(x)
(1  x)+ =
Z 1
xa
dx
g(x) g(1)
(1  x) +g(1) log(1  xa): (2.2.65)
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The ‘factorisation scale’ F controls the assignment of collinear partons to the hadron or to the hard
process. The scale F can a priori be chosen freely but eq. (2.2.63) suggests not to choose it very
dierent to the renormalisation scale R (typical energy scale of the process) to avoid the appearance
of large logarithms spoiling the perturbative expansion.
The sum over all gluon and quark PDFs (denoted by (a j)) in eq. (2.2.63) suggests that there is a non-
vanishing probability to find a parton of type (a j) in a parton of type a at NLO accuracy. This is called
the‘ QCD-improved parton model’. It allows to make finite predictions for infrared safe observables
(see eq. (2.2.37)) that fulfil the property of factorisability of initial-state collinear singularities
On+1(pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn; p j)
p j!(1 x)pa         ! On(xpa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn): (2.2.66)
Requiring that the hadronic cross section (see eq. (2.2.61)) is independent of the unphysical scale F
(at least when all perturbative orders are considered)
2F
d
d2F
HH0 = 0 (2.2.67)
yields the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) evolution of the PDFs at NLO accu-
racy (see refs. [62, 63, 64])
2F
d
d2F
f Ha (xa;F) =
X
(a j)
s
2
1Z
x
dy
y
P˜(a j);a(y) f H(a j)
 
x
y
;F
!
+O(s2) (2.2.68)
analytically predicting the F-dependence of the PDFs. Because any factorisation scale dependence
in eq. (2.2.67) can only be a higher-order eect, missing higher-order corrections can be estimated by
studying the residual dependence on the factorisation scale. Analogously to the variation of the renor-
malisation scale, it has become customary to quote the impact of the up- and downwards variation of
F by a certain factor (e.g. 2) as a systematic uncertainty contributing to the theoretical uncertainty
due to missing higher orders in the perturbative expansion.
Because they describe the non-perturbative distributions of partons in the hadron, PDFs cannot be
calculated perturbatively. Instead, they are modelled by using parameterisations of the form
xa f Ha (xa;0) = Ax

a (1  xa)(1+xa+x2a+ x3a) (2.2.69)
in theoretical predictions which are fitted to experimental data. The initial scale 0 is set to values
around 2 4 GeV and the evolution to dierent values of the scale 0 ! F is carried out by (numer-
ically) solving the DGLAP equations. Depending on which parton flavours are assumed to be part of
the proton dierent schemes are defined: For example, assuming the parton content of the proton does
only include up-, down-, strange- and charm-quark contributions constitutes the ‘4-flavour scheme’.
While also including the bottom-quark PDF is referred to as the ‘5-flavour scheme’. Note that due
to its high mass the top quark is usually not considered to be part of the proton for energies achiev-
able in current experiments. Diverse proton ‘PDF sets’ which are tables of the fit parameters (e.g.
;;;; for eq. (2.2.69)) for each quark flavour a together with the respective evolution (according
to eq. (2.2.68)) are provided by various groups and are conveniently available via the LHAPDF library
(see ref. [65]).
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2.2.5. Phase space slicing
Regulating the loop integrals in the virtual corrections by dimensional regularisation (with d = 4 2")
allows to extract the infrared divergences as poles in ". Consequently, the integration of the real matrix
element over the real phase space has to be performed in d = 4  2" dimensions as well in order to
ensure a consistent mutual cancellation of the respective infrared divergences. However, due to the
common complexity of the matrix elements, carrying out the phase space integration analytically in
d dimensions is in general not feasible, especially with generic phase space cuts. Instead, one has
to rely on numerical phase space integration techniques wherever possible which however require an
integer number of integration dimensions. Within the phase space slicing method (see refs. [54, 55])
the d-dimensional integration is split into a singular part necessitating dimensional regularisation and
the finite complement which can be safely integrated in d = 4. In the singular part of the integration
the integrand is approximated according to its singular limits. This allows to perform the integration
of the simplified integrand over the singular regions analytically in d dimensions yielding factorised
poles for d ! 4. For illustration, consider the integration of x 1 " f (x) (with f (x) an arbitrary test
function regular at x = 0 and the centre-of-mass energy of the process s)
divergent for "! 0z              }|              {
1Z
0
dx x 1 " f (x) =
divergent for "! 0z                 }|                 {
smin=sZ
0
dx x 1 " f (x)|     {z     }
x!0 x 1 " f (0)
+
finite for "! 0z                }|                {
1Z
smin=s
dx x 1 " f (x)
=
 
 1
"
+ log
 smin
s
!
|                {z                }
universal factor
f (0) +
1Z
smin=s
dx
f (x)
x|          {z          }
" = 0
+ O

";
smin
s

:
(2.2.70)
All remaining integrations can be numerically performed in d = 4. The singular and finite parts of the
integration are separated by introducing a phase space slicing parameter smin. The approximation of
the integrand in the singular part introduces a systematic error in the result which scales with smin.
The divergence of the original integral has been analytically factorised as a pole / 1=" accompanied
by a logarithm of the slicing parameter log(smin=s). This factorisation is universal (independent of f ).
The result is accurate up to corrections proportional to smin and ".
As a start, the focus is on processes without coloured partons in the initial state (e.g. leptonic colli-
sions) and the generalisation to hadronic collisions is given later. The finite hard regions of the n+1
parton phase space (H) can be defined by requiring that all kinematic invariants si j = 2pi  p j are bigger
than smin with the singular soft and collinear regions (S=C) forming the complement thereof
dRn+1 = dRn+1

(smin min
i j
si j)|              {z              }
=: S/C
+(min
i j
si j  smin)|              {z              }
=: H

: (2.2.71)
Note that the exact way of slicing the real phase space is not unique and to avoid overlapping of soft
and collinear regions more elaborate prescriptions depending on the respective kinematics (especially
masses) may be in order (see refs. [56, 66]). One can even introduce dierent parameters for soft
and collinear separation (see ref. [57]). As long as the whole real phase space is covered by the
chosen slicing and it is consistently carried out in all following steps this does not aect the presented
arguments. The integration over the hard region yielding the infrared finite hard real contribution to
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the (infrared safe) observable O
dn+1

HOn+1 = dRn+1
H jMn+1j2On+1

d=4
(2.2.72)
can be carried out in d = 4 dimensions. The numerical integration of eq. (2.2.72) builds up logarithms
log(smin=s), log2 (smin=s) at the lower phase space boundary si j > smin due to the pole structure of the
real matrix elements (cf. eq. (2.2.39), eq. (2.2.44) and eq. (2.2.52)) like
1Z
smin=s
dx
1
x
f (x) / log(smin=s) ;
1Z
smin=s
dx
1Z
smin=s
dy
1
xy
g(x;y) / log2 (smin=s) (2.2.73)
with f , g regular for x = 0, y = 0. The d-dimensional soft and collinear limits (cf. section 2.2.3) of the
real cross section can be used to approximate the integrand
dn+1

S/COn+1 = dRn+1
S/C jMn+1j2On+1 = dRndRS/CS/C jMn+1j2

S/COn+1 + O
 smin
s

(2.2.74)
in the soft and collinear regions which is accurate up to terms proportional to smin. The soft or collinear
limits of the amplitude squared jMn+1j2

S/C correspond to the limits in eq. (2.2.39), eq. (2.2.44) or
eq. (2.2.52) and the respective limits of the real phase space are given by eq. (2.2.42) and eq. (2.2.50)
or eq. (2.2.54). The integration of the approximated matrix element squared over the soft or collinear
parton momenta can be analytically carried out in d = 4   2" dimensions regulating the soft and
collinear divergences as poles 1="2 and 1=" together with logarithms of the phase space slicing pa-
rameter smin (cf. eq. (2.2.70)). Note that infrared safety of the observable implies
lim
smin!0
S/COn+1 = On: (2.2.75)
In accordance with the KLN theorem, the infrared poles from the soft/collinear part of the real contri-
bution analytically cancel the respective poles in the virtual contribution. The sum of dn+1

S/COn+1
and dn1-loopOn is therefore infrared finite but logarithmically smin-dependent (cf. eq. (2.2.70))
Z
dNLOO =
Z
n
divergent for d! 4z        }|        {
dn1-loopOn +
divergent for d! 4z           }|           {Z
n+1
dn+1On+1
= lim
smin!0
Z
n
finite for d! 4z                              }|                              { 
dn1-loop +dn+1

S/C

On+
Z
n+1
finite for d! 4z          }|          {
dn+1

HOn+1|                                                              {z                                                              }
finite for smin ! 0

: (2.2.76)
Because these logarithms stem from the the phase space separation (cf. eq. (2.2.73)) they are cancelled
in the sum of the soft and collinear and the hard part for infrared safe observables O.
The application of eq. (2.2.76) can be generalised to hadronic collisions by crossing coloured partons
to the initial state (see eq. (2.2.6)) and replacing the PDFs by ‘eective NLO structure functions’
FHa (xa;F) (see e.g. ref. [55]). The hadronic cross section at NLO accuracy therefore reads
dNLOHH0 =
X
a;b
dxa dxb FHa (xa;F) F
H0
b (xb;F)

dab(xa; xb)+dNLOab (xa; xb)

: (2.2.77)
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The eective NLO structure functions are given by the renormalised PDFs and the universal ‘crossing
functions’ CHa (xa;F)
FHa (xa;F) = f
H
a (xa;F)+sC
H
a (xa;F): (2.2.78)
Inserting eq. (2.2.78) in eq. (2.2.77) and neglecting terms with higher orders of s then dNLOab yields
dNLOHH0 =
X
a;b
dxa dxb
h
f Ha (xa;F) f
H0
b (xb;F)

dab(xa; xb)+dNLOab (xa; xb)

+s

CHa (xa;F) f
H0
b (xb;F)+ f
H
a (xa;F)C
H0
b (xb;F)

dab(xa; xb)
i
:
(2.2.79)
The crossing functions account for the absorption of unresolved collinear initial-state radiation (in-
variant mass of collinear pairs smaller than the slicing parameter smin) into the eective structure
functions (cf. eq. (2.2.62)). They also receive a contribution due to crossing a collinear pair with
invariant mass smaller than smin from the final to the initial state. After collinear factorisation (see
section 2.2.4) the crossing functions are finite but depend on the factorisation scheme
CH;schemea (xa;F) =
Nc
2
0BBBB@AHa (xa) log0BBBB@ smin
2F
1CCCCA+BH;schemea (xa)1CCCCA : (2.2.80)
The logarithmic dependence on the slicing parameter smin is cancelled in the sum with hard contribu-
tion in dNLOab (with the respective log(smin=s)-dependence stemming from requiring sa j > smin and
sb j > smin for all final-state partons j). A detailed derivation of the universal crossing functions and
explicit expressions for AHa (xa) and B
H;scheme
a (xa) in the MS scheme can be found in ref. [55].
To summarise, the phase space slicing method allows to regularise and isolate the infrared divergences
in the real contribution via dimensional regularisation: The real phase space is split into hard and
soft/collinear regions by introducing a slicing parameter smin. In the soft and collinear regions the
d-dimensional real cross section is approximated by means of the factorisations given in section 2.2.3
which is accurate up to O(smin) terms. In the factorised limits the integration over the soft or collinear
radiation can be carried out analytically yielding the infrared poles of the real contribution which
match the respective infrared poles of the virtual corrections and cancel in the sum. The slicing of
the real phase space introduces logarithmic dependences on the slicing parameter for both the hard
and the soft/collinear parts. These logarithms cancel in the sum of both parts. On the one hand, the
systematic error introduced by the approximation of the real contribution in the soft and collinear
limits scales with the phase space slicing parameter smin. On the other hand, the potentially large
logarithms log(smin=s) may induce a loss of significant digits when cancelling in the sum of the n- and
n+ 1-parton contribution (see eq. (2.2.76)) blowing up the statistical uncertainty from the numerical
integration. The value for smin therefore has to be chosen as a compromise between systematic error
and statistical uncertainty. For more details on phase space slicing with dierent slicing prescriptions
see e.g. refs. [54, 55, 56, 66, 57].
2.2.6. Dipole subtraction
The factorisation of the real contribution in the soft limit shows a dipole structure between the pair
of emitted soft parton j and emitter i and an additional spectator k that accounts for the colour corre-
lations (see eq. (2.2.39)). The prefactor (pi  q) 1 also signals the presence of a collinear singularity.
In fact, in the collinear limit the factorisation of the real contribution (see eq. (2.2.52)) also exhibits
a dipole structure which is hidden in the azimuthal dependence of the spin correlations introduced
by the splitting functions in eq. (2.2.45) (see ref. [58]). On the one hand, exploiting these dipole
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structures with respect to colour and spin allows to formulate exact factorisation formulae of the real
n+ 1 parton phase space into an n-parton phase space and a dipole phase space accounting for the
emission of soft or collinear radiation. On the other hand, the dipole factorisations (see eq. (2.2.39)
and eq. (2.2.52)) also suggest how to construct an approximation of the real contribution to match the
soft and collinear limits (see section 2.2.3). Both fulfil exact momentum conservation also away from
the soft and collinear limits while approaching these limits smoothly. With the exact phase space fac-
torisations the approximated real contribution can be integrated over the soft and collinear radiation
analytically in d = 4 2" dimensions yielding the infrared divergences of the real corrections as poles
in " in a universal way. Therefore, they can be used both as local counter terms rendering the integra-
tion of the real contribution finite in d = 4 dimensions and to cancel the respective infrared poles in
the virtual contribution after integration. For illustration, consider the integration of x 1 " f (x) (with
f (x) an arbitrary test function regular at x = 0 and x 1 " f (x) x!0 x 1 " f (0))
divergent for "! 0z              }|              {
1Z
0
dx x 1 " f (x) =
1Z
0
dx x 1 " f (0) +
1Z
0
dx

x 1 " f (x)  x 1 " f (0)

=  1
"|{z}
universal factor
f (0) +
1Z
0
dx
f (x)  f (0)
x|                {z                }
" = 0
+ O (")
(2.2.81)
yielding an integral which can be numerically integrated in d = 4 dimensions. The divergence of the
original integral has been analytically extracted as a pole / 1=". This factorisation is universal (inde-
pendent of f ). In contrast to the phase space slicing method (see section 2.2.5), the result is accurate
because the integrand is not approximated but a counter term is added and subtracted to regulate the
infrared divergences. As indicated above, the counter terms for the real cross section dn+1;A can be
constructed according to its dipole structure (with ‘emitter’ i j and ‘spectator’ k) by ‘dipole operators’
Di j;k acting on Born matrix elements in colour and helicity spaceMn:::c(i j):::ck :::; :::s(i j):::sk :::
dn+1;A = dRn+1
X
j2ffg
X
i2fi, fg
i, j
X
k2fi, fg
k,i; j
Mn:::c(i j):::ck :::; :::s(i j):::sk :::Di j;kMn:::c(i j):::ck :::; :::s(i j):::sk :::|                                                          {z                                                          }
 Di j;k
: (2.2.82)
With coloured partons in the initial state (fig) and in the final state (ffg) four dierent types of dipole
operators (acting in colour space (indices ci) and spin space (indices si)) are needed: Di j;k (final-
state emitter i 2 ffg with final-state spectator k 2 ffg), Di j;a (final-state emitter i 2 ffg with initial-state
spectator a 2 fig),Da j;k (initial-state emitter a 2 fig with final-state spectator k 2 ffg) andDa j;b (initial-
state emitter a 2 fig with initial-state spectator b 2 fig) Because of the correlations between emitter and
spectator only dipoles with
Mn:::c(i j):::ck :::; :::s(i j):::sk :::Di j;kMn:::c(i j):::ck :::; :::s(i j):::sk ::: , 0 (2.2.83)
can contribute to cancel infrared divergences occurring in these limits. Each dipole encodes a unique
factorisation of the real phase space (i; j;k 7! (i j);k)
dRn+1 = dRn(p1; : : : ; p(i j); : : : ; pk; : : : ; pn)dRi j;k(pi; p j; pk) (2.2.84)
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and approximation of the real matrix element (jMn+1j2 ! Di j;k) to approach the respective singular
limits. For more details on dipole subtraction and derivation of the actual form of the dipoles Di j;k in
eq. (2.2.82) for massless and massive partons see e.g. refs. [58, 59]).
2.2.7. Jets
The process of coloured partons forming colour-singlet bound states at large distances is called
‘hadronisation’. In order for hadronisation to take place, the energy scale of the partons from the hard
process has to decrease (see figure 2.3). This happens through cascades of colour radiation dominated
by low energy and/or collinear partons decreasing the emitting partons’ energies towards the hadro-
nisation scale to finally form detectable baryons and mesons. Because soft and collinear emissions
are dominant, the radiation cascade does not significantly change the direction of the energy flow.
Therefore, hard partons manifest themselves in experiments as clusters of energy depositions in the
hadronic calorimeters which can be grouped to so-called jets with the help of jet finding algorithms.
For a detailed discussion of QCD and jets see e.g. ref. [67].
The mapping of partonic momenta to jet momenta is given by the jet algorithm. Because of potential
features like e.g. infrared safety, close match to QCD radiation cascades and longitudinal boost
invariance sequential jet algorithms have prevailed in the hadron collider context. They are specified
by a (boost invariant) resolution criterion and a clustering prescription. The resolution criterion di j
is a distance measure for the particles’ momenta in phase space. It is used to identify the pair k; l
of particles with the smallest distance according to the measure dkl = min di j as being unresolved.
The unresolved pair is then clustered according to the clustering prescription and replaced by a proto-
jet with momentum J(kl): pk; pl 7! J(kl). This procedure is repeated (including the proto-jets) until a
desired number of resolved proto-jets is obtained (exclusive formulation) or until all di j are bigger
than some minimal distance dcut (inclusive formulation). The remaining proto-jets are called jets. For
hadron collider processes the following resolution criterion can be used to define a class of sequential,
infrared safe, boost invariant jet algorithms
di j =min

p?i

; p?j

 R2i j
R2
; R2i j =

yi  y j
2
+

i  j
2
; diB = p?i

: (2.2.85)
Here, p?i , yi and i are the transverse momentum, the rapidity and the azimuthal angle of particle
i. The di j measures the distance between two final state particles i and j in terms of the rapidity
and azimuthal angle inside a ‘jet cone’ characterised by the radius parameter R. The diB measures
the distance of particle i to the beam. Setting the exponent  = 2,  =  2 or  = 0 is called ‘kt-
algorithm’, ‘anti-kt-algorithm’ or ‘Cambridge-Aachen-algorithm’. Note that the kt-algorithm clusters
soft particles first while the anti-kt-algorithm starts with the hardest particles. The clustering pre-
scription specifies how to combine unresolved particles to (proto-)jets. For the commonly used 2! 1
clustering algorithms dierent schemes have become customary. A widely used scheme is the ‘E-
scheme’ where the 4-momenta of the clustered particles are added to form the (proto-)jet momentum
J(kl) = pk + pl (cf. figure 2.6). This satisfies 4-momentum conservation but produces o-shell jets:
J2(kl) = p
2
k + p
2
l + 2pk  pl. On-shell jets can be obtained with the ‘P-scheme’ where the 3-momenta of
the clustered particles are added ~J(kl) = ~pk+ ~pl while the energy of the (proto-)jet follows from the on-
shell condition J0(kl) =
q
~J2(kl)+m
2
J(kl)
. Note that satisfying both on-shell condition and 4-momentum
conservation is not possible with 2! 1 clustering prescriptions. Based on the resolution criterion and
the recombination scheme, a 2! 1 clustering algorithm can be defined as follows:
1. Pick final-state partons k and l or final-state parton k and beam Bwith minimal dkl =min
i; j

di j;diB

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pk
pl
J(kl)
“jet cone”
Figure 2.6.: Recombination of partonic momenta pk and pl to form jet momentum J(kl):
or dkB =min
i; j

di j;diB

.
2a If dkl is minimal cluster k; l according to the recombination scheme.
2b If dkB is minimal call k a jet and remove it from the list of particles and proto-jets.
3. Repeat the procedure (including the proto-jets) until the desired number of resolved jets is
obtained or all di j;diB are bigger than dcut.
After clustering, only the jets that pass the experimental cuts (on p?;; : : :) are kept in the list of jets. In
order to make meaningful higher-order perturbative predictions for observables of jets obtained from
the jet algorithm (‘jet observables’), these jet observables have to fulfil the requirements of infrared
safety (see eq. (2.2.37)) and factorisability of initial-state collinear singularities (see eq. (2.2.66)). See
e.g. refs. [68, 69, 70] for more details on dierent jet algorithms, resolution criteria, recombination
schemes and jet phenomenology.
In theory, the production of n jets at a hadron collider is thus sketched by
H(PA)+H0(PB)! j1(J1)+ : : :+ jn(Jn) (2.2.86)
For a consistent comparison of experimental data and theoretical predictions the same jet finding
algorithm, used by the experiment to define the measured jets of hadrons, has to be used to define the
jets of partons in perturbative calculations. The respective cross section for the transition depicted in
eq. (2.2.86) factorises in a convolution of the partonic cross section for the production of m partons
dmab with the PDFs and functions F
m
J1;:::;Jn
(p1; :::; pm) which incorporate the mapping of m partonic
momenta p1; : : : ; pm to the momenta J1; : : : ; Jn of n  m resolved jets. It reads schematically
dHH0!n j = dxa dxb f Ha (xa;F) f H
0
b (xb;F) dRm
dmab(xaPA; xbPB;F)
dRm(p1; :::; pm)
FmJ1;:::;Jn(p1; :::; pm): (2.2.87)
In the Born approximation (m = n) the momenta of the jets Ji are identified with the underlying
partons’ momenta pi
Ji = pi: (2.2.88)
When including the next-to-leading order in the perturbative series in s, this naive identification is
no longer justified because of additional real radiation which can contribute to the jets (m = n+ 1).
The jet momenta are in general non-trivial functions of the partonic momenta
Ji = Ji(p1; : : : ; pn+1); i = 1; : : : ;n: (2.2.89)
The mapping might also depend on the phase space region.
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It is clear that the higher the number of partons m considered in the partonic cross section dmab in
eq. (2.2.87), the better the approximation of the radiation cascades that led to the n observed jets. It is
therefore crucial to include higher-order corrections to the cross section calculations in order to more
realistically model jet formation and additional jet activity. Additionally, one can combine fixed-order
parton level calculations with ‘parton showers’ which model the QCD radiation cascades by collinear
parton splitting or soft parton emission followed by non-perturbatively modelled hadronisation and
decays (see e.g. ref. [71] for a review on parton showers).
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3. Developing the Matrix Element Method at
NLO accuracy
The extension of the Matrix Element Method beyond the Born approximation requires the inclusion
of NLO corrections into the theoretical predictions used to calculate the likelihoods. By interpreting
dierential cross sections as probability densities describing distributions of the produced final state,
cross section predictions which are fully dierential in all observed final-state variables are needed
in the Matrix Element Method. At NLO accuracy, individually infrared divergent virtual and real
corrections have to be taken into account which only together yield finite predictions for infrared safe
observables. In principle, employing infrared safe jet algorithms to define the jet momenta ensures
infrared safety of the jet variables. At the same time, jet algorithms introduce non-trivial interrelations
between the momenta of unresolved partonic configurations and the momenta of the resolved jets. In
the following, it is illustrated how that prevents the naive evaluation of the fully dierential NLO cross
section for a given set of jet variables in general. A possible solution is presented by modifying the
recombination step of conventional jet algorithms resulting in an algorithm allowing to consistently
define fully dierential cross sections at NLO accuracy to be used in the Matrix Element Method.
The presented algorithm has been published in refs. [38, 40].
As a first step, the event definition describing the observed final states ~x has to be specified in order to
define the dierential cross section or event weight d=d~x needed for the Matrix Element Method (see
eq. (2.1.19)). Experimentally, coloured final states manifest themselves in the detectors as clusters of
energy depositions which can be grouped by jet algorithms defining them as experimentally observed
jets (see section 2.2.7). A description of the observed jets within perturbation theory may be obtained
through the merging of collinear or soft partons in higher-order calculations according to the same
clustering procedure. The momenta of these theoretically modelled jets are called ‘jet momenta’ in
what follows to distinguish them from the partonic momenta. To be as general as possible, an event ~x
is defined to be the collection of jet momenta of the observed final state for the moment. A threefold
motivation to use the jet momenta in the dierential cross section can be given:
1. Being fully dierential in the jet momenta, all relevant information contained in the cross sec-
tion for the production of the observed final state is kept, allowing to subsequently change or
reduce the set of variables by transformations or integrations.
2. Equating the momenta of the observed jets with the jet momenta of the theory jets by identifying
the transfer functions with delta-functions may provide a reasonable first approximation (cf.
eq. (2.1.21)).
3. The ability to calculate fully dierential event weights for ‘jet events’ including higher-order
corrections may prove to be of versatile use on its own.
The extension of the Matrix Element Method to include higher-order corrections is non-trivial in gen-
eral. To point out the origin of the diculties, the general structure of NLO corrections is inspected.
For a set of r variables fxrg describing n- as well as n+1-jet final states, the generic dierential cross
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section including NLO corrections reads
dNLO
dx1 : : :dxr
=
Z
dRn(~y)
dBV
dy1 : : :dys
FnJ1;:::;Jn(~y) 
 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn)
+
Z
dRn+1(~z)
dR
dz1 : : :dzt

Fn+1J1;:::;Jn(~z) 
 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn)
+Fn+1J1;:::;Jn+1(~z) 
 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn+1) : (3.0.1)
The Born and virtual (real) contributions to the NLO dierential cross section are denoted by dBV
(dR). They have to be integrated over the n- (n + 1-) parton phase space parameterised by the
partonic variables collected in ~y (~z). Real corrections appear as additional contributions in higher-
order corrections describing additional parton emission. Depending on the jet algorithm the extra
radiation can either be clustered into a jet or manifest itself in the detectors as an additional resolved
jet. The resolution criterion of the jet algorithm is used in FnJ1;:::;Jn , F
n+1
J1;:::;Jn
and Fn+1J1;:::;Jn+1 to determine
whether the n or n + 1 partons are resolved as n or n + 1 individual jets with momenta J1; : : : ; Jn
or J1; : : : ; Jn+1. Any resolved jet’s momentum has to pass certain phase space cuts which are also
incorporated in FnJ1;:::;Jn , F
n+1
J1;:::;Jn
and Fn+1J1;:::;Jn+1 . Note that these cuts might be required already to render
the Born cross section finite if the LO predictions contain soft and/or collinear singularities (e.g. for
pp! tt j). As long as infrared safe jet algorithms are used to obtain the jet momenta, distributions
of infrared safe jet variables can be calculated with eq. (3.0.1). In the contribution due to Fn+1J1;:::;Jn
the resolved jets are modelled in a non-trivial way by clustering unresolved partonic configurations.
Additional jet activity is described by the contribution due to Fn+1J1;:::;Jn+1 . Both of these contributions
appear for the first time when considering NLO corrections in the perturbative calculation. In the Born
approximation (and also the virtual corrections) no recombination can occur and the jet momenta and
partonic momenta (parameterised by ~y) are identified
Ji = Ji(pi) = pi; i = 1; : : : ;n: (3.0.2)
This mapping of n partonic momenta to n jet momenta is implicitly given by the functional depen-
dence of the jet momenta on the partonic momenta (or equivalently ~y) in
FnJ1;:::;Jn(~y) 
mY
i=1
i(J1(p1); : : : ; Jn(pn)): (3.0.3)
The functions i are used to determine if the n jet momenta correspond to a resolved n-jet final
state depending on the resolution criterion and the phase space cuts. In case of the mapping of n+1
partons to n+1 jets, Fn+1J1;:::;Jn+1 has an analogous form because on its own it can be regarded as a Born
level contribution with a higher final-state multiplicity. In the contribution from the real corrections
where n+1 partons are recombined to form n jets the resulting jet momenta are in general non-trivial
functions of the partonic momenta
Ji = Ji(p1; : : : ; pn+1); i = 1; : : : ;n: (3.0.4)
Again, the mapping of n+1 partonic momenta to n jet momenta is implicitly given by the functional
dependence of the jet momenta on the real partonic momenta (or equivalently ~z) in
Fn+1J1;:::;Jn(~z) 
mY
i=1
i(J1(p1; : : : ; pn+1); : : : ; Jn(p1; : : : ; pn+1)): (3.0.5)
Note that because of several soft and/or collinear configurations the specific mapping depends on the
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respective phase space region. The clustered jets’ momenta also have to pass the phase space cuts
and the resolution criterion (encoded in i) to correspond to a resolved n-jet final state. Using the
functions ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn) and ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn+1) to relate the r variables of the dierential cross section (see
eq. (3.0.1)) to the n and n+1 jet momenta makes the dierential cross section in eq. (3.0.1) dierential
in ‘jet variables’ rather than partonic variables.
3.1. Introducing 3! 2 jet clustering prescriptions
For the application in the Matrix Element Method event weights or fully dierential cross sections for
the observed final-states are needed. When trying to apply eq. (3.0.1) to calculate fully dierential jet
cross sections various problems become obvious:
1. Because of soft and collinear singularities in the real and virtual amplitudes, the first two con-
tributions are separately ill-defined on their own. Only by summing the two a finite result can
be obtained according to the KLN theorem when a mutual cancellation of the singularities is
achieved (cf. section 2.2.3).
2. In contrast to standardMonte Carlo calculations of histogrammed distributions the event weights
are maximally exclusive in the sense that they are dierential in all variables describing a spe-
cific measured final state. The -functions fixing the clustered jet momenta according to the
measured jet variables prevent an ecient numerical integration over the unresolved real phase
space.
3. In the n-parton contribution the n jet momenta are identified with the n partonic momenta
satisfying the n-parton kinematics: They respect the on-shell condition as well as 4-momentum
conservation. For jet momenta obtained by a recombination of the n + 1 partons this is in
general not the case. For instance, defining the momentum of the recombined jet as the sum
of the combined partonic momenta violates the on-shell condition away from the soft/collinear
limits where the clustering will create non-vanishing masses even for jets of massless progenitor
partons. Because dBV is only defined for on-shell momenta it cannot be evaluated with these
jet momenta which would however be required to achieve a point-wise cancellation of the soft
and collinear divergences. Employing a dierent 2! 1 recombination scheme, like e.g. the
P-scheme, does not help either because while keeping the jets on shell it violates 4-momentum
conservation (cf. section 2.2.7). The common practice of omitting additional radiation which is
too close to the beam (e.g. falling below a certain transverse momentum threshold) also violates
the overall 4-momentum balance of the event rendering it inept for the evaluation of dBV .
The last two obstacles can be overcome by modifying the conventional jet algorithms relying on a
2! 1 clustering (see section 2.2.7)
pi; p j ! J(i j) (3.1.1)
by introducing a 3! 2 clustering prescription instead
pi; p j; pk ! J j; Jk: (3.1.2)
The additional ‘spectator particle’ k allows to simultaneously satisfy 4-momentum conservation
pi+ p j+ pk = J j+ Jk (3.1.3)
and on-shell conditions
J2j = p
2
j ; J
2
k = p
2
k : (3.1.4)
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Actually, jet masses created in perturbative calculations by clustering massless partons with estab-
lished jet algorithms (relying on a 2! 1 clustering) have very little to do with the masses observed
in the experimentally measured ‘light’ jets1. Since experimentally measured jets are composed of
hadrons stemming from the hadronisation of the partons their observed masses are rather related
to non-perturbative eects. Modifying the clustering to better match the perturbative calculation is
at least equally well motivated as the current standard and one may even argue that modifying the
clustering in order to fulfil the constraints given above may help to better separate perturbative and
non-perturbative physics.
The 3 ! 2 clustering prescriptions are inspired by the phase space parameterisation used in the
Catani–Seymour dipole subtraction method (see section 2.2.6). According to the resolution crite-
rion of a jet algorithm, the phase space of the n+ 1 partons is formally separated into an ‘n+ 1-jet
region’ with no recombination of the n+1 partons resulting in n+1 jets and an ‘n-jet region’ with a
recombination of n+1 partons forming n jets
dRn+1 = dRn+1n+1 jets|            {z            }
= dRn+1

n+1 jets
+ dRn+1n jets|        {z        }
= dRn+1

n jets
: (3.1.5)
Here, n jets = 1 (n+1 jets = 1) if two of the partons (none of the partons) are recombined yielding
n (n+ 1) jets and zero otherwise. The n-jet region can now schematically be written as a sum of all
possible recombinations of unresolved parton pairs i j forming a single jet
dRn+1

n jets =
X
i j
dRn+1i j (3.1.6)
with i j = 1 if partons i and j minimize the resolution criterion and their recombination leads to an
n-jet final state and i j = 0 otherwise. For each unresolved parton pair i j the spectator k , i; j can be
chosen freely. The choice of the spectator is encoded in the generic functions
k(p1; : : : ; pn+1); k = 1; : : : ;n+1 with
X
k
k = 1: (3.1.7)
The functionsk may be chosen as simple step-functions or smooth functions. In accordance with the
Catani–Seymour dipole formalism, four qualitatively dierent mappings depending on the clustered
pair i j and the spectator k can be identified (cf. section 2.2.6): final-state clustering with final-state
spectator, final-state clustering with initial-state spectator, initial-state clustering with final-state spec-
tator or initial-state clustering with initial-state spectator. Note that parton i is always from the final
state.
The Catani–Seymour phase space factorisations allow to factorise the n-jet region (from eq. (3.1.6)
together with eq. (3.1.7)) into an n-body phase space dRn times a sum over ‘dipole phase spaces’
dRi j;k
dRn+1(~z)

n jets =
X
i j
k,i; j
dRn+1(~z) i jk = dRn(~y)
X
i j
k,i; j
dRi j;ki jk: (3.1.8)
For each phase space factorisation appearing in the sum the Catani–Seymour dipole formalism in-
troduces a phase space mapping from the respective n+ 1-parton phase space to the corresponding
n-body phase space
Fi j;k : Rn+1 ! Rn; (p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; p j; : : : ; pk; : : : ; pn+1) 7! (J1; : : : ; J j; : : : ; Jk; : : : ; Jn): (3.1.9)
1This statement does not apply to fat jets or highly boosted objects.
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Utilising these mappings as the clustering prescriptions of a jet algorithm allows to identify the dRn(~y)
in eq. (3.1.8) with the phase space of the resulting jets. The particular dipole phase space dRi j;k
generates exactly the partonic configurations with momenta pi; p j; pk that would be clustered to form
the jet momenta J j; Jk via the respective clustering Fi j;k in eq. (3.1.9). Factorising the real phase space
according to eq. (3.1.8) provides the partonic momenta as the preimage of the jet algorithm based on
the Catani–Seymour mappings given in eq. (3.1.9).
3.1.1. From 2! 1 to 3! 2 jet algorithms
The factorisation in eq. (3.1.8) and the mappings given in eq. (3.1.9) guide the way how conventional
sequential 2! 1 jet algorithms as described in section 2.2.7 can be augmented by the 3! 2 clustering
prescriptions:
1. Pick final state partons i and j or final state parton i and beam B with minimal di j or diB to be
clustered.
2. a) If di j is minimal, pick spectator parton from final state (k) or beam particle (a) according
to k or a.
b) If diB is minimal, pick beam particle (a) and spectator parton from final state (k) or beam
(b) according to k or b.
3. Cluster (i j;k), (i j;a), (ia;k) or (ia;b) according to the respective 3! 2 phase space mapping
introduced in the Catani–Seymour subtraction method (see section 2.2.6 and refs. [58, 59]).
In contrast to the definition given in section 2.2.7, the recombination in step three is modified by the
introduction of the additional spectator particle in step two. Instead of the usual 2! 1-recombination
schemes (e.g. E-scheme, P-scheme, . . . ) unresolved partons are clustered according to the 3! 2
mapping to the ‘reduced kinematics’ introduced by the dipole subtraction method (cf. eq. (3.1.9)).
For each 3! 2 clustering a spectator particle has to be chosen. The freedom to choose the spectator
particle (as long as the particle itself is not collinear or soft) can be used to reduce the dierence
between the modified clustering prescription and the conventional 2! 1 recombination. The n-body
phase space dRn(~y) in eq. (3.1.8) conforms to the n resolved on-shell jets obtained by the 3 ! 2
recombination of the unresolved partonic configurations parameterised by the dipole phase spaces
dRi j;k. The integration over these dipole phase spaces corresponds to integrating out all n+ 1-parton
configurations contributing to the n resolved on-shell jets which are parameterised by dRn(~y). Iden-
tifying the n-body phase space dRn(~y) with the one occurring in the n-parton contribution solves the
second and third issue by factorising the unresolved real contribution due to Fn+1J1;:::;Jn (defined through
a 3! 2 jet algorithm) in eq. (3.0.1) asZ
dRn+1(~z)
dR
dz1 : : :dzt
Fn+1J1;:::;Jn(~z)
 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn)
=
Z
dRn(~y)FnJ1;:::;Jn(~y)
 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn)X
i j
k,i; j
Z
dRi j;k
dR
dz1 : : :dzt|                      {z                      }
 d
R
dy1 : : :dys
:
(3.1.10)
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For a given set of jet momenta J1; : : : ; Jn (or equivalently the variables ~y = (y1; : : : ;ys)) three additional
variables  = (;z;y) parameterising the unresolved phase space are needed to specify the variables
z1; : : : ;zt. After integrating over the unresolved partonic configurations, the real contribution in the
n-jet region can be combined with the Born and virtual n-jet contributions from eq. (3.0.1) point by
point for each set of jet momenta
dNLO
dx1 : : :dxr

n jets
=
Z
dRn(~y)
 
dBV
dy1 : : :dys
+
dR
dy1 : : :dys
!
FnJ1;:::;Jn(~y)|                                         {z                                         }
 d
NLO
dRn(J1; : : : ; Jn)

 
~x  ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn) : (3.1.11)
3.1.2. Cancellation of infrared divergences
Note that in general both terms in eq. (3.1.11) are individually divergent due to soft and collinear
singularities (cf. the aforementioned first issue). The phase space factorisation given by eq. (3.1.8)
is valid in d dimensions (see refs. [58, 59]). Therefore, it is straightforward to regularise the infrared
divergences via dimensional regularisation. One method to mediate the mutual cancellation of the
infrared divergences between the real and the virtual contribution is given by phase space slicing
techniques (see section 2.2.5) presenting a straightforward solution to the first issue.
Despite the factorisation of the real phase space being inspired by the Catani–Seymour dipole sub-
traction (cf. section 2.2.6 and refs. [58, 59]), the application of this method to subtract the infrared
divergences within the formalism presented here is problematic: The contribution of the dipole sub-
traction term is obtained by evaluating the jet algorithm for the reduced kinematics p˜i j;k1 ; : : : ; p˜
i j;k
n which
depend on the respective dipole Di j;k. The term which is added (and subtracted) thus reads
1
2s
X
i, j;k,i; j
FnJ˜1;:::;J˜n( p˜
i j;k
1 ; : : : ; p˜
i j;k
n )Di j;kdRn+1(p1; : : : ; pn+1): (3.1.12)
The mapping from the n+ 1 parton momenta p1; : : : ; pn+1 to the reduced kinematics p˜
i j;k
1 ; : : : ; p˜
i j;k
n
which are identified with the jet momenta J˜1; : : : ; J˜n by FnJ˜1;:::;J˜n is encoded in the dipole. The mapping
cannot be chosen freely without a mismatch with the analytically integrated contribution which has
to be combined with the respective virtual corrections. Thus, the phase space factorisation matching
the clustering of the jet algorithm achieved in eq. (3.1.10) is destroyed. The authors of ref. [36] draw
a similar conclusion regarding the application of Catani–Seymour dipole subtraction in combination
with this formulation of the Matrix Element Method at NLO.
On the other hand, the phase space slicing method (cf. section 2.2.5) does not introduce any princi-
ple problems within the presented formalism. Therefore, phase space slicing techniques are utilised
for the cancellation of infrared divergences in the NLO calculations performed in this work. As an
outlook, it might be worthwhile to consider alternative subtraction methods like for example FKS
subtraction (see refs. [72, 73]) to overcome numerical challenges inherent in the phase space slicing
method.
3.2. Phase space parameterisations
The n+1-parton phase space is parameterised in terms of an n-body phase space times an ‘unresolved’
dipole phase space according to the phase space factorisation given in the context of the Catani–
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Seymour dipole subtraction method (see refs. [58, 59]). The mapping of the real partonic momenta
to the reduced kinematics defines the clustering prescriptions for the augmented 3! 2 jet algorithms.
In the augmentation of the jet algorithm the resolution criterion is not modified and the new 3! 2
clusterings reproduce the soft and collinear limits (see section 2.2.3). Thus, the augmentation of an
infrared safe 2! 1 jet algorithm which permits the factorisation of initial-state collinear singularities
by the 3! 2 clusterings preserves these properties.
Selecting a spectator k , i; j (byk) for each pair of unresolved partons i j singled out by the resolution
criterion of the jet algorithm defines a particular mapping to recombine the n+1 parton momenta to
n jet momenta
(p1; : : : ; pn+1)
i j;k7  ! (J1; : : : ; Jn) : (3.2.1)
Factorising the real phase space corresponding to the 3! 2 clustering prescriptions allows to interpret
the respective phase space of unresolved partonic configurations as the preimage of the mapping for
each set of n clustered jet momenta: The respective unresolved phase space can be parameterised as
a function of a set of n on-shell jet momenta J1; : : : ; Jn and three additional variables describing the
unresolved radiation collected in 
(J1; : : : ; Jn;)
i j;k7  ! (p1; : : : ; pn+1): (3.2.2)
serving as an ‘inversion of the jet clustering’. The required formulae for the four qualitatively dierent
mappings are collected in the following sections. The presented mappings allow a direct integration
of the variables  or equivalently the unresolved radiation.
Let us note that some of the deduced formulae share similarities with formulae given in the litera-
ture where similar factorisations of the real phase space have been applied in dierent contexts. The
method is briefly compared to existing work while the focus is on the dierences. For instance, the
method presented in ref. [74] to generate unweighted events of ‘resolved partons’ which follow the
NLO cross section shares some features with the method presented here but there are important dif-
ferences: An artificial resolution parameter is introduced in order to define the intermediate resolved
partons (cf. the phase space slicing techniques described in section 2.2.5). In principle any infrared
safe jet algorithm can be applied to the intermediate resolved partons yielding finite results for NLO
distributions of jet observables. It is crucial that this artificial cut defining the resolved partons and
the physical cut defining jets according to a certain jet algorithm do not interfere. In contrast, the
presented approach is directly formulated for given resolved jet momenta defined by the jet algorithm
applied in the experimental analysis. Additionally, only final-state singularities at a lepton collider
are considered in ref. [74] requiring only one phase space mapping. By the generalisation to more
mappings, initial-state singularities which appear in the hadron collider context are included in this
work as well.
The authors of refs. [75, 76] study alternative parton showers based on 3! 2 dipole splittings. Due
to the same foundation, their parameterisations of the phase space are largely analogous to what is
used in this work and many of the following results are connected to (and can be cross checked with)
formulae given in refs. [75, 76].
In ref. [77] the phase space of n+ 1 massless partons is generated by forward branching of config-
urations of n massless partons. In refs. [34, 35, 36, 37] the method is applied to define two 3! 2
prescriptions for the clustering of three massless partons to two massless jets. In this work a general-
isation of this approach is presented by completing it by two further clustering prescriptions and the
extension to massive particles.
In the following sections, each phase space parameterisation is initially worked out in detail for the
massless case since the methodology can be presented in a clearer way due to more concise formulae
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compared to the massive case. Easier implementation and a better numerical performance might
also serve as compelling arguments to rely on the massless instead of the massive algorithm when
performing calculations dealing with respective massless particles.
3.2.1. Final-state clustering with final-state spectator
Massless particles
Inspired by ref. [58] in combination with the 3! 2 jet clusterings given in eq. (3.1.9), the phase
space of n+1 massless partons is parameterised in terms of a phase space of n massless momenta to
be identified with the jet momenta J1; : : : ; Jn and a dipole phase-space measure dRi j;k describing the
emission of an additional massless parton i from the final state j with the final-state spectator k:
dRn+1

p1; : : : ; pn 2; p j; pk; pi

= dRn

J1; : : : ; Jn 2; J j; Jk

dRi j;k: (3.2.3)
The n-body phase space is defined in eq. (2.1.15). The dipole phase-space measure in four space-
time dimensions can be parameterised by the two jet momenta J j; Jk and three integration variables
 = f;z;yg (cf. ref. [58, (5.20)])
dRi j;k =
J j  Jk
2(2)3
d dz dy (1  y) ( (2 )) (z (1  z)) (y (1  y)) : (3.2.4)
The n jet momenta are defined by the corresponding clustering prescription of n+1 partonic momenta
to n jet momenta (see eq. (3.1.9))
(p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; p j; : : : ; pk; : : : ; pn+1) 7! (J1; : : : ; J j; : : : ; Jk; : : : ; Jn) (3.2.5)
with
J j = pi+ p j  y1  y pk;
Jk =
1
1  y pk;
Jm = pm; for m , j;k: (3.2.6)
Requiring momentum conservation
nP
l=1
Jl =
n+1P
l=1
pl and the respective on-shell conditions J2l = 0 for
l = 1; : : : ;n leads to (cf. ref. [58, (5.4)])
y =
pi  p j
pi  p j+ p j  pk + pi  pk : (3.2.7)
In this work however, parameterisations of the unresolved partonic momenta are needed. In the
following, it is shown how the unresolved real phase space can be obtained as the preimage of the
clustered jets by inverting the mapping in eq. (3.2.6):
(J1; : : : ; J j; : : : ; Jk; : : : ; Jn;) 7! (p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; p j; : : : ; pk; : : : ; pn+1): (3.2.8)
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From eq. (3.2.6) the spectator momentum pk and the momenta of the remaining partons pm (m, i; j;k)
are given by the momenta Jk; Jm (m , i; j;k) and the variable y as
pm = Jm;
pk = (1  y) Jk: (3.2.9)
Upon inspection of eq. (3.2.6), the unresolved partonic momenta pi and p j can be inferred from the
kinematics of a two-body decay with momenta
pi j = pi+ p j = J j+ yJk (3.2.10)
and
si j =

J j+ yJk
2
= 2y(J j  Jk): (3.2.11)
The two-body decay is expressed most easily in the rest frame of pi j. In this specific frame, rotated
such that J j is aligned with the positive z-axis, the respective momentum J0j is given by (using si j =
2J j  pi j)
J0j =
psi j
2
(1;0;0;1): (3.2.12)
For a given J j in the lab frame the momentum J0j follows by a boost into the rest frame of pi j and two
subsequent rotations for alignment with the z-axis
J0j = 
r
x(x)
r
y(y)
b( pˆi j)J j: (3.2.13)
The Lorentz transformations b(X), rx(x) and 
r
y(y) are listed explicitly for this clustering and are
easily transferable to all following clusterings. Let X = (X0; ~X) be a 4-vector with X2 , 0 given in a
specific frame. To boost a 4-momentum p from the rest frame of this 4-vector X to the specific frame
in which X is given, a rotational-free boost defined by
b(X)p =
0BBBB@ X0p
X2
p0+
(~X  ~p)p
X2
; ~p+
266664 (~X  ~p)p
X2(X0+
p
X2)
+
p0p
X2
377775 ~X1CCCCA (3.2.14)
can be applied. Defining the parity transformation of a 4-vector X as Xˆ = (X0; ~X) the boost from the
frame of the given X to its rest frame is given by b(Xˆ). For rotations around the x- and the y-axis the
following Lorentz transformations are needed
rx() =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 cos() sin()
0 0  sin() cos()
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA ; ry() =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 cos() 0  sin()
0 0 1 0
0 sin() 0 cos()
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA : (3.2.15)
The product is given by
ry()
r
x() =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0
0 cos sin sin  sincos
0 0 cos sin
0 sin  cos sin coscos
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA : (3.2.16)
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In order to align J j with the positive z-axis the rotation angles y and x are given by
cos(y) =
Jzjq
(Jxj )
2+ (Jzj)
2
; sin(y) =
Jxjq
(Jxj )
2+ (Jzj)
2
; (3.2.17)
cos(x) =
q
(Jxj )
2+ (Jzj)
2
j ~J jj
; sin(x) =
 Jyj
j ~J jj
: (3.2.18)
Using the definition from ref. [58, (5.6)]
z =
2(pi  Jk)
2(J j  Jk) ; (3.2.19)
the unresolved partonic momenta p0i and p
0
j in this frame can be parameterised in terms of the inte-
gration variables  = f;z;yg in eq. (3.2.4) as
p0i =
psi j
2
(1;2
p
z(1  z)cos; 2pz(1  z) sin; 2z 1);
p0j = pˆ
0
i : (3.2.20)
By inverting the Lorentz transformations the momenta pi; p j are obtained from p0i ; p
0
j as
pi = b(pi j)ry( y)rx( x)p0i ;
p j = b(pi j)ry( y)rx( x)p0j: (3.2.21)
Note that the inverse of b( pˆi j) is given by b(pi j).
Massive particles
The phase space factorisation in terms of a phase space of n jets and the dipole phase space mea-
sure dRi j;k describing the emission of an additional parton i from the final state j with the final-state
spectator k can also be achieved for massive partons and jets (see ref. [59]):
dRn+1

p1; : : : ; pn 2; pi; pk; p j

= dRn

J1; : : : ; Jn 2; J j; Jk

dRi j;k: (3.2.22)
Again, the phase space of n (massive) momenta is given by eq. (2.1.15) with (some) ml , 0. In four
space-time dimensions the dipole phase-space measure reads (cf. ref. [59, (5.11)])
dRi j;k =
Q2
4(2)3

1 2i  2j  2k
2q


1;2i j;
2
k
  1 i  j k
 d dz dy (1  y) ( (2 )) ((z  z ) (z+  z)) ((y  y ) (y+  y)) ; (3.2.23)
where the Ka¨lle´n function  is defined as
 (x;y;z) = x2+ y2+ z2 2xy 2xz 2yz: (3.2.24)
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The rescaled masses are given by
n =
mnp
Q2
; Q = pi+ p j+ pk = J j+ Jk (3.2.25)
and the clustered jet J j is required to have the fixed mass
mi j =
q
J2j : (3.2.26)
The integration boundaries in eq. (3.2.23) are given in ref. [59, (5.13)] as
y  =
2i j
1 2i  2j  2k
;
y  = 1  2k (1 k)
1 2i  2j  2k
;
z =
22i +

1 2i  2j  2k

y
2
h
2i +
2
j +

1 2i  2j  2k

y
i 1 3i j;i3i j;k (3.2.27)
with the relative velocities between pi+ p j and pi or pk (see ref. [59, (5.14)])
3i j;i =
q
1 2i  2j  2k
2
y2 42i 2j
1 2i  2j  2k

y+22i
;
3i j;k =
qh
22k +

1 2i  2j  2k

(1  y)
i2 42k
1 2i  2j  2k

(1  y)
: (3.2.28)
The n jet momenta are defined by the corresponding clustering prescription of n+1 massive partonic
momenta to n massive jet momenta (see eq. (3.1.9))
Jk =
vut


1;2i j;
2
k



1; si jQ2 ;
2
k
 pk +
0BBBBBBBBB@ 
vut


1;2i j;
2
k



1; si jQ2 ;
2
k
 2pk Q
Q2
+2k  2i j+1
1CCCCCCCCCA Q2  Akpk +Ai j(pi+ p j);
J j = Q  Jk;
Jm = pm; (m , j;k): (3.2.29)
The clustering fulfils momentum conservation
nP
l=1
Jl =
n+1P
l=1
pl and the on-shell conditions J2j =m
2
i j; J
2
l =
m2l for l , j. When inverting this clustering the spectator momentum pk and the momenta of the
remaining partons pm (m , i; j;k) can be read o as (using 2pk Q = Q2+m2k   si j)
pk =

Jk  

1+2k  2i j
 Q
2
 vut 1; si jQ2 ;2k


1;2i j;
2
k
 + h(1  y) 1 2i  2j  2k+22ki Q2 ;
pm = Jm; (3.2.30)
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where the following definition is introduced (cf. ref. [59, (5.12)]):
y =
si j m2i  m2j
Q2 m2i  m2j  m2k
: (3.2.31)
As in the massless case the unresolved partonic momenta pi and p j can be inferred from the kinemat-
ics of a two-body decay with momenta
pi j = pi+ p j = Q  pk: (3.2.32)
Again, it is convenient to parameterise the two-body decay in the rest frame of pi j rotated such that Q
in the respective frame is aligned with the positive z-axis
Q0 = rx(x)ry(y)b( pˆi j)Q: (3.2.33)
The respective momentum Q0 in this specific frame reads (using 2Q  pi j = Q2+ si j m2k)
Q0 =
Q2
2psi j
0BBBBBBB@ si jQ2 +1 2k ;0;0;
s

 
1;
si j
Q2
;2k
!1CCCCCCCA : (3.2.34)
The angles are similar to the ones defined in eq. (3.2.17) and eq. (3.2.18). In this frame the unre-
solved momenta p0i and p
0
j can be parameterised in terms of the integration variables  = f;z;yg in
eq. (3.2.23) as
p0i =
 
Q2
2psi j
 
si j
Q2
+2i  2j
!
;
~p0i  (sin0 cos; sin0 sin; cos0)! ;
p0j =
 
Q2
2psi j
 
si j
Q2
+2j  2i
!
; ~p0i
!
; (3.2.35)
with
~p0i  = q(p00i )2 m2i = 12psi j q si j;m2i ;m2j. Identifying (see ref. [59, (5.12)])
z =
pi  pk
pi  pk + p j  pk (3.2.36)
and using
sik = (pi+ pk)2 = Q2
h
z (1  y)

1 2i  2j  2k

+2i +
2
k
i
(3.2.37)
yields
cos0 =
Q2(1  y)(1 2i  2j  2k)[((1 2i  2j  2k)y+2i +2j)(1 2z) 2j +2i ]q


si j;m2i ;m
2
j
q


1; si jQ2 ;
2
k
 : (3.2.38)
When exchanging 2i $ 2j ;z! 1  z this becomes cos(0)! cos(0) as it should be. The momenta
pi; p j are obtained again from p0i ; p
0
j by an inversion of the Lorentz transformations
pi = b(pi j)ry( y)rx( x)p0i ;
p j = b(pi j)ry( y)rx( x)p0j: (3.2.39)
Note that when setting mi = m j = mk = mi j = 0 in the formulae above the massless case (cf. section
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3.2.1) is recovered.
Modifications beneficial for phase space slicing
When phase space slicing techniques are used to carry out the mutual cancellation of the infrared
singularities, the real phase space is typically split into soft/collinear and hard regions defined through
a slicing parameter smin with regards to the kinematic invariants slm = 2pl  pm (see section 2.2.5).
Since the phase space boundaries of the respective regions are given in terms of the slicing parameter,
it proves beneficial for the numerical integration of the hard contribution to express the integration via
the kinematic invariants slm which are directly constrained by the slicing parameter smin. This way
not only the integration boundaries can be explicitly implemented in a straightforward manner but
also the logarithms of the slicing parameter which numerically build up due to poles / 1=slm can be
made manifest while absorbing the pole into the integration measure by appropriate samplings, e.g.
(cf. eq. (2.2.70))
sZ
0
dslm
1
slm
 (slm  smin) =   log smins =
1Z
smin=s
dx
1
x
=log x
=
0Z
log smin=s
d: (3.2.40)
For the massive final-state clustering with a final-state spectator the dipole phase space dRi j;k from
eq. (3.2.23) can also be parameterised with the invariants
Q2 =

J j+ Jk
2
; s0i j = 2pi  p j; si j = s0i j+m2i +m2j ; s0ik = 2pi  pk (3.2.41)
as
dRi j;k =
1
323
q


Q2; J2j ;m
2
k
d ds0i j ds0ik
  ( (2 ))

s0i j  s0i j 
 
s0i j
+  s0i j



s0ik   s0ik 
 
s0ik
+  s0ik

: (3.2.42)
The boundaries for the integration over the invariants are given by
s0i j
 
= 2mim j; s0i j
+
= (jQj  mk)2 m2i  m2j ; s0ik = (Q2 m2k  si j)
(2m2i + s
0
i j)(1 vi j;ivi j;k)
2si j
: (3.2.43)
with the relative velocities vi j;i;vi j;k defined in eq. (3.2.28). The parameterisation of the real phase
space proceeds as above with
y =
s0i j
Q2 m2i  m2j  m2k
; z =
s0ik
Q2 m2k   si j
: (3.2.44)
The respective modifications for the massless case follow from setting mi = m j = mk = mi j = 0.
3.2.2. Final-state clustering with initial-state spectator
Massless particles
According to ref. [58] the phase space of n+1 massless partons can be written as the convolution of
the phase space of n massless jets with the dipole phase-space measure dRi j;a for the emission of the
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additional parton i from the final state j with the initial-state spectator a
dRn+1

pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; p j; pi

= dRn

xpa; pb; J1; : : : ; Jn 1; J j

dRi j;a: (3.2.45)
The incoming partons’ momenta in the lab frame are denoted by the 4-vectors pa and pb defined in
eq. (2.2.57). In four space-time dimensions the dipole phase-space measure can be parameterised by
the jet momentum J j, the initial-state momentum pa and three integration variables  = f;z; xg (see
ref. [58, (5.48)])
dRi j;a =
J j  pa
2(2)3
d dz dx  ( (2 )) (z (1  z)) (x (1  x)) (3.2.46)
including an integration over x leading to a convolution of the phase spaces with the PDFs and the
flux factor 1=(2xaxbs) (cf. eq. (2.2.58))
dxadxb
fa (xa) fb (xb)
2xaxbs
dRn+1

pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; p j; pi

xA=xxa
= dxAdxb
fa

xA
x

fb (xb)
2xAxbs
dRn

xpa; pb; J1; : : : ; Jn 1; J j

dRi j;a(;z; x): (3.2.47)
The n jet momenta are defined by the corresponding clustering prescription of n+1 partonic momenta
to n jet momenta (see eq. (3.1.9))
(p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; p j; : : : ; pn+1) 7! (J1; : : : ; J j; : : : ; Jn) (3.2.48)
with
J j = pi+ p j  (1  x) pa;
Jm = pm (m , i; j) (3.2.49)
Requiring momentum conservation
nP
l=1
Jl = xpa+ pb and the on-shell conditions J2l = 0 for l = 1; : : : ;n
leads to (see ref. [58, (5.38)])
x =
pi  pa+ p j  pa  pi  p j
(pi+ p j)  pa : (3.2.50)
Inversion of this mapping and identifying the unresolved partonic configurations as the preimage of
the clustered jets in eq. (3.2.49) allows to parameterise the real phase space by means of the n jet
momenta and three integration variables  = f;z; xg in eq. (3.2.46)
(J1; : : : ; J j; : : : ; Jn;) 7! (p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; p j; : : : ; pn+1): (3.2.51)
The momenta of the remaining partons can be simply read o from eq. (3.2.49) as
pm = Jm; (m , i; j): (3.2.52)
Because of
pi j = pi+ p j = J j+ (1  x) pa;
si j =

J j+ (1  x) pa
2
; (3.2.53)
the unresolved momenta pi and p j can be deduced from the kinematics of a two-body decay by steps
analogous to eq. (3.2.12) to eq. (3.2.21).
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Massive particles
The phase space of n+ 1 massive partons can be expressed as a phase space of n massive jets to be
convoluted with the dipole phase-space measure dRi j;a for the emission of the additional parton i from
the final state j with the initial-state spectator a (see ref. [59])
dRn+1

pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; p j; pi

= dRn

xpa; pb; J1; : : : ; Jn 1; J j

dRi j;a: (3.2.54)
In four space-time dimensions the dipole phase-space measure taken from ref. [59, (5.48)] reads
dRi j;a =
J j  pa
2
 
23
d dz dx  ( (2 )) ((z  z ) (z+  z)) (x (x+  x)) : (3.2.55)
including an integration over x leading to a convolution of the phase spaces with the PDFs and the
flux factor analogous to eq. (3.2.47). The integration boundaries read (cf. ref. [59, (5.47),(5.49)])
x+ = 1+2i j 

i+ j
2
;
z =
1  x+2i j+2i  2j 
q
1  x+2i j 2i  2j
2 42i 2j
2

1  x+2i j
 : (3.2.56)
The rescaled masses are given by
n =
mnp
2J j  pa
(3.2.57)
and the clustered jet momentum J j is required to have the fixed mass
mi j =
q
J2j : (3.2.58)
The n jet momenta are defined by the corresponding clustering prescription of n+1 partonic momenta
to n jet momenta as in eq. (3.2.49) but requiring now the on-shell conditions J2j =m
2
i j and J
2
l =m
2
l for
l , j yields (see ref. [59, (5.42)])
x =
pi  pa+ p j  pa  pi  p j+ 12 (m2i j m2i  m2j)
(pi+ p j)  pa : (3.2.59)
Again, obtaining the unresolved partonic momenta pi and p j from the kinematics of a two-body decay
with momenta
pi j = pi+ p j = J j+ (1  x)pa (3.2.60)
is most convenient when starting in the rest frame of pi j with the momentum J j in this frame aligned
with the positive z-axis. The corresponding momentum J0j in this specific frame is given by (using
2pi j  J j = si j+m2i j)
J0j =
1
2psi j

si j+m2i j;0;0; si j m2i j

: (3.2.61)
The jet momentum J0j is related to the given jet momentum J j by a Lorentz boost and two rotations
J0j = 
r
x(x)
r
y(y)
b( pˆi j)J j: (3.2.62)
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The partonic momenta p0i and p
0
j can be parameterised in terms of the jet momentum J j and the
integration variables  = f;z; xg in eq. (3.2.55) as
p0i =
0BBBBBB@ si j m2j +m2i2psi j ; j~p0i j  sin0 cos; sin0 sin; cos0
1CCCCCCA ;
p0j =
0BBBBBB@ si j m2i +m2j2psi j ; ~p0i
1CCCCCCA ; (3.2.63)
with
~p0i  = qE0i 2 m2i = 12psi j q si j;m2i ;m2j and
cos0 =
m2j  m2i   (1 2z)si jq


si j;m2i ;m
2
j
 : (3.2.64)
To obtain the unresolved partonic momenta pi and p j from p0i and p
0
j the Lorentz transformations in
eq. (3.2.62) have to be inverted. Note that when settingmi =m j = 0 in the formulae above the massless
case (cf. section 3.2.2) is recovered.
Modifications beneficial for phase space slicing
Having the application of the phase space slicing method in mind, it proves again beneficial to perform
a transformation of the integration variables in section eq. (3.2.55) in favour of the invariants
Q2 = 2xJ j  pa; s0i j = 2pi  p j; si j = s0i j+m2i +m2j ; s0ia = 2pi  pa (3.2.65)
The phase-space measure to be convoluted with the n-jet phase space (and the PDFs and flux factor)
now reads
dRi j;a =
Q2
323(Q2  J2j + si j)2
d ds0i j ds
0
ia
  ( (2 ))

s0ia  s0ia 
 
s0ia
+  s0ia



s0i j  s0i j 
 
s0i j
+  s0i j

: (3.2.66)
The boundaries for the integration over the invariants can be written as
z =
si j+m2i  m2j
q
(si j m2i  m2j )2 4m2i m2j
2si j
; s0ia
 = z(Q2  J2j + si j); (3.2.67)
s0i j
  = 2mim j; s0i j
+ =
1 xA
xA
Q2+ J2j  m2i  m2j : (3.2.68)
with xA defined in eq. (3.2.47). The generation of the real phase space proceeds as in section 3.2.2
with
x =
Q2
Q2  J2j + si j
; z =
s0ia
Q2  J2j + si j
: (3.2.69)
The respective modifications for the massless case follow from setting mi = m j = 0.
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3.2.3. Initial-state clustering with final-state spectator
Massless particles
The phase space of n+1 massless partons can be expressed as a convolution of the phase space of n
massless jets with the dipole phase-space measure dRia;k for the emission of an additional massless
parton i from the initial state a with a massless final-state spectator k. As stated in Ref. [58], this can
be achieved by the replacements a! k and j! a in the formulae from section 3.2.2. Collinear initial-
state singularities which now appear due to the clustering in the initial state have to be factorised into
the parton distribution functions (see section 2.2.4). Now x behaves in the initial-state collinear limit
as (cf. from ref. [58, (5.63)])
x =
pa  (pi+ pk)  pi  pk
pa  (pi+ pk)         !pi!(1 z)pa z: (3.2.70a)
A jet function defined with this initial-state clustering in combination with a final-state spectator auto-
matically fulfils the condition for factorisability of initial-state collinear singularities (cf. eq. (2.2.66))
Fn+1J1;:::;Jn (pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn 1; pk; pi)         !pi!(1 z)pa F
n
J1;:::;Jn (zpa; pbp1; : : : ; pn 1; pk) : (3.2.70b)
Massive particles
As in the massless case, the phase space of n massive partons and one massless parton can be ex-
pressed as a convolution of the phase space of n massive jets with the dipole phase-space measure
dRia;k for the emission of an additional massless parton i from the initial state a with a massive final-
state spectator k. Again, this can be achieved by the replacements a! k and j! a, mi ! 0 together
with mi j ! mk in the formulae from section 3.2.2 (see ref. [59]). The argument guaranteeing fac-
torisability of initial-state collinear singularities from eq. (3.2.70) also holds after these replacements.
Upon setting mk = 0 the massless case (cf. section 3.2.3) is recovered.
3.2.4. Initial-state clustering with initial-state spectator
When choosing an initial-state spectator b for the emission of an additional parton i from the initial
state a the phase space for n massless or massive partons and one additional massless parton can
again be written as a convolution of the phase space for n massless or massive jets with the dipole
phase-space measure dRia;b (see ref. [58])
dRn+1 (pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn; pi) = dRn (xpa; pb; J1; : : : ; Jn)dRia;b: (3.2.71)
In four space-time dimensions the dipole phase-space measure dRia;b can be parameterised by the
momenta of the incoming partons pa; pb and three integration variables  = f;v; xg (cf. ref. [58,
(5.151)])
dRia;b =
pa  pb
2(2)3
d dv dx  ( (2 )) (v)

1  v
1  x

 (x (1  x)) (3.2.72)
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including an integration over x leading to a convolution of the phase spaces with the PDFs and the
flux factor
dxadxb
fa (xa) fb (xb)
2xaxbs
dRn+1 (pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn; pi)
xA=xxa
= dxAdxb
fa

xA
x

fb (xb)
2xAxbs
dRn (xpa; pb; J1; : : : ; Jn)dRia;b(;v; x): (3.2.73)
The n jet momenta are defined by the corresponding clustering of n+ 1 (massless/massive) partonic
momenta to n (massless/massive) jet momenta (see eq. (3.1.9))
(p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; pn+1) 7! (J1; : : : ; Jn) (3.2.74)
with
Jm = ia;b pm; m , i: (3.2.75)
The Lorentz transformation of all outgoing momenta pm (m , i) to balance the transverse momentum
is given by (see ref. [58, (5.144)])

ia;b

 = g

 
2

K + eK K + eK

K + eK2 + 2
eKK
K2
(3.2.76)
and transforms K into eK
K = pa+ pb  pi; eK = xpa+ pb: (3.2.77)
To obtain the inverse of the boost K and eK have to be exchanged. Defining x as (see ref. [58, (5.138)]))
x =
pa  pb  pi  pa  pi  pb
pa  pb (3.2.78)
guarantees that the transformation of the whole final state in eq. (3.2.75) does not aect momentum
conservation
nP
i=1
Ji = xpa+ pb and the on-shell conditions J2l = m
2
l (l = 1; : : : ;n).
Again, a parameterisation of the unresolved partonic momenta is needed in this work. The preimage
of the mapping in eq. (3.2.74) is parameterised in terms of the n jet momenta and the integration
variables  = f;v; xg
(J1; : : : ; Jn;) 7! (p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; pn+1): (3.2.79)
In ref. [58] v is defined through
sia = vsab: (3.2.80)
From the definition of x in eq. (3.2.78) follows
sib = (1  x  v) sab (3.2.81)
which leads to
sia+ sib = (1  x)sab: (3.2.82)
It is straightforward to express the momentum pi in the rest frame of pa + pb rotated such that pa is
aligned with the positive z-axis
p0a =
p
sab
2
(1;0;0;1) : (3.2.83)
In this specific frame the momentum pi can be parameterised in terms of the three integration variables
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 = f;v; xg in eq. (3.2.72) as
p0i = (1  x)
p
sab
2
(1;sin0i cos; sin
0
i sin; cos
0
i ) (3.2.84)
with the angle 0 given by
cos0i = 1 
2v
1  x : (3.2.85)
The momentum pi in the rest frame of pa+ pb is obtained by inverting the rotations of p0i
pi = ry( y)rx( x)p0i (3.2.86)
with the rotation angles defined in eq. (3.2.17) and eq. (3.2.18) but with J j ! pa. Note that no boost
is needed here since p0i is already defined in the rest frame of pa+ pb. For each unresolved momentum
pi the inversion of the clustering in eq. (3.2.76) yields the final-state momenta pm (m = 1; : : : ;n) by
boosting the jet momenta back to the partonic frame
pm =  1ia;b Jm: (3.2.87)
Since the two incoming partons and the parton which is clustered with the initial state are always
assumed to be massless, the massive case does not need to be studied.
Note that x from eq. (3.2.78) behaves in the initial-state collinear limit as
x =
pa  pb  pi  pa  pi  pb
pa  pb         !pi!(1 z)pa z: (3.2.88a)
A jet function defined with this initial-state clustering in combination with an initial-state specta-
tor automatically fulfils the condition for factorisability of initial-state collinear singularities (cf.
eq. (2.2.66))
Fn+1J1;:::;Jn (pa; pb; p1; : : : ; pn; pi)         !pi!(1 z)pa F
n
J1;:::;Jn (zpa; pbp1; : : : ; pn) : (3.2.88b)
Modifications beneficial for phase space slicing
For the application of phase space slicing it proves again beneficial to express the phase space to be
convoluted with the PDFs and the flux factor in terms of the invariants
Q2 = 2xpa  pb; sia = 2pi  pa; sib = 2pi  pb: (3.2.89)
The phase-space measure parameterised by the invariants reads
dRia;b =
Q2
323(Q2+ sia+ sib)2
d dsia dsib ( (2 ))

sia

s+ia  sia



sik

s+ik   sik

: (3.2.90)
The integration boundaries are given by
s+ia =
1 xA
xA
Q2; s+ib = s
+
ia  sia (3.2.91)
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with xA defined in eq. (3.2.73). The parameterisation of the real phase space in terms of the integration
variables proceeds as depicted above but with
x =
Q2
Q2+ sia+ sib
; v =
sia
Q2+ sia+ sib
: (3.2.92)
3.2.5. Impact of the new 3! 2 clusterings
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, once the resolution criterion of the jet algorithm has
singled out an unresolved pair of final-state partons or unresolved radiation associated with the beam,
any of the remaining partons in the final state can be chosen as the spectator. Moreover, an initial-
state parton might also be chosen to be the spectator to define the clustering. As already indicated,
this freedom can be exploited to minimise the dierence of the 3! 2 clustering prescription with
respect to the recombination procedures used in conventional 2! 1 jet algorithms (see section 2.2.7).
Spectator influence in final-state clusterings
In conventional 2! 1 jet algorithms the momenta of recombined jets of two unresolved final-state
partons i j can be defined by adding the partonic 4-momenta to form the jet momentum pi+ p j (see ‘E-
scheme’ in section 2.2.7). The 3! 2 final-state clustering prescriptions presented in section 3.2.1 and
section 3.2.2 on the other hand recombine the unresolved partons i j in combination with a spectator
from the final or the initial state. In order to quantify the influence of the dierent clusterings and
the choice of the spectator on the final-state jet momenta with respect to the 2! 1 prescriptions, the
following norm measuring the dierence of two 4-momenta pm = (p0m; ~pm) and pn = (p
0
n; ~pn) can be
used:
jjpm  pnjj =max
p0m  p0n ; ~pm  ~pn : (3.2.93)
From eq. (3.2.29) follows that the dierence of the clustered jet momentum J j and the 4-momentum
sum pi+ p j for the final-state clustering with a final-state spectator depends on the spectator parton k:
jjJ j  (pi+ p j)jj =max
J0j   (p0i + p0j) ;  ~J j  (~pi+ ~p j)
= max
 (Ak  1) p0k + Ai j2 (p0i + p0j)
 ; (Ak  1) ~pk + Ai j2 (~pi+ ~p j)
! : (3.2.94)
Dierent final-state partons can thus be tried as spectator k to choose one which minimises the quantity
jjJ j  (pi+ p j)jj.
In addition, also an initial-state spectator can be chosen. Again, the dierence of the clustered jet
momentum and the 4-momentum sum depends on the choice for the initial-state spectator a (see
eq. (3.2.49)):
jjJ j  (pi+ p j)jj = (1  x)p0a: (3.2.95)
For a given unresolved final-state pair i j to be combined, the spectator from the initial or final state
which minimises the quantity defined in eq. (3.2.94) and eq. (3.2.95) is chosen.
Spectator influence in initial-state clusterings
In conventional 2! 1 jet algorithms unresolved additional radiation which is associated with the beam
(‘lost in the beam pipe’ due to the experimental setup) is removed from the list of momenta. The other
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final-state momenta remain unchanged. The situation is dierent for the 3! 2 initial-state clusterings
presented in section 3.2.3 and section 3.2.4. The unresolved radiation i is clustered with an initial-
state parton a in combination with a final- or initial-state spectator resulting in non-trivial clustering
prescriptions for the final-state momenta. From section 3.2.3 follows that the dierence in the final
state between the 3! 2 initial-state clustering with a final-state spectator k and the conventional 2! 1
prescription depends on the initial-state parton a to be clustered with and the final-state spectator k
(through x, cf. eq. (3.2.70)):
jjJk   pkjj = jj(1  x)pa  pijj =max
(1  x)p0a  p0i  ; (1  x)~pa  ~pi : (3.2.96)
When choosing an initial-state spectator b in the 3! 2 clustering, the whole final state has to be
boosted in order to balance the transverse momentum of the unresolved parton i (see eq. (3.2.75)).
The dierence of the final state obtained with this 3 ! 2 clustering and the conventional 2 ! 1
prescription therefore reads
jj
X
m
Jm 
X
m,i
pmjj = jjeK  Kjj =max (1  x)p0a  p0i  ; (1  x)~pa  ~pi : (3.2.97)
Note that eq. (3.2.97) also depends on the initial-state parton a to be clustered with and the initial-state
spectator b (through x, see eq. (3.2.78)).
For a given unresolved final-state parton i associated with the beam, the spectator has to be chosen
either from the final or the initial state. Additionally, also the initial-state parton a to be clustered with
might be selected. Both are chosen to find the minimum of the quantities defined in eq. (3.2.96) and
eq. (3.2.97).
3.3. Validation of the phase space parameterisations
To simplify the validation, initial-state radiation and final-state radiation are studied separately. This
allows to validate complementary aspects of the phase space parameterisations presented in chapter
3.2. In particular, Drell-Yan production at a proton collider
pp! e+e  (3.3.1)
and the production of top-quark pairs at a lepton collider
e+e ! tt¯ (3.3.2)
are studied as exemplary processes. Compact analytic results for the NLO corrections to these pro-
cesses which are calculated using phase space slicing are available in the literature (see refs. [57, 78]).
Thus, the implementation of the method presented here is straightforward and not very error-prone.
Since these two processes are fairly simple, the Monte Carlo integrations performed in the calcu-
lations are comparatively stable allowing thorough numerical validations. Additionally, scrutiny of
the approach for the processes in eq. (3.3.1) and eq. (3.3.2) lays the foundation to finally apply the
machinery to the production of single top-quarks at the LHC (see chapter 3.3.3)
pp! t j (3.3.3)
combining the complementary aspects featured by the two example processes studied here.
For the exclusive production of n jets in the final state a dierential n-jet event weight at NLO accuracy
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for jets obtained with a 3! 2 jet algorithm is defined as (cf. eq. (3.1.11))
dNLO
dRn(J1 : : : ; Jn)
=
dBV
dRn(J1 : : : ; Jn)
+
dR
dRn(J1 : : : ; Jn)
: (3.3.4)
As before the superscripts BV and R indicate the contributions from the Born matrix elements together
with the virtual corrections and the real contribution. The soft and collinear singularities in the real
contribution are regularised using the phase space slicing method. The regularised soft/collinear
contributions are combined with the virtual corrections to cancel the respective soft and collinear
singularities (cf. section 2.2.5). Since the real corrections are calculated using the factorised jet phase
space as in eq. (3.1.10) an additional three dimensional integration is required per jet event J1; : : : ; Jn
when calculating dR. The total cross section at NLO accuracy can be calculated by integrating
eq. (3.3.4) over the full phase space dRn(J1 : : : ; Jn).
To check the implementation, the results are compared to the outcome of a standard parton-level
Monte Carlo program. The results for the total cross sections obtained from integrating over eq. (3.1.11)
with the factorised jet phase space perfectly agree with results obtained with a conventional partonic
phase space. However, the numerical comparison of total cross sections might be rather insensitive
to calculational details and depending on the phase space region possible inconsistencies could easily
hide in the statistical uncertainty. To be more thorough, dierential distributions, allowing to study
dierent regions of the phase space independently, have to be compared. Arbitrary distributions of
n-jet observables O (J1; : : : ; Jn) can be calculated at NLO accuracy by integrating eq. (3.3.4) over the
n jet momenta
dNLO
dO
eJ1; : : : ; eJn =
Z
dRn(J1; : : : ; Jn)
dNLO
dRn(J1; : : : ; Jn)


O (J1; : : : ; Jn) O
eJ1; : : : ; eJn : (3.3.5)
These distributions can be compared to respective distributions calculated with a conventional parton
level Monte Carlo employing the same 3! 2 jet algorithm (cf. eq. (3.0.1))
Fn+1Jn;:::;Jn : Rn+1 ! Rn; (p1; : : : ; pn+1)
3!27   ! (J1; : : : ; Jn): (3.3.6)
The comparison of dierent variables allows to perform a detailed check of the phase space factori-
sations and the equivalence of the jet momenta used in eq. (3.3.5) and the ones defined by eq. (3.3.6)
over the entire phase space.
3.3.1. Coloured Initial-state partons: Drell-Yan production
q
q¯
e−
e+
γ/Z
(a) 1-loop vertex correction
q
q¯
e−
e+
γ/Z
g
q
q
e−
e+
γ/Z
g
(b) Initial-state radiation
Figure 3.1.: Drell-Yan at NLO: Examples for (a) virtual and (b) for real corrections.
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Figure 3.2.: Energy distribution of the positron from Drell-Yan production calculated at NLO ac-
curacy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue) compared to results from the
factorised jet phase space as described in section 3.2.4 (red dashed).
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Drell-Yan production in proton collisions at the LHC with a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13 TeV
is considered. Since the case of unresolved radiation in the real corrections has to be checked, any jet
in the final state is vetoed by exclusively allowing an electron-positron pair e+e  in the final state. By
being more inclusive, e.g. by dropping the jet veto, potential dierences could be washed out and the
check would be less sensitive. Cuts to the final state to mimic Drell-Yan measurements at the LHC
(cf. e.g. ref. [79]) are applied: The invariant mass of the electron-positron pair mee is required to be in
the mass range of 116 GeV<mee < 3 TeV. Any resolved final state must have a transverse momentum
of at least p?min = 25 GeV and a pseudo rapidity not exceeding jmaxj = 2:5. The detector is assumed to
be blind outside these cuts. Because of the colourless final state unresolved radiation from the initial
state (cf. figure 3.1b) is associated with the beam and has to be clustered with an initial-state parton in
combination with an initial-state spectator according to section 3.2.4. In the NLO calculation the PDF
set ‘CT10nlo’ (see ref. [80]) is used to relate the partonic and hadronic initial states (cf. section 2.2.4).
The remaining parameters are set to the values listed in section 3.3.3. Respective amplitudes for the
Born, (renormalised) virtual and real contributions are given in ref. [57]. Corresponding tree-level
matrix elements generated with MadGraph5 (see ref. [81]) are used in the amplitude calculation.
The ‘two cut-o phase space slicing technique’ (cf. section 2.2.5) to mediate the cancellation of the
infrared divergences in the virtual and real corrections as presented in ref. [57] is employed for the
process considered here.
In figure 3.2 the distribution of energy of the positron from Drell-Yan production calculated at NLO
accuracy is shown as an example. The results from the conventional parton level Monte Carlo are
shown as blue solid lines and the red dashed lines show the results using the factorised jet phase space
as presented in section 3.2.4. The error bars in the histograms correspond to the limited statistics
of the Monte Carlo integrations. The discrepancy between the two approaches in terms of standard
deviations (‘pull’) is shown in the lower part of the plots. By looking at the pull distributions it is
obvious that the two approaches perfectly agree within the statistical uncertainties of the numerical
integration with the discrepancy being less than one standard deviation in most cases. Analogous
figures for the polar angle distribution of the electron together with the invariant mass and rapidity
distributions of the e+e -system can be found in figure A.1 to figure A.3 in appendix A.1.1 yielding
similar conclusions. This study validates the initial-state clustering in combination with an initial-state
spectator as presented in section 3.2.4.
3.3.2. Coloured final-state partons: Leptonic production of top-quark pairs
t
t¯
e−
e+
γ/Z
(a) 1-loop vertex correction
t
t¯
e−
e+
γ/Z
g
(b) Final-state radiation
Figure 3.3.: Top-pair production at NLO: Examples for (a) virtual and (b) real corrections.
In top-quark pair production from e+e  annihilation the initial state is colourless. When vetoing
additional resolved jets in the final state, unresolved final-state radiation (cf. figure 3.3b) has to
be clustered with one of the top quarks with the other top quark playing the role of the spectator
(cf. section 3.2.1). For the NLO calculation a top-quark mass of mt = 174 GeV is used with the
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Figure 3.4.: Polar angle distribution of the top-tagged jet from top-quark pair production in e+e  an-
nihilation calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue)
compared to results from the factorised jet phase space as described in section 3.2.1 (red
dashed).
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remaining parameters set to the values listed in section 3.3.3. Having a future linear collider in
mind, the centre-of-mass energy is set to
p
s = 500 GeV corresponding to top-quark studies in the
continuum. Respective amplitudes for the Born, (renormalised) virtual and real corrections can be
taken from ref. [57] and ref. [78]. The amplitudes are calculated using corresponding tree-level matrix
elements generated with Madgraph5 (see ref. [81]). Following the example given in ref. [57] the
cancellation of the infrared divergences is carried out in terms of the ‘two cut-o phase space slicing
technique’ (cf. section 2.2.5). The decay of the top quarks is not included but they are treated as
tagged top-jets. These jets are defined by an augmented 3! 2 kt-jet algorithm (cf. section 3.1.1) with
a resolution criterion for lepton colliders given by (cf. ref. [68])
yi j = 2
min

E2i ;E
2
j
 
1  cos(i j)

s
(3.3.7)
where Ei denotes the energy of parton i and i j is the angle between the 3-momenta of partons i and
j. The resolution ycut, defining two particles as being unresolved when yi j < ycut, is set to ycut = 0:1.
The polar angle distribution of the top quark from leptonic top-quark pair production is shown in
figure 3.4 as an example. As before, the blue solid curves correspond to the results of a conventional
parton level Monte Carlo while the red dashed curves are obtained using the factorised jet phase
space as presented in section 3.2.1. The pull distributions in the lower parts of the plots again confirm
perfect agreement of the two approaches within the statistical uncertainties with discrepancies of less
than one standard deviation in most cases. Analogous distributions with respect to the the azimuthal
angle, the transverse momentum and the rapidity of the outgoing top quark can be found in figure A.4
to figure A.6 in appendix A.1.2 underpinning the conclusion drawn above. Hence, the clustering
of the additional radiation with massive final-state partons in combination with a massive final-state
spectator is successfully validated (cf. section 3.2.1).
3.3.3. Coloured initial- and final-state partons: Hadronic single top-quark
production
The developed algorithm has been successfully validated separately for the initial-state clusterings
in section 3.3.1 and the final-state clusterings in section 3.3.2 with rather simple example processes.
As a first application to the hadronic production of coloured particles forming jets, the production
of single top quarks in proton-proton collisions at the LHC running at a centre-of-mass energy ofp
s = 13 TeV is considered in this section. In the following, a brief introduction to single top-quark
production at the LHC with an emphasis on why it is paradigmatic for the application of the Matrix
Element Method is given.
Single top-quark production at the LHC
Within the six quark flavours of the Standard Model the top quark takes on a special role because of
its high mass (mt  173 GeV) which is comparable to the mass of a gold atom and of the order of
the electroweak scale. It is the heaviest elementary particle currently known. Its partner the bottom
quark being the second heaviest quark is  35 times lighter than the top quark. In the Standard
Model the fermions’ masses are encoded in the dimensionless ‘Yukawa couplings’ which quantify
the coupling of the fermions to the Higgs field. They are given by the ratios of the particle masses
and the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field. Because of its high mass the top quark is the
only elementary particle in the Standard Model with a Yukawa coupling close to unity, in contrast to
all other elementary particles whose Yukawa couplings seem ‘unnaturally small’. Because of its high
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mass the Standard Model predicts a very small mean life-time for the top quark of around  10 25 s
which is about one order of magnitude smaller than the time scale of hadronisation. Thus, top quarks
are the only quarks that decay before hadronising. They have to be produced through high energetic
particle collisions and allow to be studied as quasi-free quarks. Because of the direct decay of the
top quark itself without an intermediate bound state, the entire information carried by the top quark is
transferred to its decay products, making it a promising laboratory for precision tests of the Standard
Model or finding hints for New Physics beyond the Standard Model. Precise measurements of the
parameters associated with the top quark like the electroweak gauge couplings or its mass are essential
to test the consistency of the Standard Model and constrain New Physics models (see e.g. ref. [82]
for a review of top-quark physics at the LHC).
Top-quark pairs (tt¯) can be produced via the strong interaction which is the dominant source of top
quarks at the LHC. Electroweak charged-current interactions also allow the production of single top
quarks in hadron collisions. Although suppressed compared to top-quark pair production due to the
smaller coupling strength of the weak interaction, single top-quark production oers a complementary
laboratory to study the electroweak top-quark properties: In the Standard Model single top quarks are
produced via the electroweak Wtb vertex depending on the top-quark mass mt, the CKM matrix
element Vtb and the weak coupling
W =
e
sin2 W
: (3.3.8)
The ‘Weinberg angle’ in the on-shell scheme is given by the ratio of the weak boson masses
cosW =
mW
mZ
(3.3.9)
and parameterises the connection between the weak coupling and the electro-magnetic coupling e.
The top quark exhibits a V   A coupling structure to the W boson resulting in a high degree of top-
quark polarisation which is transferred to its decay products making it accessible in the experiments.
Based on the virtuality of theW boson interacting with the top quark three partonic production chan-
nels can be distinguished at lowest order in hadron collisions:
qq0! tb¯; q2W > m2t s-channel production; (3.3.10a)
qb! tq0; q2W < 0 t-channel production; (3.3.10b)
gb! tW ; q2W = m2W tW-channel: (3.3.10c)
At the LHC the t-channel, with a space-like W boson (see eq. (3.3.10b) and figure 3.5b), contributes
the biggest share of  80% to the production of single top quarks (cf. table 3.1). The notation in
eq. (3.3.10b) suggests that the b-quark is assumed to be an active flavour inside the proton and has
to be accounted for by PDFs in the ‘5-flavour scheme’ making eq. (3.3.10b) a purely electroweak
process at leading order O(2W). When assuming the ‘4-flavour scheme’ (without a b-quark PDF) the
t-channel production is formally a higher-order process (of order O(s2W)) because the b-quark has
to come from an initial-state gluon splitting
qg! tq0b¯: (3.3.11)
Consistently, calculations employing both schemes should give similar results because the initial-state
gluon splittings needed in the 4-flavour scheme are accounted for by the evolution of the b-quark PDF
in the 5-flavour scheme (see e.g. refs. [83, 84]).
The s-channel, with a time-like W boson (see eq. (3.3.10a) and figure 3.5a), is the second purely
electroweak production mode at leading order and only amounts to a few percent ( 4%) of the total
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Figure 3.5.: Single top-quark production channels at lowest order: (a) s-channel, (b) t-channel and (c)
tW-channel.
single top-quark production cross section at the LHC (cf. table 3.1). The second most important
source for single top quarks at the LHC is the production in association with an on-shell W boson
also referred to as tW-channel (see eq. (3.3.10c) and figure 3.5c). Because the b-quark is needed in
the initial state, this process can also be described in the 5- or 4-flavour scheme but is already also a
QCD process at leading order O(sW) in the 5-flavour scheme.
This work focuses on the s- and t-channel production modes described in the 5-flavour scheme.
p
s = 13 TeV t-channel s-channel tW-channel pair production
Born
2
=2
[pb] 141:50(9)+11:36 14:41 4:707(9)
+0:119
 0:156 26:613(5)
 0:988
+0:482 474:63(5)
 100:48
+138:58
NLO
2
=2
[pb] 135:79(8)+3:8 2:1 6:340(8)
 0:064
+0:092 28:339(6)
+0:91
 1:20 708:90(8)
 82:89
+82:06
Table 3.1.: Total inclusive top-quark production cross section predictions at the LHC
Dierential cross section predictions for the t-channel process neglecting colour exchange between
the two quark lines are known to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) accuracy (see refs. [85, 86,
87]). The approximation of full NNLO results for the s-channel process by next-to-next-to-leading-
logarithm (NNLL) resummation of soft and collinear gluon corrections is studied in ref. [88]. Full
next-to-leading order (NLO) results for both s- and t-channel are known (see e.g. refs. [89, 66] and
are implemented in public numerical tools like MCFM (see ref. [90]) or HATHOR (see ref. [91]).
For the t-channel with top-quark decay including full o-shell eects NLO results matched to parton
showers are presented in ref. [92]. Table 3.1 shows the total inclusive cross section predictions at Born
and NLO accuracy of the three single top-quark production channels at the LHC running at 13 TeV.
For comparison, the top-quark pair production cross section is also shown. The cross section values
are obtained with HATHOR assuming an on-shell top-quark mass of mt = 173:2 GeV and using the
PDF set ‘MSTW2008nnlo68cl’ (see ref. [93], all other parameters correspond to the default values
given in ref. [91]). The top-quark mass is chosen as the central scale  = R = F =mt and the impact
of its up- and downwards variation by a factor of 2 is represented by the super- and subscripts.
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As can be seen from table 3.1, the rates for single top quarks, especially produced in the s-channel,
expected at the LHC are rather small compared to the production of top-quark pairs. Since top-
quark pair production poses a large fraction of the background, its abundance makes it even harder
to measure single top-quark production in the experiments. However, its aforementioned dependence
on the electroweak top-quark properties makes experimental single top-quark studies a worthwhile
endeavour (see e.g. ref. [15]). In particular regarding top-quark mass determinations, the authors
of ref. [41] find some tension between mass values extracted from top-quark pair production and
single top-quark production. Because of the combination of small event rates, large background and
the variety of model parameters (top-quark mass, CKM matrix elements, coupling structure, ...) to
be studied, electroweak single top-quark production at the LHC represents a prime example for the
application of the Matrix Element Method.
Despite all the diculties there has been quite some experimental progress regarding s- and t-channel
single top-quark production at the LHC: Both CMS and ATLAS have reported precise measurements
of the t-channel production of single top quarks at the LHC running at 7, 8 and 13 TeV (see e.g
refs. [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]). However for the s-channel production at the LHC, only
ATLAS has found first evidence in the 8 TeV data set. This has been achieved by using a Matrix
Element Method technique to separate signal from background (see ref. [18]).
Calculational setup
Representative Feynman diagrams for the NLO corrections are shown in figure 3.6 for the s-channel
and in figure 3.7 for the t-channel. Note that no 1-loop diagrams with both quark lines connected by
a gluon (‘box diagrams’) contribute to the virtual corrections because the interference with the Born
diagrams (see figure 3.5a and figure 3.5b) vanishes due to the colour algebra (cf. eq. (2.2.23)). The
remaining real diagrams are obtained by attaching the additional gluon to the other fermion lines in
figure 3.6b and figure 3.7b in all possible ways. The ultraviolet divergences in the virtual correc-
tions are regulated by performing the loop integrals in d = 4  2" dimensions. The resulting " poles
are absorbed into the bare parameters by introducing renormalised quantities (cf. section 2.2.1). To
achieve this, the quark fields are renormalised by imposing the on-shell renormalisation conditions
(cf. eq. (2.2.19)). See e.g. ref. [89] for details on the renormalisation procedure for the calculation of
s- and t-channel single top-quark production at NLO. The remaining singularities in the renormalised
virtual corrections are infrared divergences which have to be cancelled with the corresponding singu-
larities occurring in the phase space integration of the real corrections (cf. section 2.2.3). This mutual
cancellation of the infrared divergences between the virtual and the real corrections is carried out by
applying a phase space slicing technique (cf. section 2.2.5). Detailed NLO calculations of single
top-quark production in the s- and in the t-channel employing the ‘one cut-o phase space slicing
technique’ are published in ref. [66].
If not stated otherwise, the following setting for the cross section calculations for single top-quark
production processes is used in this work: All predictions are done for proton-proton collisions at
the LHC running at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13 TeV. To relate the partonic calculations to
the proton-proton initial state, the PDF set ‘MSTW2008nnlo68cl’ (see ref. [93]) is employed. The
running QCD coupling s(R) (see section 2.2.2) is taken as provided by the PDF set to be consistent
with the evolution of the PDFs (cf. section 2.2.4). The electro-magnetic coupling evaluated at the
Z-mass is set to
e(mZ) = 1=132:2332298 (3.3.12)
but it only appears as an overall factor which cancels in ratios of cross sections. The masses of the
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Figure 3.6.: s-channel single top-quark production at NLO: (a) virtual and (b) examples of real cor-
rections.
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Figure 3.7.: t-channel single top-quark production at NLO: (a) virtual and (b) examples of real cor-
rections.
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electroweak gauge bosons are given in ref. [2] as
mZ = 91:1876 GeV and mW = 80:385 GeV: (3.3.13)
The top-quark mass renormalised in the pole-mass scheme is set to
mt = 173:2 GeV: (3.3.14)
The jets are defined according to a kt-jet algorithm with a resolution criterion defined in eq. (2.2.85)
(with  = 2 and R = 1). Even though the anti-kt-jet algorithm (see ref. [103]) is more widely used by
the experiments, the kt-jet algorithm oers the possibility to be formulated in an ‘exclusive variant’.
Whereas exactly requiring a desired number of jets to be resolved is strongly discouraged for the
anti-kt-jet algorithm2 . For final-state objects to be resolved they are required to pass the following
cuts
p? >
p
dcut = 30 GeV; jj < 3:5 (3.3.15)
and the detector is assumed to be blind outside these cuts. An ‘exclusive’ formulation of the jet algo-
rithm is defined by demanding one resolved top-tagged jet (t) accompanied by exactly one resolved
light jet ( j)
p+ p! t+ j: (3.3.16)
Not vetoing additional resolved jets (X) is referred to as ‘inclusive’
p+ p! t+ j (+X) : (3.3.17)
In the inclusive case the signal signature is still defined to consist of one resolved top-tagged jet (t)
and one resolved light jet ( j) which is taken to be the hardest of possibly two resolved jets (p?j > p
?
X ).
This way all signal predictions are accurate to NLO.
The same dynamical scale for the renormalisation and factorisation scale R and F is chosen. The
central scale choice is defined by the total transverse energy E? = E sin() of the resolved final state
R = F = 0 = E?t +E?j

+E?X

: (3.3.18)
Validation of the phase space parameterisations
Apart from testing all the clusterings from section 3.2 and their interplay at the same time, the valida-
tions presented here also serve as a consistency check of the implementation of the non-trivial NLO
calculation, especially regarding the phase space slicing.
The factorisation of the real phase space in terms of the phase space of the resolved jets and the
dipole phase-space measures corresponding to the unresolved partonic configurations is validated in
the following (cf. eq. (3.1.10) and sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.4). For this purpose it is sucient to study
the exclusive formulation of the jet algorithm with non-trivial recombinations of unresolved partonic
configurations in the real corrections. In principle, contributions from kinematic configurations with
an additional resolved jet can be calculated according to the last line of eq. (3.0.1) but do not pose any
conceptual problems. Since in single top-quark production there are coloured partons in the initial
and in the final state, all phase space parameterisations given in section 3.2 enter and can be validated
at the same time.
In figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 distributions of the transverse energy of the top-tagged jet and pseudo
2Ref [69, p. 21]: “We advise against the use of exclusive jets in the context of the anti-kt algorithm, because of the lack of
physically meaningful hierarchy in the clustering sequence.”
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Figure 3.8.: Transverse energy distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s- single top-quark
production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue)
and the factorised jet phase space (dashed red) as described in section 3.2.
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Figure 3.9.: Same as figure 3.8 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
rapidity of the light jet from s- and t-channel single top-quark production calculated at NLO accuracy
are shown as examples. The distributions calculated with the conventional parton level Monte Carlo
employing the 3! 2 jet clustering (see eq. (3.3.6)) are shown as solid blue lines. The distributions
obtained according to eq. (3.3.5) are shown as dashed red lines. The dierence of both distributions
normalised to its statistical error (‘pull’) is shown at the bottom of the plots. Additionally, the p-value
and reduced 2 of the comparison of the two histograms as described in ref. [104] and implemented
in refs. [105, 106, 107] are given in each plot. By examining the pull distributions in figure 3.8
and figure 3.9, perfect agreement between the two approaches within the statistical uncertainties for
both the s- and the t-channel is obvious. The results for the corresponding p-values and reduced
2 confirm this observation. Note that the compared distributions are not normalised. Thus, this
study also serves as a validation in terms of the fiducial cross sections. Additional distributions of
the (transverse) energy and pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged and the light jet and distributions of the
invariant mass and rapidity of the top-light jet system from the s- and the t-channel are collected in
figure A.7 to figure A.14 in appendix A.1.3. This comparison of various distributions of jet variables
verifies the identification of the factorised jet phase space in eq. (3.3.5) with the clustered jets defined
by eq. (3.3.6) for processes involving all of the clusterings worked out in section 3.2.
Dependence on the phase space slicing parameter
As mentioned in section 3.3.3, the one cut-o phase space slicing method as presented in ref. [66]
is utilised to mutually cancel the infrared divergences appearing in the virtual and real contributions
of the NLO corrections. The slicing parameter smin is introduced to control the separation of the real
phase space into soft/collinear and hard regions (cf. section 2.2.5). When considering jet production
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processes it is crucial that this phase space separation does not interfere with the jet clustering (i.e.
the soft/collinear regions of the real phase space have to always lie safely within the jet cones defined
by the jet algorithm with smin much smaller than any physical scale of the process).
The numerical Monte Carlo integration of the hard contribution produces logarithmic smin depen-
dences (cf. eq. (2.2.73)). These numerical logarithmic smin dependences cancel with the correspond-
ing analytic logarithmic smin dependences of the soft/collinear contribution when both contributions
are combined. Since both intermediate results scale logarithmically with smin, their combination re-
sults in a loss of significant digits and a growing relative statistical integration error for small smin.
As described in section 2.2.5, a systematic error is introduced when soft and collinear approximations
of the cross section are applied in the soft/collinear regions. This systematic error scales with the
phase-space volume of these regions which itself scales with the slicing parameter smin making the
result no longer independent of smin. For suciently small values of the slicing parameter the sys-
tematic error from the soft/collinear contribution can be neglected with respect to the statistical error
from the hard contribution. By finding a compromise between statistical and systematic uncertainties
an approximate smin independence of the final result can be established. This approximate indepen-
dence of the final result of the slicing parameter is an important test of the successful application of
the phase space slicing method.
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Figure 3.10.: Fiducial NLO cross section for exclusive s-channel single top-quark production as a
function of the slicing parameter smin.
The calculation of the NLO corrections to s- and t-channel single top-quark production involves
several dierent partonic sub-processes with initial- as well as final-state radiation (cf. figure 3.6)
requiring a non-trivial cancellation of the infrared divergences between the virtual and the real con-
tributions. Furthermore, initial-state collinear divergences have to be absorbed into bare PDFs by
collinear factorisation (cf. section 2.2.4). The application of the phase space slicing method to single
top-quark production as described in ref. [66] is therefore non-trivial and error-prone. To rule out
possible inconsistencies the smin dependence of the implementation is thoroughly studied. Because
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Figure 3.11.: Same as figure 3.10 but for the t-channel.
the cancellation of the infrared divergences in the soft/collinear regions of the real phase space has to
be tested, it is sucient to study the exclusive formulation of the jet algorithm. NLO contributions
with an additional resolved jet are already rendered infrared safe by the jet algorithm. In figure 3.10
and figure 3.11 results for the fiducial cross section for the s- and t-channel production of single top
quarks calculated at NLO accuracy for 21 dierent values of the slicing parameter in the range be-
tween smin = 10 3 GeV2 and smin = 5 103 GeV2 are shown. The results for the s-channel cross
section are compatible with a constant within their statistical uncertainties for smin < 1000 GeV2. For
smin > 1000 GeV2 the s-channel cross section shows a strong dependence on the slicing parameter.
This is not a surprise since at this scale the slicing parameter smin clearly interferes with the transverse-
momentum cut of the kt-jet algorithm of p?2min = 900 GeV
2 (cf. eq. (3.3.15)). The result of a fit to the
first 17 cross section values assuming a constant cross section yields NLOs-chan = (3:0564 0:0008) pb
and is shown by the straight dashed line in the upper plot. The analogous study for the t-channel yields
similar results but with an approximate smin independence for smin < 100 GeV2. The first 13 cross sec-
tion values are compatible with a constant cross section obtained by a fit as NLOt-chan = (60:040:02) pb
(see straight dashed line figure 3.11).
Since dierential jet cross sections at NLO accuracy are needed for the application within the frame-
work of the Matrix Element Method, merely investigating the dependence of the fiducial cross section
on the slicing parameter is not sucient. Dierential distributions may introduce additional scales
while probing dierent regions of the phase space individually. They may be more sensitive to the
choice of smin. Moreover, for the aforementioned NLO calculations within the approach presented
in this work, the factorised phase space parameterisations as described in section 3.2 are used. The
calculation of s- and t-channel production of single top quarks at NLO accuracy introduces dierent
parameterisations in dierent phase space regions according to the 3! 2 clusterings. As mentioned
before, this makes the implementation especially error-prone. Validation of the approximate smin
independence of dierential distributions serves as an additional strong check of the implementa-
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tion. From figure 3.10 and figure 3.11 a value of smin = 5 GeV2 for the s-channel and a value of
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Figure 3.12.: Energy distribution of the light jet from exclusive s-channel single top-quark production
calculated at NLO accuracy with three dierent values of the slicing parameter smin.
smin = 1 GeV2 for the t-channel is found to represent a compromise between systematic and statistical
uncertainties. These values lie within the respective plateaus of the smin dependence of the fiducial
cross sections. They are chosen well below all obvious physical scales but are still large enough to
enable satisfactory statistical precision in the numerical integration in a reasonable amount of time.
The validation of the approximate smin independence of dierential distributions in the proximity of
the chosen smin values is exemplified in figure 3.12 and figure 3.13 by comparing them to distributions
calculated with higher and lower values of the slicing parameter. The distribution of the energy of the
light jet produced in the s-channel process calculated at NLO accuracy for smin = 0:01 GeV2 (solid
blue), smin = 5 GeV2 (dotted red) and smin = 100 GeV2 (dashed black) is shown in figure 3.12. At the
bottom of the plot the pull distributions together with the p-values and reduced 2 for the comparisons
of the histograms for smin = 5 GeV2 and the lower (open blue squares) and higher values (solid
black squares) are displayed. The distributions obtained with dierent values of the slicing parameter
agree with each other within the statistical uncertainties. Similar comparisons for the distributions
of transverse energy and pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet, the pseudo rapidity of the light jet
as well as the invariant mass and rapidity of the top-light jet system can be found in figure A.15 to
figure A.18 in appendix A.1.4. Altogether, the value smin = 5 GeV2 is chosen suciently small for the
NLO calculation of dierential cross sections in the s-channel. In figure 3.13 an analogous analysis
for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel but with respective values for the
slicing parameter of smin = 0:001 GeV2 (solid blue), smin = 1 GeV2 (dotted red) and smin = 50 GeV2
(dashed black) is presented. Respective distributions of transverse energy of the top-tagged jet, the
energy and pseudo rapidity of the light jet as well as the invariant mass and rapidity of the top-light jet
system are collected in figure A.19 to figure A.22 in appendix A.1.4. A similar conclusion regarding
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the chosen value smin = 1 GeV2 in the t-channel calculations can be drawn. This validation of the
approximate smin independence of the distributions also nicely demonstrates the practicality of the
phase space slicing method for the cancellation of the infrared divergences in the dierential jet cross
sections defined in terms of the 3! 2 jet algorithm.
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The applicability of dierential jet cross sections presented here is twofold: Interpreting the dier-
ential cross section as an event weight for events defined in terms of the final-state variables allows
to generate corresponding unweighted events. For event weights calculated at NLO accuracy the dis-
tribution of the events in the generated sample follows the NLO cross section. Thus, the generated
events can be treated as the outcome of a toy experiment and can be used to make NLO predictions for
the distribution of variables by filling respective histograms. Beyond that, the ability to calculate the
event weight at NLO accuracy for a given event enables the calculation of the cumulative likelihood
for the whole event sample including full NLO corrections. Thereby, the powerful Matrix Element
Method is elevated to a sound theoretical foundation at NLO accuracy.
In the following sections the generation of unweighted jet events by means of appropriate NLO event
weights is performed. The same weights are, in turn, used in the Matrix Element Method to analyse
the generated jet event samples. In particular, specific event definitions, based on studies regarding the
dependence of distributions of jet variables on the clustering prescriptions, are given in section 4.1.
The impact of the NLO corrections on the distribution of these events is investigated anticipating
the application of the Matrix Element Method to the events which follow the NLO cross section. In
section 4.2 the impact of the NLO corrections on the analyses is demonstrated by showing that the
application of the Matrix Element Method with likelihoods based on the Born approximation only
to these events yields biased estimators with respect to the analogous analyses based on the NLO
predictions.
4.1. Generating unweighted jet events distributed according to NLO
cross sections
With an NLO event weight like in eq. (3.1.11) it is straightforward to generate unweighted jet events
f~xig distributed according to the NLO cross section using a ‘acceptance-rejection’ algorithm (see
ref. [108]). For a specific jet algorithm (defined by resolution criterion, clustering prescription and
experimental cuts) the respective dierential jet cross section (see eq. (3.1.11)) can be interpreted as
an NLO event weight for the event ~xi

 
~xi

=
dNLO
dxi1 : : :dxir
: (4.1.1)
The application of the acceptance-rejection method works as follows: An upper boundary for the
weights has to be determined
max = sup
i

 
~xi

(4.1.2)
for example within the phase space integration of the total cross section or on-the-fly while evaluating
the weights for possible event candidates. A candidate for a jet event ~x is constructed using r random
numbers. The weight introduced in eq. (4.1.1) is calculated for the candidate event and interpreted as
a measure for the probability of occurrence of the event. Note that according to eq. (3.1.11), additional
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integrations must be performed to evaluate 
 
~xi

. This weighted event can be ‘unweighted’ with an
additional uniformly distributed random number
ru 2 [0;max]: (4.1.3)
The candidate event is accepted if
ru < 
 
~xi

(4.1.4)
and discarded otherwise. Unweighted events obtained by this method are distributed according to
the probability distribution that is given by the NLO cross section. Filling histograms with these
unweighted events and comparing them to the respective dierential distributions calculated at NLO
accuracy with a conventional parton level Monte Carlo serves as a consistency check of the event
generation.
4.1.1. Application I: Top-quark pair events from e+e  annihilation following the
NLO cross section
The event generation for tt¯ events produced at an e+e  collider running at
p
s = 500 GeV is validated
as a first example. The setup given in section 3.3.2 is used. For simplicity, the top-quark decay is not
included but it is assumed that top-tagged jets defined by the 3! 2 jet algorithm based on eq. (3.3.7)
are observed. Vetoing additional resolved jets by exclusively requiring a pair of top-tagged jets in the
final state allows to parameterise their jet momenta Jt; Jt¯ dependent on the top-quark mass mt as
Jt =
 p
s
2
;
r
s
4
 m2t cost sint;
r
s
4
 m2t sint sint;
r
s
4
 m2t cost
!
;
Jt¯ =
 p
s
2
;  ~Jt
!
: (4.1.5)
A tt¯ event is defined by the angles of the observed top-tagged jet ~x = (cost; t). Note that the 3! 2
clustering prescriptions keep the top-quark jets on shell J2t = J
2
t¯ =m
2
t and the centre-of-mass energy of
the colliding leptons s is fixed. From eq. (4.1.5) it is obvious that momentum conservation, on-shell
conditions and symmetry around the z-axis essentially constrain the kinematics of the interaction to
a dependence on the polar angle t only (cf. the flat t-distribution in figure A.4). An NLO jet event
weight for ~x = (cost; t) can be obtained from the dierential jet cross section according to
dNLO
d~x
=
dNLO
d cost dt
=
t
322
dNLO
dR2(J1; J2)

cos1=cost ; 1=t
(4.1.6)
with t =
q
1  4m2ts .
With eq. (4.1.6) 73128 unweighted tt¯ events distributed according to the NLO cross section are gen-
erated for a top-quark mass of mt = 174 GeV. Because the jet momenta in eq. (4.1.5) are completely
determined by the generated variables ~x = (cost; t) also histograms of arbitrary jet variables con-
structed from these jet momenta can be filled with these unweighted events.
The comparison of the filled histograms (red dashed lines) with distributions calculated at NLO accu-
racy using a conventional parton level Monte Carlo (blue solid lines) is exemplified in figure 4.1 for
the polar angle of the top-tagged jet. Distributions of the azimuthal angle, the transverse momentum
and the rapidity of the top-quark jet are collected in figure A.23 to figure A.25 in appendix A.2.1.
Again, in the lower parts of the plots the pull distributions are shown. The pull distributions show per-
fect agreement between the respective histograms within the statistical uncertainties. In conclusion,
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the generated events are distributed according to the NLO predictions.
4.1.2. Application II: Single top-quark events from proton-proton collisions
following the NLO cross section
In this section jet events comprised of a resolved top-tagged and a light jet that are unweighted using
the dierential cross section defined in eq. (3.0.1) are generated. In what follows, a jet event is defined
as a set of measured jet variables describing the signal signature and constraining the 4-momenta in
the final state. To consistently maintain universality in the event definition in terms of generic jet
variables, the dierential jet cross section from eq. (3.0.1) is defined for a jet algorithm employing the
3! 2 clustering prescriptions given in section 3.2 (see eq. (3.1.11)). However, current experiments
typically rely on jet algorithms using conventional 2! 1 recombination schemes. It is thus important
to examine the impact of the modified recombination procedure on various jet variables entering a
potential event definition. Performing this study might help to choose a sensible event definition with
minimal dependence on the details of the clustering prescriptions used in the jet algorithms.
Impact of the new jet clustering
Since the clustering prescriptions only enter the calculation if unresolved radiation is recombined to
jets, it is sucient to study the exclusive formulation of the jet algorithm. Contributions stemming
from additional resolved jets in the final state are not sensitive to the recombination procedure at NLO
accuracy. Note that only normalised distributions are studied because the Matrix Element Method is
only sensitive to the shapes and not the total event number. In case the extended Matrix Element
Method is used any dierence in the normalisation can be achieved by an appropriate rescaling.
In figure 4.2 to figure 4.5 distributions calculated at NLO accuracy with a 3! 2 (red dashed) and
2! 1 jet algorithm (solid blue) are compared. In particular, distributions of the energy and pseudo
rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel and the transverse energy and the pseudo rapidity of the
top-tagged jet from the t-channel are studied as examples. Similar studies for various energy and
angular variables are collected in figure A.42 to figure A.45 in appendix A.3. The bottom of the plots
shows the ratio of the respective distributions.
For the majority of the studied variables the dierence between the two recombination schemes is
at the level of a few per cent in most regions of phase space. However, also pronounced dierences
can be observed especially in the energy distributions. In bins near the kinematical threshold their
shapes can dier by more than 50% (see e.g. figure 4.4). To explain these dierences it should be
noted that jets defined by the 3! 2 clustering are strictly kept on their mass shell while the masses of
jets defined by a 2! 1 clustering might dier significantly from the masses of their parent partons.
This is illustrated in figure 4.6 where the mass distributions of the jet containing the top quark and
the jet comprised out of light quarks only are shown. The invariant masses of the jets defined by the
2! 1 jet algorithm largely overshoot the on-shell values of the 3! 2 clusterings given by J2t = m2t
and J2j = 0. Phase space boundaries and especially thresholds in energy distributions are aected by
these mass dierences.
In addition, exact 4-momentum conservation is guaranteed in all 3 ! 2 clusterings given in sec-
tion 3.2. For example, in the E-scheme the recombined momentum is defined as the sum of the
4-momenta of the recombined particles. In this case the overall 4-momentum is also conserved.
However, unresolved particles which are associated with the beam are usually simply dropped from
the list of particles without any recombination in conventional 2! 1 jet algorithms. This clearly
causes an overall imbalance of the momentum. Regarding the angular distributions, with only minor
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Figure 4.4.: Same as figure 4.2 but for the transverse energy of the top-tagged jet jet from the t-
channel.
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Figure 4.5.: Same as figure 4.2 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet jet from the t-channel.
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dierences of a few per cent in the bins where most of the events are expected, not such a pronounced
dependence on the clustering prescription is observed (see e.g. figure 4.3 and figure 4.5).
Finally it should be noted that the observed dierences are solely stemming from the real contribution
to the NLO corrections. Observing large dierences in specific regions of phase space hints at large
NLO corrections signalling potential unreliability of fixed order perturbation theory in these regions.
Defining the events in terms of variables which only show a weak dependence on the clustering
prescription might help to improve the reliability of perturbation theory.
Jet events for the exclusive production of one resolved top-tagged jet and one resolved
light jet
In the exclusive case the observed final state is required to contain precisely one resolved jet contain-
ing the top-quark and one resolved jet formed by light quarks only: pp! t j. Events with more than
one resolved light jet are vetoed. Since the decay of the top quark is not included, the single top-
quark events are defined as far as possible in terms of variables related to the light jet. Additionally,
the findings from the study of the impact of the 3! 2 clustering prescription given above suggest to
favour angular variables in the event definition. An exclusive single top-quark event ~x is defined by
the pseudo rapidity of the resolved top-tagged jet (t) and the energy, pseudo rapidity and azimuthal
angle of the light jet ( j)
~x = (t;E j; j; j): (4.1.7)
The jet momenta of the two resolved jets can be parameterised with these variables as
Jt =

Et;  J? cos j;  J? sin j; J? sinht

;
J j =

E j; J? cos j; J? sin j; J? sinh j

(4.1.8)
with
J? =
E j
cosh j
and Et =
q
J?2 cosh2 t +m2t
and the top-quark massmt as a free parameter. Transforming the variables in the phase-space measure
d4p (p2 m2) = d
3p
2E
=
1
2
p
E2 m2 dE d cos d = p
?
2cosh
dE d d (4.1.9)
and rewriting the delta functions assuring momentum conservation
dxa dxb dR2(Jt; J j) = dxa dxb
d3J j
2E j
d ~J?t dJ
z
t
2Et


~J?j + ~J
?
t

 
 
(xa+ xb)
p
s
2
 E j Et
!

 
(xa  xb)
p
s
2
  Jzj   Jzt
!
=
1
2s
J?2 cosht
Et cosh j
dE j d j d jdt d ~J?t dxa dxb 

~J?j + ~J
?
t

 
 
xa  1p
s
(E j+Et + Jzj + J
z
t )
!

 
xb  1p
s
(E j+Et   Jzj   Jzt )
!
(4.1.10)
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allows to write the exclusive jet event weight including NLO corrections in terms of the dierential
2-jet cross section at NLO (cf. eq. (3.1.11))
dNLOexcl.
d~x
=
dNLOexcl.
dt dE j d j d j
=
J?2 cosht
2 s Et cosh j
dNLOexcl.
dR2(Jt; J j)
: (4.1.11)
This exclusive NLO jet event weight can be used to generate unweighted jet events f~xig for single
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Figure 4.7.: Pseudo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s-channel single top-
quark production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid
blue) compared to histograms filled with generated NLO events (dashed red).
top-quark production which are distributed according to the NLO cross section.
A total of Nexcl. = 12755 unweighted jet events produced for the s-channel and Nexcl. = 24088 pro-
duced for the t-channel are generated with a top-quark mass of mt = 173:2 GeV. Because the set of
variables in the exclusive event definition (see eq. (4.1.7)) unambiguously determines the jet momenta
in eq. (4.1.8), the generated events can be used to fill histograms of arbitrary jet variables correspond-
ing to these jet momenta.
To check the distribution of the unweighted events according to the NLO cross section they are filled
in histograms and compared to distributions calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton
level Monte Carlo (cf. eq. (3.3.5)) employing a 3! 2 jet algorithm (cf. eq. (3.3.6)). In figure 4.7 and
figure 4.8 exemplary distributions of the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from s-channel single
top-quark production and the energy of the light jet from t-channel single top-quark production are
shown. Additional histograms of the (transverse) energies and rapidities of the top-tagged and light
jet as well as of the invariant mass and rapidity of the top-light jet system from the s- and t-channel
can be found in figure A.26 to figure A.33 in appendix A.2.2. The distributions calculated with the
conventional parton level Monte Carlo with subsequent 3! 2 jet clustering are shown as blue lines
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Figure 4.8.: Same as figure 4.7 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
while the histograms filled with the unweighted NLO events are shown as dashed red lines. Again, at
the bottom of each plot the pull distributions, p-values and reduced 2 of the histogram comparisons
are shown. The pull distributions illustrate that the generated events are in fact distributed according
to the respective NLO cross sections of s-channel and t-channel single top-quark production. The
p-values and reduced 2 confirm this observation.
Impact of NLO corrections on the distribution of the exclusive events
In this section the impact of the NLO corrections on the theoretical predictions for single top-quark
production are investigated. This study is especially instructive in view of the application of theMatrix
Element Method to events distributed according to the NLO cross section. In table 4.1 the Born and
NLO cross sections for the s- and t-channel production of a single resolved top quark in association
with exactly one resolved light jet in the fiducial phase space are summarised. The fiducial exclusive
Table 4.1.: Fiducial exclusive cross sections.
p?>30 GeV; <3:5
3!2 clustering s-channel t-channel
Born
20
0=2
[pb] 3:093(2)+0:075 (+2:4%) 0:099 ( 3:2%) 80:07(3)
+6:71 (+8:4%)
 8:37 ( 10:4%)
NLOexcl.
20
0=2
[pb] 3:05(7)+0:03 (+1:0%) 0:02 ( 0:7%) 60:0(3)
+3:3 (+5:5%)
 2:3 ( 3:9%)
s-channel cross section receives only a small negative NLO correction of about  1:1% but the NLO
corrections reduce the fiducial exclusive t-channel cross section by about  25:1%. The impact of
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the simultaneous variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scale between µR = µF = µ0/2 and
µR = µF = 2µ0 is reduced from −3.2% and +2.4% to −0.7% and +1.0% in the s-channel and from
−10.4% and +8.4% to −3.9% and +5.5% in the t-channel (see sub- and superscript in table 4.1). At
least the impact of the NLO corrections to the fiducial cross section for the exclusive s-channel single
top-quark production is covered by the scale variation in the Born result while for the t-channel it is
not covered at all.
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Figure 4.9.: Normalised energy distribution and k-factors of the energy of the light jet from s-channel
single top-quark production using the exclusive event definition.
The impact of the NLO corrections is illustrated in more detail by comparisons of distributions calcu-
lated in the Born approximation (solid blue) and including NLO corrections (dashed red) in figure 4.9
to figure 4.11. Respective plots for the t-channel are given in figure 4.12 to figure 4.14. At the bottom
of the plots the ratio of the NLO results with respect to the Born results (‘k-factor’ distributions) are
shown. The simultaneous down- and upwards variation of the renormalisation and factorisation scale
is presented by the shaded areas (including statistical errors). From the normalised k-factor distribu-
tions it can be seen that the impact of the NLO corrections to the shapes of the distributions ranges
from −20% to +20% in the s-channel and from −10% to +25% in the t-channel. The general trend in
a wide range of phase space inferred from figure 4.9 to figure 4.14 is that varying the renormalisation
and factorisation scale results in more pronounced changes in the normalised NLO than in the nor-
malised Born distributions. The largest effect can be seen for large values of the pseudo rapidity of
the light jet in the s-channel where very few events are expected though (see figure 4.10). This rather
unexpected observation may be traced back to an interplay of the electroweak nature of the considered
process in the Born approximation and the normalisation of the distributions: In the one-loop QCD
corrections QCD interactions appear for the first time introducing a leading-order scale dependence
on the renormalisation scale µR. The only scale dependence of the Born cross section is the depen-
dence of the PDFs on the factorisation scale µF which cancels to some degree in the cross section
ratio. Because of that and since the MEM utilising extended likelihoods (cf. section 2.1.1) is also
considered, not only normalised distributions should be studied but also unnormalised ones. By com-
parison, the impact of the NLO corrections on the respective unnormalised distributions scales with
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Figure 4.10.: Same as figure 4.9 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.11.: Same as figure 4.9 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.12.: Same as figure 4.9 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.13.: Same as figure 4.9 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.14.: Same as figure 4.9 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.15.: Same as figure 4.13 but unnormalised.
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the corresponding ratio of the fiducial cross sections NLOexcl. =
Born given in table 4.1 (see the example
given in figure 4.15 and figure A.46 to figure A.50 in appendix A.4.1). Indeed, when examining the
unnormalised NLO distributions it can be seen that the impact of the scale variation is mostly reduced
with respect to the unnormalised Born distributions particularly in areas of the phase space where
most events are expected. This holds especially true for the t-channel.
Overall, this study of the impact of the NLO corrections to exclusive single top-quark production sug-
gests that theoretical calculations based on the Born approximation do not only give inaccurate predic-
tions for dierential distributions but also do not allow to reliably estimate the theoretical uncertainty
due to missing higher orders by a customary variation of the scales. This observation emphasises
the importance of higher-order corrections when calculating predictions for (normalised) dierential
distributions of the production of a single top-quark in association with exactly one light jet.
Jet events for the inclusive production of one resolved top-tagged jet and at least one
resolved light jet
Taking NLO corrections into account allows to theoretically describe the emission of an additional
resolved jet (X) in the final state
pp! t jX: (4.1.12)
In the exclusive case, phase space cuts on the real radiation are required when vetoing these addi-
tional resolved jets. With phase space cuts additional scales are introduced into the NLO calculation
resulting in potentially uncancelled logarithms which might spoil the convergence of the perturbative
series (cf. the discussion of the slicing parameter dependence in the phase space slicing method in
section 2.2.5).
Without a veto on this additional jet activity more inclusive events can be defined by the same set of
variables as in eq. (4.1.7) consisting of the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet (t) and now the energy,
pseudo rapidity and azimuthal angle of the hardest resolved light jet ( j). If only one top-tagged jet
and one light jet are resolved their jet momenta can again be parameterised as given by eq. (4.1.8).
On the other hand, when an additional jet X is resolved (which has to be softer than the light jet j by
construction: J?X < J
?
j ) the jet momenta of the three resolved jets can be parameterised as
Jt =

Et;  J?t cost;  J?t sint; J?t sinht

;
J j =

E j; J?j cos j; J
?
j sin j; J
?
j sinh j

;
JX =

EX ; J?X cosX ; J
?
X sinX ; J
?
X sinhX

(4.1.13)
with
J?j =
E j
cosh j
; J?t =
q
(J?j cos j+ J
?
X cosX)
2+ (J?j sin j+ J
?
X sinX)
2;
tant =
J?j sin j+J
?
X sinX
J?j cos j+J
?
X cosX
; Et =
q
J?t
2 cosh2 t +m2t ; EX = J
?
X coshX :
Since the additional jet X does not enter the event definition, the related variables have to be integrated
over the allowed range (given by the inclusive event definition)
p?min < J
?
X < J
?
j ; 0 < X < 2;  max < X < max:
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Using again the transformation from eq. (4.1.9) and rewriting the delta functions as
dxa dxb dR3(Jt; J j; JX) = dxa dxb
d3J j
2E j
d3JX
2EX
d ~J?t dJ
z
t
2Et


~J?j + ~J
?
t +
~J?X

 
 
(xa+ xb)
p
s
2
 E j Et  EX
!

 
(xa  xb)
p
s
2
  Jzj   Jzt   JzX
!
=
1
4
1
s
J?j J
?
X J
?
t cosht
Et cosh j
dE j d j d j dJ?X dX dX dt d ~J
?
t dxa dxb
 

~J?j + ~J
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

 
xa  1p
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z
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z
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xb  1p
s
(E j+Et +EX   Jzj   Jzt   JzX)
!
(4.1.14)
allows to obtain the the 3-jet contribution to the NLO jet event weight for ~x from the dierential 3-jet
cross section as
d3-jet
d~x
=
d3-jet
dt dE j d j d j
=
J?jZ
p?min
dJ?X
maxZ
 max
dX
2Z
0
dX
J?j J
?
X J
?
t cosht
4s Et cosh j
d3-jet
dR3(Jt; J j; JX)
: (4.1.15)
Here, the 3-jet cross section d3-jet is given in terms of the real emission matrix element evaluated for
partonic configurations leading to three resolved jets (cf. the last line in eq. (3.0.1)). The NLO weight
for the inclusive jet events is given by the sum of the 2-jet (see eq. (4.1.11)) and 3-jet contribution
(see eq. (4.1.15))
dNLOincl.
d~x
=
dNLOexcl.
d~x
+
d3-jet
d~x
: (4.1.16)
Again, the distribution of the generated inclusive events according to the respective NLO cross sec-
tion is validated by reproducing dierential distributions determined via a conventional Monte Carlo
integration by filling histograms with the unweighted events. When not vetoing events with an ad-
ditional resolved jet in the final state, more events pass the event selection criteria increasing the
available statistics of the analysis. To proportionally account for these extra 3-jet events in the inclu-
sive samples the number of unweighted exclusive events is scaled by the ratio of the inclusive and
exclusive fiducial NLO cross sections
Nincl. =
NLOincl.
NLOexcl.
Nexcl.: (4.1.17)
Accordingly, Nincl. = 16964 unweighted s-channel events and Nincl. = 32278 unweighted t-channel
events are generated. The top-quark mass is again set to mt = 173:2 GeV. Because the set of variables
used in the inclusive event definition ~x might not determine the observed final state completely (cf.
eq. (4.1.13)), only distributions of the variables in the event definition can be compared. This is in
contrast to the case of the exclusive event definition, where the final state is completely determined
by the jet variables in ~x, allowing to also compare arbitrary jet variables.
In figure 4.16 and figure 4.17 comparisons of the NLO distributions of the energy of the light jet from
inclusive s-channel production of single top quarks and the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from
the t-channel are shown as examples. Comparisons of other variables in ~x for the s- and t-channel can
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Figure 4.16.: Energy distribution of the light jet from inclusive s-channel single top-quark production
calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue) compared
to histograms filled with generated NLO events (dashed red).
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Figure 4.17.: Same as figure 4.16 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
be found in figure A.35 to figure A.37 in appendix A.2.3. As one can see from the pull distributions,
the p-values and reduced 2 given at the bottom of each plot, both results are in perfect agreement
with each other. This leads to the conclusion that the generated events which are unweighted using
eq. (4.1.15) are distributed according to the inclusive NLO cross section.
Impact of NLO corrections on the distribution of the inclusive events
In analogy to the exclusive case, a study of the impact of NLO corrections on the distributions of the
inclusive single top-quark events is performed because the generated events following the NLO cross
section serve as input to the Matrix Element Method in section 4.2. In table 4.2 the s- and t-channel
cross sections for the production of a single top quark in association with at least one light jet in the
fiducial phase space region calculated in the Born approximation and including NLO corrections are
shown. The results in table 4.2 show that in the s-channel the contribution of the additional resolved
Table 4.2.: Fiducial inclusive cross sections
p?>30 GeV; <3:5
3!2 clustering s-channel t-channel
Born
20
0=2
[pb] 3:093(2)+0:075 (+2:4%) 0:099 ( 3:2%) 80:07(3)
+6:71 (+8:3%)
 8:37 ( 10:4%)
NLOincl.
20
0=2
[pb] 4:07(1) 0:06 ( 1:5%)
+0:08 (+2:2%) 80:4(5)
+1:5 (+1:9%)
 0:3 ( 0:4%)
jet adds about +33:0% to the fiducial exclusive NLO cross section from table 4.1 increasing the NLO
corrections to +31:6%. In the t-channel taking also the 3-jet contribution into account amounts to
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an increase of the fiducial exclusive NLO cross section from table 4.1 by about +34.2% and reduces
the size of the NLO corrections to about +1.0%. Simultaneous down- and upwards variation of the
renormalisation and factorisation scale µR = µF = µ0 by a factor of 2 results in reduced shifts of the
fiducial inclusive NLO cross section of about +2.2% and −1.5% in the s-channel and about −0.4%
and +1.9% in the t-channel (see sub- and superscripts in table 4.2). In contrast to the observation in
the exclusive case, not vetoing an additional resolved jet results in NLO corrections to the fiducial
cross section whose impact is now covered by the scale variation in the t-channel Born result but not
anymore in the s-channel.
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Figure 4.18.: Normalised energy distribution and k-factors of the energy of the light jet from s-channel
single top-quark production using the exclusive event definition.
As in the exclusive case, the impact of the NLO corrections is illustrated in more detail by studying
normalised and unnormalised distributions. Distributions calculated in the Born approximation and
including NLO corrections are shown in figure 4.18 to figure 4.20 for the s-channel and in figure 4.21
to figure 4.23 for the t-channel. By comparing the NLO and Born results similar features as in the
exclusive case become apparent: The impact of the NLO corrections to the normalised distributions
ranges from −5% to +30% in the s-channel and from −10% to +30% in the t-channel. Overall,
allowing to resolve an additional jet results in flatter k-factor distributions especially in regions where
a significant fraction of the events is expected. The t-channel pseudo rapidity distribution of the light
jet poses an exception to that by receiving NLO corrections of up to +30% in the central region (see
figure 4.22). This can be explained by recalling the definition of the light jet j in the inclusive setting
as the hardest of the resolved light jets (i.e. J⊥j > J
⊥
X ). If two light jets are resolved, only the sum of
their transverse momenta has to balance the transverse momentum of the top-tagged jet. Jets with a
high transverse momentum component are more likely to also have a small pseudo rapidity value. By
always selecting the hardest jet the in the t-channel otherwise depleted central pseudo rapidity region
is populated.
Similar to the exclusive case, significant cancellations of the (factorisation) scale dependence in the
normalised Born distributions, especially in regions of phase space where many events are expected,
are apparent. In figure 4.24 an example for the unnormalised distributions is given for the pseudo
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Figure 4.19.: Same as figure 4.18 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.20.: Same as figure 4.18 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.21.: Same as figure 4.18 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.22.: Same as figure 4.18 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.23.: Same as figure 4.18 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.24.: Same as figure 4.20 but unnormalised.
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rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel. The unnormalised distributions for the remaining
jet variables are collected in figure A.51 to figure A.53 in appendix A.4.2. Again, the unnormalised
k-factor distributions scale with the ratio of the fiducial cross sections NLOincl. =
Born with respect to the
normalised distributions. Note that if in the real corrections a new partonic channel opens this may
amount to large contributions to the NLO corrections, especially if additional resolved radiation is
not vetoed. Since these newly appearing contributions are essentially of leading order they exhibit
a leading-order scale dependence without proper compensation. Hence, the scale dependence of the
NLO predictions can be stronger than in the Born approximation also for unnormalised distributions
(cf. figure 4.24).
On the one hand, not vetoing the additional resolved jet results in somewhat flatter k-factor distribu-
tions and more overlap of the Born and NLO uncertainty bands particularly in highly populated phase
space regions. However, in several regions of phase space the distributions receive sizeable NLO
corrections together with still distinct theoretical uncertainty bands. This is a sign of the unreliability
of the predictions based on the Born approximation and especially their estimated theoretical uncer-
tainty. This is best demonstrated in the normalised distributions where the customary practice of scale
variation in the Born results often underestimates the impact of the NLO corrections in many regions
of the phase space. This study shows that also without vetoing the emission of additional resolved
jets, higher-order corrections have an important impact on the theoretical predictions for dierential
distributions for both the s- and t-channel production of single top quarks together with at least one
light jet.
4.1.3. Application III: Retaining the 2! 1 clustering prescriptions for the specific
exclusive single top-quark event definition
By defining events in terms of variables which do not completely fix the 4-momenta of the observed
final state objects—like in the case of the inclusive event definition (cf. section 4.1.2)—it is possi-
ble to consistently construct weights including NLO corrections for jet events defined by 2! 1 jet
clustering algorithms. Inspired by the mass determinations within the Matrix Element Method, it is
demonstrated how this can be achieved for the special case that variables, which do not fix the masses
of the final-state objects, are used in the event definition. Since the choice of the jet clustering pre-
scription only influences the part of the real corrections where the additional radiation is unresolved,
the focus is on the exclusive event definition.
For 2! 1 jet algorithms a widely used recombination scheme is the so-called E-scheme where the
jet momentum of jet J(kl) formed by the clustering of the unresolved parton pair k; l is given by the
4-momentum sum of the partonic momenta (cf. section 2.2.7)
J(kl) = pk + pl: (4.1.18)
When recombining jets according to the E-scheme, the overall 4-momentum is conserved but the
on-shell condition is violated since the clustering introduces an invariant jet mass depending on the
partonic momenta pk and pl
J2(kl) = m
2
k +m
2
l +2pk  pl: (4.1.19)
In the strict soft and collinear limits (pk  pl ! 0) also the jets defined by the 2! 1 jet algorithm go
on shell.
In the dierential jet cross section in eq. (3.0.1) the function ~x(J1; : : : ; Jn) maps the jet momenta to
the variables ~x used to describe the jet event. If the jet masses are fixed by these variables, there is
a mismatch with the jet event variables used in the corresponding Born and virtual contributions in
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eq. (3.0.1) which are obtained from on-shell jet momenta. However, it is possible to parameterise the
n-body phase space measure dRn(~y) in terms of a subset of variables ~˜y which do not fix the masses of
the final-state objects and their explicit masses as free parameters
~y =

m1; : : : ;mn;~˜y

: (4.1.20)
The remaining variables are determined by the relations
p2i = m
2
i ; i = 1; :::;n: (4.1.21)
For example, the 4-momentum of a particle is completely specified by values for its energy, pseudo
rapidity and azimuthal angle and arbitrary mass values m  E
(m;E;;)!

E; px = p? cos; py = p? sin; pz = p? sinh

with p? =
p
E2 m2
cosh
: (4.1.22)
The real phase space of n+1 partons can be factorised into a phase space of n jets (parameterised by
J2
Jn−1
pl
pk
J1
J(kl)
Jn
Figure 4.25.: Factorisation of the real phase space for the 2! 1 clustering of partons k; l.
~y) of which the jet (kl) follows from the 2! 1 clustering of partons k; l with momentum J(kl) = pk+ pl
(see figure 4.25)
dRn+1(P! p1; : : : ; pi; : : : ; pr; : : : ; pn+1) = (2)3dJ2(kl) dRn

m1; : : : ;
q
J2(kl); : : : ;mn;~˜y

dR2(J(kl) ! pk; pl):
(4.1.23)
By limiting the variables ~x defining the dierential cross section in eq. (3.0.1) to the subset not fixing
the masses of the observed objects ~x! ~˜x and by identifying the variables ~˜y parameterising the n jets
in eq. (4.1.23) with the ones used in eq. (3.0.1) for the Born and virtual contribution, the dierential
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exclusive n-jet cross section at NLO accuracy can be written as
dNLOexcl.
dx˜1 : : :dx˜r
=
Z
dRn(~y)
dBV
dy1 : : :dys
F nJ1;:::;Jn(y1; : : : ;ys) (~˜x  ~˜x(J1; : : : ; Jn))
+
X
(kl)
X
l;k
k,l
(Z
(2)3dJ2(kl) dRn

m1; : : : ;
q
J2(kl); : : : ;mn;~˜y

dR2(J(kl) ! pk; pl) kl(kl)
 d
R
dz1 : : :dzt
F nJ1;:::;J(kl);:::;Jn(y1; : : : ;yt) (~˜x  ~˜x(J1; : : : ; J(kl); : : : ; Jn))
+
Z
dRn+1(~z0)
 
1
n2
 kl(kl)
! 
(p?min  p?l )+(jlj  max)

 d
R
dz01 : : :dz
0
t
F n+1J1;:::;Jn(z01; : : : ;z0t) (~˜x  ~˜x(J1; : : : ; Jn))
)
:
(4.1.24)
Here, the function ~˜x(J1; : : : ; Jn) maps the jet momenta to the subset of variables in the jet event defini-
tion. The variables zi depend on m1; : : : ;
q
J2(kl); : : : ;mn;~˜y and pk; pl. The sums over l and k run over all
n+1 final-state partons and the sum over (kl) runs over all n jets. In eq. (4.1.24), kl(kl) = 1 only if the
parton pair k; l would be clustered by the jet algorithm to form the jet (kl) in the final state (kl(kl) = 0
otherwise). Note that the invariant mass squared of the clustered jet is not observed according to the
event definition x˜ and is therefore integrated over in the second line of eq. (4.1.24). However, this
integration does not aect the variables in ~˜x(J1; : : : ; Jn). The last two lines of eq. (4.1.24) account for
additional real radiation l which is not clustered with any of the other partons to form a final-state jet
but exceeds the experimental cuts on p? and  and is therefore associated with the beam. Since in
2! 1 jet algorithms this kind of radiation is omitted in the observed final state and does not contribute
to the event as a resolved jet, it has to be integrated out.
The application of eq. (4.1.24) to the exclusive production of a single resolved top-tagged jet in
association with exactly one resolved light jet at a hadron collider is illustrated in the following. The
particular exclusive event definition ~x = ~˜x = (t;E j; j; j) (cf. eq. (4.1.7)) does not fix the invariant
masses of the jets. Instead, the 2-jet parameterisation in terms of ~˜x depends on the squared jet masses
J2t ; J
2
j as free parameters (cf. eq. (4.1.8))
Jt =

Et;  J? cos j;  J? sin j; J? sinht

;
J j =

E j; J? cos j; J? sin j; J? sinh j

(4.1.25)
with
J? =
q
E2j   J2j
cosh j
and Et =
q
J?2 cosh2 t + J2t :
This allows to drop the mass-shell requirement for the clustered jets by integrating over all allowed
jet masses in the clustered real contribution. An unambiguous interrelation with the Born and virtual
contributions of the NLO event weight which are defined for the jet momenta from eq. (4.1.25) set on
shell (J2t = m
2
t , J
2
j = 0) as
dBV
d~˜x
=
dBV
dt dE j d j d j
=
J?2 cosht
2 s Et cosh j
dBV
dR2(Jt; J j)
 J2t =m2t ;
J2j =0
(4.1.26)
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is maintained at the same time.
The partonic reaction for the real corrections to the production of a single top quark (t) in association
with a light quark ( j) is denoted by
pa+ pb ! pt + p j+ pr; (4.1.27)
where r denotes additional radiation. In order to contribute to the exclusive signal signature, the
additional radiation r has to be unresolved. Thus, it has to be either clustered in the final state by
the jet algorithm or associated with the beam due to exceeding the experimental cuts. In table 4.3
Table 4.3.: Unresolved radiation in single top-quark production according to the 2! 1 jet algorithm
case radiation r unresolved because jet momenta squared jet masses
‘light’ clustered with light jet Jt = pt, J2t = m
2
t ,

jr
( jr) = 1 J( jr) = p j+ pr J
2
( jr) = 2p j  pr
‘top’ clustered with top-tagged jet J(tr) = pt + pr, J2(tr) = m
2
t +2pt  pr,
tr(tr) = 1 J j = p j J
2
j = 0
‘beam’ associated with beam Jt = pt, J2t = m
2
t
p?r < p?min or jr j > max J j = p j J2j = 0
Jt
J(jr)
pr
pj
(a) Clustering in light jet.
Jj
J(tr)
pr
pt
(b) Clustering in top-tagged jet.
Figure 4.26.: Possible 2! 1 final-state clusterings.
the three dierent cases of unresolved radiation for this process are listed together with the resulting
jet momenta and their squared masses. For all three cases the real phase space can be factorised in
a phase space of resolved jets corresponding to the given jet variables t;E j; j; j and a phase space
describing the unresolved configurations which can be integrated out numerically.
Considering the case where a pair of light partons j;r are clustered to form the light jet with mo-
mentum J( jr) = p j+ pr (see figure 4.26a and case ‘light’ in table 4.3), the respective real phase space
dR3(pa + pb ! Jt; p j; pr) can be expressed as a convolution of two phase spaces by treating the clus-
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tered jet as an intermediate particle decaying into the unresolved parton pair
dxa dxb dR3(pa; pb ! Jt; p j; pr) = dxa dxb (2)3dJ2( jr) dR2(pa; pb ! Jt; J( jr)) dR2(J( jr) ! p j; pr);
= (2)3dJ2( jr)
J?2 cosht
2s Et cosh j
dE j d j d j dt dxa dxb d ~J?t
 
 
xa  1p
s
(E j+Et + Jz( jr)+ J
z
t )
!

 
xb  1p
s
(E j+Et   Jz( jr)  Jzt )
!
 

~J?( jr)+ ~J
?
t

dR2(J( jr) ! p j; pr): (4.1.28)
The overall 4-momentum is conserved by the two-body decay while the squared jet mass J2( jr) = (p j+
pr)2 has to be integrated over. For this clustering the jet momenta are given by the parameterisation in
eq. (4.1.25) in terms of the event variables t;E j; j; j and the squared jet masses J2t = m
2
t and J
2
( jr).
Using eq. (4.1.28) the respective real contribution corresponding to the clustering in the light jet to
the exclusive event weight reads
dR
d~˜x

light
=
dR
dt dE j d j d j

light
= (2)3
Z
dJ2( jr)
J?2 cosht
2s Et cosh j
Z
dR2(J( jr) ! p j; pr)  jr( jr)
dR
dR3(Jt; p j; pr)
 J2t =m2t ;
J2( jr)=2p j pr
:
(4.1.29)
The additional radiation r can also be clustered with the top quark to form the top-tagged jet with
momentum J(tr) = pt + pr (see figure 4.26b and case ‘top’ in table 4.3). The jet momenta can be
parameterised with the variables in the event definition ~˜x according to eq. (4.1.25) by demanding an
on-shell light jet J2j = 0. Again, the respective real phase space dR3(pa+ pb! pt; J j; pr) corresponds to
a phase-space convolution similar to eq. (4.1.28) but with a decay of the o-shell top-tagged jet to the
unresolved parton pair. As before, the squared mass of the clustered top-tagged jet J2(tr) = (pt + pr)
2
has to be integrated over. The real contribution to the exclusive event weight corresponding to the
clustering in the top-tagged jet follows as
dR
d~˜x

top
=
dR
dt dE j d j d j

top
= (2)3
Z
dJ2(tr)
J?2 cosht
2s Et cosh j
Z
dR2(J(tr) ! pt; pr) tr(tr)
dR
dR3(pt; J j; pr)
 J2(tr)=m2t +2pt pr ;
J2j =0
+ (2)3
Z
dJ2(t j)
J?2 cosht
2s Et cosh j
Z
dR2(J(t j) ! pt; p j) t j(tr)
dR
dR3(pt; p j; J j)
 J2(t j)=m2t +2pt p j ;
J2j =0
:
(4.1.30)
Also the light quark j can be clustered with the top quark resulting in the clustered jet’s momentum
J(t j) = pt+ p j while the additionally radiated quark r constitutes the resolved light jet with momentum
J j = pr (see the last line of eq. (4.1.30)).
The real phase space according to a top-tagged jet, a light jet and additional real radiation can be
parameterised in terms of the variables in the exclusive event definition ~˜x describing the resolved on-
shell jets and additional integrations over the momentum of the real radiation pr as (cf. eq. (4.1.14)
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with JX ! pr)
dxa dxb dR3(pa; pb ! Jt; J j; pr) =
J?j p
?
r J
?
t cosht
4s Et cosh j
dE j d j d j dt dp?r dr dr dxa dxb d ~J?t
 

~J?j + ~J
?
t + ~p
?
r


 
xa  1p
s
(E j+Et +Er + Jzj + J
z
t + p
z
r)
!
 
 
xb  1p
s
(E j+Et +Er   Jzj   Jzt   pzr)
!
: (4.1.31)
In order to be associated with the beam, the momentum of the real radiation which is parameterised
by p?r , r and r has to be integrated out such that the additional radiation ends up in the beam
pipe (p?r < p?min or jr j > max, cf. case ‘beam’ in table 4.3). The jet momenta of the resolved top-
tagged Jt and resolved light jet J j together with the momentum of the additional radiation pr can be
parameterised with the variables in the event definition t;E j; j; j and the integration variables of
the unresolved radiation in eq. (4.1.31) by the parameterisation given in eq. (4.1.13) with JX ! pr.
The respective real contribution for unresolved radiation associated with the beam to the exclusive
event weight reads
dR
d~˜x

beam
=
dR
dt dE j d j d j

beam
=
Z
dp?r
Z
dr
Z
dr
J?j p
?
r J
?
t cosht
4s Et cosh j

1  jr( jr) tr(tr)
 dR
dR3(Jt; J j; pr)


(p?min  p?r )+(jr j  max)

+
Z
dp?j
Z
d j
Z
d j
J?j p
?
j J
?
t cosht
4s Et cosh j

1  jr( jr) t j(t j)
 dR
dR3(Jt; p j; J j)


(p?min  p?j )+(j jj  max)

:
(4.1.32)
Again, also the light quark j might be unresolved because of p?j < p
?
min or j jj > max while the real
radiation r is resolvable and constitutes the light jet with momentum J j = pr (see last two lines of
eq. (4.1.32)).
The exclusive NLO weight for the jet events ~˜x = (t;E j; j; j) obtained with a 2! 1 jet algorithm is
given by the sum of the exclusive real contributions from eq. (4.1.29), eq. (4.1.30) and eq. (4.1.32)
and the Born and virtual parts
dNLOexcl.
d~˜x
=
dBV
d~˜x
+
dR
d~˜x

light
+
dR
d~˜x

top
+
dR
d~˜x

beam
: (4.1.33)
This event weight is used to generate samples of Nexcl. = 12775 (Nexcl. = 24088) exclusive s-channel
(t-channel) single top-quark events which are obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm.
To validate that the distribution of these events follows the respective NLO cross section, they are used
to fill histograms of jet variables. These histograms are compared to distributions according to the
2! 1 jet algorithm calculated at NLO accuracy. The pseodo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged
jet from the s-channel and the energy distribution of the light jet from the t-channel are shown in
figure 4.27 and figure 4.28 as examples. Respective comparisons of other variables in ~˜x can be found
in figure A.38 to figure A.41 in appendix A.2.4. Note that the calculated distributions (shown as
solid blue lines) correspond to the ones calculated in the context of the impact study of the clustering
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Figure 4.27.: Pseudo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s-channel single top-
quark production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC
(solid blue) with 2! 1 jet clustering compared to histograms filled with generated NLO
events (dashed red).
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Figure 4.28.: Same as figure 4.27 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
prescription in section 4.1.2. The plots illustrate that the event weight from eq. (4.1.33) can be used to
generate unweighted events f~˜xig that are distributed according to the exclusive cross section calculated
at NLO accuracy relying on the 2! 1 clusterings. The respective pull distributions, p-values and
reduced 2 given at the bottom of the plots confirm this observation.
Impact of NLO corrections
The impact of the NLO corrections on the distributions corresponding to the 2! 1 jet algorithm
is illustrated in figure 4.29 to figure 4.31 for the s-channel and in figure 4.32 to figure 4.34 for the
t-channel. The NLO predictions are shown in red and the Born predictions in blue. At the bottom
of the plots the k-factor distributions are shown. The theoretical uncertainties of the predictions are
estimated by variations of the renormalisation and the factorisation scale corresponding to the red
and blue bands. Since the choice of the clustering prescription in the jet algorithm only influences
the distributions at NLO accuracy, it is instructive to compare the impact of the NLO corrections
corresponding to the 2! 1 and the 3! 2 clusterings. Dierences between the two should be also be
apparent in the impact studies of the dierent clustering prescriptions presented in section 4.1.2.
Comparing figure 4.29 to figure 4.34 to the respective studies employing the 3! 2 jet algorithm
presented in figure 4.9 to figure 4.14 in section 4.1.2, a similar qualitative picture of the k-factor dis-
tributions is visible at large. However, the first bins in the energy distributions are aected dierently
by the NLO corrections conforming to the two clustering prescriptions (cf. figure 4.29 and figure 4.9
or figure 4.32 and figure 4.12). This observation is in accordance with the impact studies of the 3! 2
clustering. As pointed out in section 4.1.2, production thresholds in energy distributions are particu-
larly sensitive to the mass of the studied object which can dier significantly within the two clustering
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Figure 4.29.: Energy distribution and k-factors of the energy of the light jet from s-channel single top-
quark production employing the 2→ 1 jet algorithm with an exclusive event definition.
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Figure 4.30.: Same as figure 4.29 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.31.: Same as figure 4.29 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure 4.32.: Same as figure 4.29 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.33.: Same as figure 4.29 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure 4.34.: Same as figure 4.29 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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prescriptions (cf. figure 4.6). Apart from that, the s-channel does not seem to be very sensitive to the
choice of the clustering prescription. Thus, similar findings regarding the impact of the NLO correc-
tions as deduced from figure 4.9 to figure 4.14 in section 4.1.2 apply. In the t-channel though, the
k-factor distribution of the pseudo-rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet obtained with the 2! 1
jet algorithm shows qualitatively dierent behaviour to the respective one corresponding to the 3! 2
clusterings. The impact is biggest at the phase space boundaries. Again, this observation matches the
findings in section 4.1.2 regarding the impact of the new clustering on the pseudo-rapidity distribution
of the top-tagged jet (cf. figure 4.5). Overall, the sizes of the theoretical uncertainty bands are slightly
larger in NLO distributions obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm compared to the ones obtained with
the 3! 2 jet algorithm presented in section 4.1.2.
4.2. The Matrix Element Method at next-to-leading order QCD
4.2.1. Likelihood at NLO accuracy
The definition of a dierential n-jet cross section at NLO (see eq. (3.1.11)) enables the assignment of
NLO weights to events with n observed jets. With these NLO weights an NLO likelihood for a set of
N events f~xig each comprised of r n-jet variables can be constructed as (cf. eq. (2.1.1) and eq. (2.1.23))
LNLO (!) =
NY
i=1
LNLO  !j~xi =  1
NLO(!)
!N NY
i=1
dNLO(!)
d~xi
=
 
1
NLO(!)
!N NY
i=1
 
dRn(J1; : : : ; Jn)
dx1 : : :dxr
(!)
dNLO
dRn(J1; : : : ; Jn)
(!)
!
~x=~xi
: (4.2.1)
This NLO likelihood is a function of the model parameters ! entering the NLO cross section calcula-
tions. The factor dRn=dx1 : : :dxr denotes the Jacobian of the parameterisation of the n jet momenta in
terms of the r event variables.
To simulate the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy the event samples generated in section 4.1
can be used as the outcome of toy experiments. Estimators b! for the model parameter ! can be
extracted by maximising eq. (4.2.1) for the event sample f~xig (cf. eq. (2.1.2)). Thereby reproducing
the input value of the model parameter !true used in the generation of the event sample f~xig serves
as a consistency check and validation of the Matrix Element Method at NLO and allows to explore
the potential of the analysis. Instead of maximising the likelihood it is convenient to minimise the
log-likelihood (previously defined in section 2.1.2 )
  logLNLO  b! = inf
!

  logLNLO (!)

=   logLmin: (4.2.2)
According to section 2.1.2 the log-likelihood can be approximated around its minimum by a parabola
(see eq. (2.1.10)) and the uncertainty of the extracted estimator b! can be assessed by an increase of
the log-likelihood by 1=2 with respect to its minimal value (see eq. (2.1.11)).
4.2.2. Extended likelihood at NLO accuracy
As indicated in eq. (4.2.1), the fiducial cross section NLO, thus the expected number of observed
events, might in general also depend on the model parameters !. However, the likelihood defined in
eq. (4.2.1) depends on the normalised dierential cross section only. To make use of the additional
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information contained in the total event number N the extended likelihood can be applied in the
analysis (see section 2.1.1). For collider experiments the expected number of observed events  is
given by the product of the (parameter dependent) fiducial cross section NLO(!) and the integrated
luminosity of the collider L
(!) = NLO(!)L: (4.2.3)
The extended likelihood at NLO is given by the NLO likelihood in eq. (4.2.1) weighted with the
Poisson probability to observe an event sample of size N under the parameter-dependent model as-
sumption incorporated in NLO(!) (cf. eq. (2.1.6))
LNLOext (!) =
(!)N
N!
e (!)LNLO (!)
=

NLO(!)L
N
N!
e 
NLO(!)L
NY
i=1
1
NLO(!)
dNLO(!)
d~xi
=
LN
N!
e 
NLO(!)L
NY
i=1
dNLO(!)
d~xi
: (4.2.4)
In the last line of eq. (4.2.4) the normalisation in front of the dierential jet cross section is cancelled
revealing that the Matrix Element Method employing extended likelihoods is also sensitive to the total
number of observed events. Using this additional information may turn the Matrix Element Method
into an even more ecient analysis tool.
However, the integrated luminosity L (as a measure of the total number of particle collisions in the
detectors) needed in eq. (4.2.4) has to be determined by the experiments introducing an additional
systematic uncertainty. In ref. [109] the uncertainty of the luminosity determination is quoted to be
of the order of LL  2% for the LHC. This additionally introduced systematic uncertainty has the
potential to spoil the enhanced eciency gained by utilising the extended likelihood. This issue is
studied in more detail in the context of top-quark mass extraction from single top-quark events in
section 4.2.4.
4.2.3. Application I: Top-quark mass extraction from top-quark pairs
As a first concrete example, eq. (4.2.1) is used to apply the Matrix Element Method at NLO to the
sample of N = 73128 exclusive tt¯ events ~xi = (cost; t)i generated in section 4.1.1. An NLO estimatorbmNLOt for the top-quark mass is extracted from these events by maximising the NLO likelihood (cf.
eq. (4.2.1) and eq. (4.1.6) with ! = mt)
LNLO (mt) =
NY
i=1
LNLO  mtj~xi =  1
NLO(mt)
!N NY
i=1
dNLO(mt)
d~xi
(4.2.5)
=
 
1
NLO(mt)
!N NY
i=1
 
t
322
dNLO
dRn(Jt; Jt¯)
(mt)
!
~x=~xi
with respect to the top-quark mass. It is important that the event definition ~xi does not allow a recon-
struction of the top-quark mass since this would essentially lead to a kinematic fit instead of enabling
a consistent variation of mt in the likelihood minimisation. Note that the events are generated with an
input value of the top-quark mass of mtruet = 174 GeV in section 4.1.
In figure 4.35a the log-likelihood is shown as a function of the top-quark massmt in the range between
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Figure 4.35.: Top-quark mass extraction from tt¯ events with the Matrix Element Method.
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100 GeV and 240 GeV evaluated for the sample of 73128 tt¯ events to locate the minimum. The
dashed red points show the log-likelihood based on NLO predictions (see eq. (4.2.5)). To study the
impact of the NLO corrections, the NLO events are also analysed with a likelihood based on the
Born approximation (obtained from eq. (4.2.5) but with dBorn and shown as solid blue points in
the plots). In figure 4.35b the focus is on the region between mt = 170 GeV and mt = 180 GeV.
Around the minimum the estimator bmt and its uncertainty bmt can be extracted by a parabola fit (see
section 2.1.2).The extraction of the top-quark mass with the likelihood based on NLO predictions
yields an estimator bmNLOt which is consistent with the input value of mtruet = 174 GeV within the
statistical uncertainty bmNLOt
bmNLOt bmNLOt = (174:31:3) GeV: (4.2.6)
On the other hand, when extracting the top-quark mass from the same NLO events with a likelihood
based on the Born approximation an estimator bmBornt is obtained
bmBornt bmBornt = (178:71:2) GeV (4.2.7)
which significantly deviates from the input value. In this analysis bmBornt is 4 away from the ‘true’
top-quark mass used to generate the events. Hence bmBornt cannot be viewed as an unbiased estimator.
In principle, it is not surprising that a biased estimator bmBornt is obtained when analysing events dis-
tributed according to the NLO cross section with a likelihood based on the Born approximation.
However, the large size of the eect is remarkable considering that the NLO eects in the relevant
cost distribution are rather small (see grey points in the lower part of figure 4.36). The bias in the
extracted Born estimator suggests that the Born cross section calculated with mt = 178 GeV should
give a better approximation of the NLO cross section calculated with mt = 174 GeV than the cross
section in the Born approximation calculated with mt = 174 GeV. For illustration, figure 4.36 shows
the comparison of the two predictions together with the k-factor distributions. Indeed, the comparison
of the black and the grey k-factor distributions in figure 4.36 confirms that setting the top-quark mass
to mt = 178 GeV in the Born cross section gives a slightly better description of the NLO result: The
absolute value of the k-factor is below 1% in the phase space region with  1 < cost . 0:75. The
maximal deviation at cost = 1 is 4%. On the other hand, when the top-quark mass is set to mt = 174
GeV in the Born approximation, the k-factor is in the 1% band in the range  1 < cost . 0:38 with a
maximal deviation at cost = 1 of 6%. Obviously, the NLO eects cannot be absorbed into a shift of
the mass parameter in the Born approximation. This can also be seen from the fact that the minimal
value of the NLO likelihood at bmNLOt in figure 4.35b is below the minimum of the Born likelihood atbmBornt indicating that the NLO cross section gives a better description of the analysed events. Note
that in the Born approximation top-quark pair production at a lepton collider e+e  ! tt¯ is a purely
electroweak process. Since the LO results do not depend on s it is not possible to estimate their the-
oretical uncertainty due to missing higher orders in QCD by a variation of the renormalisation scale
R.
The consistency of the implementation of the Matrix Element Method at NLO is illustrated in fig-
ure 4.37 and figure 4.38 using the example of Maximum Likelihood properties (cf. section 2.1.3). For
the analysis presented in figure 4.37 the event sample is split in 203 sub-samples with 360 events each.
The distribution of the extracted estimators bmNLOt from the sub-samples can be fitted by a Gaussian
function (dashed line) with mean value  = 175 GeV and standard deviation  = 19 GeV which is
consistent with the input value of the top-quark mass. Thus, figure 4.37 illustrates that bmNLOt provides
indeed an unbiased Maximum Likelihood estimator. Increasing the number of events N in a Maxi-
mum Likelihood parameter extraction results in a tightening of the dip in the log-likelihood around
the true value of the extracted parameter. In figure 4.38 the Matrix Element Method at NLO is used
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to extract estimators for the the top-quark mass from N = 731, N = 7312 and N = 73128 top-quark
pair events distributed according to the NLO cross section. At the bottom of the plot the respective
estimators bmNLOt bmNLOt are shown. The uncertainties of the estimators bmNLOt show approximate
scaling with
p
N as
bmNLOt / N  12 : (4.2.8)
This study, although presented here for validation and illustration purposes, has some relevance for
a future linear collider. These top-quark mass measurements in the continuum pose a complemen-
tary alternative to threshold scans if competitive precision can be achieved in the analysis (see e.g.
ref. [42]). With regard to that the impact of the modified jet algorithm is briefly studied.
As stated before, the kinematics of the top-quark pair produced in e+e  annihilation is highly con-
strained by symmetries of the interaction and by imposing momentum conservation and on-shell con-
ditions. The tt¯ events are completely determined by the polar and azimuthal angle of the top-quark jet
(cf. eq. (4.1.5)). In figure 4.39 the NLO distributions of these angular variables are shown as obtained
with the modified 3! 2 (red dashed) and the conventional 2! 1 (solid blue) clustering prescriptions.
For both angular variables the two clustering algorithms result in the same distributions at the per-
mille level. This is not surprising since both clustering prescriptions conserve the overall momentum
which dominantly aects the angular kinematics. No major dierences in the Matrix Element Method
analysis presented above are expected in case the observed events would be obtained with the con-
ventional 2! 1 jet algorithm by the experiment. However, this is not a general statement and similar
studies would have to be conducted for other processes and even dierent event definitions. The latter
is illustrated by figure 4.40 showing the distribution of the mass of the top-quark jet stemming from
the 2! 1 recombination in contrast to the fixed jet mass in the 3! 2 clustering. Consequently, a
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corresponding impact on distributions which show sensitivity to the masses of the final-state objects
(e.g. thresholds in energy distributions) is expected if the modified jet algorithm is used.
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Figure 4.40.: Top-quark jet mass distribution stemming from the 2! 1 recombination.
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4.2.4. Application II: Top-quark mass extraction from single top-quark events
Using the exclusive event definition
For the first application of the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy the hadronic single top-
quark production is taken as an example and the sample of Nexcl. = 12755 (Nexcl. = 24088) exclusive
s-channel (t-channel) single top-quark events generated in section 4.1.2 is treated as the outcome of
a toy experiment. Since the event definition ~xi = (t; E j;  j;  j)i does not fix the top-quark mass, the
Matrix Element Method can be consistently applied to extract estimators for the top-quark mass from
the event samples. Again, reproducing the input value of the event generation serves as a consistency
check of the procedure and a useful check of the numerical implementation. Furthermore, this analysis
allows to estimate the impact of higher-order corrections to top-quark mass measurements at a hadron
collider with the Matrix Element Method.
The NLO likelihood as a function of the top-quark mass for the exclusive jet events is obtained by
using the NLO jet event weight from eq. (4.1.11) in eq. (4.2.1) with ! = mt
LNLO (mt) =
Nexcl.Y
i=1
LNLO  ~xijmt = 0BBBBB@ 1
NLOexcl. (mt)
1CCCCCANexcl. Nexcl.Y
i=1
dNLOexcl. (mt)
d~xi
=
0BBBBB@ 1
NLOexcl. (mt)
1CCCCCANexcl. Nexcl.Y
i=1
0BBBBB@ J?2 cosht2 s Et cosh j d
NLO
excl.
dR2(Jt; J j)
(mt)
1CCCCCA

~x=~xi
(4.2.9)
where ~xi denotes an event taken from the exclusive event sample f~x1; : : : ; ~xNexcl.g. Maximising the
likelihood with respect to the top-quark mass yields an NLO estimator bmNLOt for the input value of the
event generation of mtruet = 173:2 GeV (see section 4.1.2). As a start, s- and t-channel production of
single top-quark events are studied separately to validate theMatrix Element Method at NLO accuracy
and to investigate some of its features. At the end of this section also the production of single top-
quark events from either the s- or the t-channel is considered in order to study the individual influence
of both production channels on the analysis.
In figure 4.41 the log-likelihood (cf. eq. (2.1.9)) evaluated with the exclusive s-channel and t-channel
single top-quark jet events is shown as a function of the top-quark mass. To study the impact of
the NLO corrections on the mass extraction, these events—which follow the NLO cross section—
are analysed with likelihoods based on NLO predictions for the event weights (reddish lower points)
as well as the Born approximation only (bluish upper points) in eq. (4.2.9). In order to estimate
the uncertainty due to missing higher orders in the predictions, the renormalisation and factorisation
scales are simultaneously varied by factors 1=2 and 2 in the calculation of the likelihood. Note that
all events from section 4.1.2 are generated for the central scale choice R = F = 0 (see eq. (3.3.18)
for the definition of 0). The results for the three dierent scale settings are shown as open circles
(R = F = 20), crosses (R = F = 0) and solid squares (R = F = 0=2). The results of parabola
fits to the data points are shown by lines in the plots. In figure 4.41 the values for the log-likelihood
including the NLO corrections are significantly smaller than the values corresponding to the Born
likelihoods. Overall, the NLO likelihood evaluated with the central scale choice R = F = 0 yields
the lowest values. As expected, the NLO predictions at the central scale give the best description of
the unweighted events.
The estimators for the top-quark mass are extracted as the positions of the minima of the log-likelihood
functions. The results of the top-quark mass extraction from the exclusive NLO s- and t-channel
events are summarised in table 4.4. The superscripts ‘NLO’ and ‘Born’ indicate whether the estima-
tor is obtained with likelihoods based on NLO predictions or the Born approximation. The statistical
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Figure 4.41.: Top-quark mass extraction from exclusive NLO s-channel (top) and t-channel (bot-
tom) single top-quark events employing NLO and Born likelihoods using a parabola
fit around the minimum.
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Table 4.4.: Extracted top-quark mass estimators from exclusive jet events following the NLO cross
section.
exclusive events 12755 s-channel events 24088 t-channel events
bmNLO; 0t  bmNLO; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 173:250:89 3:76 ( 2:2%)+5:79 (+3:3%) 173:791:62 1:84 ( 1:1%)+2:78 (+1:6%)bmBorn; 0t  bmBorn; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 158:870:94+2:43 (+1:5%) 2:52 ( 1:6%) 160:741:68+6:21 (+3:9%) 7:70 ( 4:8%)
uncertainties of the estimators bmt are obtained according to eq. (2.1.11). The systematic uncertain-
ties due to missing higher orders in the predictions are estimated as the dierences of the estimators
resulting from the scale variations in the likelihoods with respect to the result for the central scale.
The shifts in the extracted values for the upwards R = F = 20 (downwards R = F = 0=2) vari-
ation are indicated by superscripts (subscripts). This systematic scale uncertainty constitutes a lower
limit on the reachable accuracy. The results are also illustrated as data points in the lower part of the
plots in figure 4.41 with errorbars indicating the statistical as well as the systematic uncertainties.
For both the s- and the t-channel the top-quark mass values extracted with likelihoods based on NLO
and Born predictions significantly dier. The NLO estimators bmNLOt perfectly reproduce the input
value mtruet = 173:2 GeV within their statistical uncertainties bmNLOt . However, the Born estimatorsbmBornt deviate by around  8:3% in case of the s-channel and by  7:2% in case of the t-channel.
These dierences are neither covered by the statistical nor the systematic uncertainties. Recalling the
impact of the NLO corrections on the normalised distributions given in figure 4.9 to figure 4.14, these
deviations are not surprising: The normalised Born and NLO distributions dier up to 25%while their
theoretical uncertainty bands due to scale variation do not overlap in wide ranges of the phase space.
As mentioned at the end of section 2.1.4, if the data is not well described by the assumed probability
distribution used in the likelihood construction, the resulting Maximum Likelihood estimators are
prone to be systematically biased.
To carve out the systematic nature of the observed deviations, the distribution of mutiple extracted
estimators are investigated and the bias is identified as the deviation of their mean value from mtruet
according to eq. (2.1.13). The samples of pseudo data are split into 20 subsamples each representing
an individual experiment to be analysed. The distributions of the extracted estimators for s-channel
(with 637 events per subsample) and t-channel (with 1204 events per subsample) are shown in fig-
ure 4.42 and their mean and standard deviation are obtained by a Gaussian fit. In accordance with the
findings summarised in table 4.4, figure 4.42 shows that the distributions of the NLO estimators are
in agreement with bmNLOt being an unbiased estimator for both channels. In contrast, the distributions
of the Born estimators show significant biases which are consistent with the ones seen in figure 4.41.
Thus, employing Born likelihoods in the Matrix Element Method for top-quark mass extraction does
not yield an unbiased estimator.
Per se, a bias in the estimator does not necessarily preclude the application of the Matrix Element
Method based on Born predictions. With an additional calibration procedure any shift can be ac-
counted for (cf. the end of section 2.1.4). However, this calibration introduces additional uncertain-
ties and might even mask important eects. It is therefore preferable to rely on the most accurate
predictions available. Furthermore, when the Matrix Element Method is used for parameter extrac-
tion, only a full NLO calculation allows to uniquely define the renormalisation scheme enabling a
clear interpretation of the extracted parameter.
Last but not least, assessing the theory uncertainties by a common scale variation in the Born predic-
tions does not necessarily provide a reliable estimate of missing higher-order corrections. While in
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Figure 4.42.: Distribution of the extracted top-quark mass estimators from exclusive NLO s-channel
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hoods.
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the t-channel the uncertainty estimated by the (downwards/upwards) scale variation is reduced:
(  4:8% = +3:9% )Born  ! ( +1:6% =  1:1% )NLO
by including NLO corrections in the predictions (see table 4.4 and figure 4.41), this is not the case for
the s-channel:
(  1:6% = +1:5% )Born  ! ( +3:3% =  2:2% )NLO:
Scale variation by factors 1=2 and 2 in the calculation of the likelihood needed to extract an estima-
tor for the top-quark mass results in larger shifts of the NLO estimator than in the Born estimator.
In contrast to the naive expectation, the deduced uncertainties thus increase when including NLO
corrections in the theoretical predictions. Concerning this matter, we stress again that in the Born
approximation the process is purely mediated by electroweak interactions with only a factorisation
scale dependence which enters through the PDFs. Since the probability densities in the likelihood
are obtained from normalised dierential cross sections, this dependence on the factorisation scale
cancels in the ratio to some extent (cf. section 4.1.2). Bearing that in mind, the estimated theoretical
uncertainties based on the scale variation in the Born predictions most likely underestimate missing
higher-order eects.
Altogether, we recapitulate that while biases apparent in the Matrix Element Method without NLO
corrections may be accounted for by a calibration procedure, the extracted parameter values elude
clear theoretical interpretation without a well-defined renormalisation scheme. Additionally, custom-
ary estimates of theoretical uncertainties due to missing higher orders inferred from scale variations
might be unreliable.
For 12755 s-channel events and 24088 t-channel events the statistical uncertainties amount tobmNLOt =
0:9 GeV for the s-channel analysis and to bmNLOt = 1:6 GeV in the t-channel. So already for samples
of these sizes the uncertainties of the top-quark mass extractions are dominated by the systematic
scale uncertainties quoted above. The sensitivity to the top-quark mass of the NLO analyses can be
explicitly studied in the s- and the t-channel. For that purpose, the top-quark mass extraction em-
ploying the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy in both channels is compared in figure 4.43 for
a fixed number of events (upper plot) and for fixed luminosity (lower plot). Given samples of equal
sizes, the s-channel analysis shows a higher sensitivity to the top-quark mass allowing a more precise
mass measurement as far as only statistical uncertainties are concerned. This can be seen from the
upper plot in figure 4.43 where the log-likelihood for the s-channel is significantly narrower than the
log-likelihood for the t-channel. The parabola fit yields a value of the statistical uncertainty bmNLOt
in the s-channel analysis which is smaller by roughly a factor of 2:3 compared to the respective value
in the t-channel analysis. This observation is in agreement with the top-quark mass sensitivity of the
fiducial exclusive NLO cross sections: In figure 4.44 the dependence of the fiducial exclusive cross
sections calculated including NLO corrections is shown and the top-quark mass sensitivity is inferred
by approximating the dependence of the cross section on the top-quark mass by a polynomial as pre-
sented in refs. [84, 91]. The factor of 2:3 is consistent with the top-quark mass sensitivities of the s-
and t-channel fiducial exclusive NLO cross sections estimated from figure 4.44 (and also consistent
with the results in ref. [91] for the inclusive cross sections at
p
s = 14 GeV)
NLOexcl. s-ch
NLOexcl. s-ch
=  3:50 mt
mt
;
NLOexcl. t-ch
NLOexcl. t-ch
=  1:44 mt
mt
: (4.2.10)
However, because the t-channel cross section is about 20 times larger than the s-channel cross section,
the higher top-quark mass sensitivity in the s-channel analysis is compensated by the 20 times larger
event rate of the t-channel in practice. This is illustrated in the lower plot in figure 4.43 where the top-
quark mass measurements are performed from event samples of realistic proportions corresponding
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Figure 4.44.: Top-quark mass dependence of the fiducial exclusive s- and t-channel cross section cal-
culated at NLO accuracy.
to a fixed luminosity. The statistical uncertainty of the top-quark mass extraction from 1225 s-channel
events is roughly twice as large as in the t-channel with respectively 24088 events. Combining both
channels to a proportionally mixed sample of 25313 events leads to a minor improvement in the
statistical uncertainty in the top-quark mass extraction of around 200 MeV compared to the t-channel
only case. This improvement is consistent with a weighted mean of the separate mass determinations
from the samples of 24088 t-channel events and 1225 s-channel events which yields mt mt =
173:351:44 GeV.
Extended likelihood for the exclusive event definition
As illustrated in section 4.2.2, the information of the total number of observed events can be incor-
porated into the Matrix Element Method through the extended likelihood, potentially improving the
sensitivity of the analysis. According to eq. (4.2.4), the respective extended likelihood is given by
weighting eq. (4.2.9) with the top-quark mass dependent Poisson factor
LNLOext (mt) =

NLOexcl. (mt)L
Nexcl.
Nexcl.!
e 
NLO
excl. (mt)LLNLO (mt) : (4.2.11)
The s-channel and t-channel analyses with extended likelihoods are shown in figure 4.45 using the
exclusive event definition. The results of the top-quark mass extraction from the NLO events with
extended likelihoods based on Born and NLO predictions are summarised in table 4.5. The top-quark
mass extraction with the NLO extended likelihood correctly reproduces the input value mtruet for the
top-quark mass used in the event generation in both channels. Again, including NLO corrections
evaluated at the central scale 0 yields the lowest values of the extended log-likelihoods. As expected,
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Figure 4.45.: Same as figure 4.42 but with extended likelihoods.
Table 4.5.: Same as in table 4.4 but with extended likelihoods
excl. events, extended likelihoods 12755 s-channel events 24088 t-channel events
bmNLO; 0t  bmNLO; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 173:350:40 0:23 ( 0:1%)+0:65 (+0:4%) 173:530:70+4:70 (+2:7%) 3:39 ( 2:0%)bmBorn; 0t  bmBorn; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 171:220:41+1:62 (+0:9%) 1:97 ( 1:2%) 201:430:73+8:89 (+4:4%) 12:50 ( 6:2%)
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not only the distribution of the events in both samples but also their total number are best described
by the NLO cross sections evaluated with a scale choice and a value of the top-quark mass consistent
with the input parameters of the event generation in section 4.1.2.
Utilising the extended likelihoods significantly reduces the statistical uncertainty of the top-quark
mass extractions bmNLOt by roughly a factor of two. As a cross check, the impact of the additional
information contained in the number of observed events on the top-quark mass sensitivity can be
estimated: When assuming that the uncertainty of a fiducial cross section measurement is completely
dominated by the Poisson standard error
p
N of counting N events, the relative uncertainties of top-
quark mass determinations from fiducial cross section measurements can be estimated as (according
to eq. (4.2.10))mexcl. s-chtmt
 = NLOexcl. s-chNLOexcl. s-ch|       {z       }
=12755 1=2
1
3:50
= 0:25%;
mexcl. t-chtmt
 = NLOexcl. t-chNLOexcl. t-ch|      {z      }
=24088 1=2
1
1:44
= 0:45%: (4.2.12)
Note that these hypothetical top-quark mass measurements are depending on the sample sizes only.
On the other hand, the Matrix Element Method analysis without extended likelihoods presented in the
previous section (cf. table 4.4) only depends on normalised cross sections. To estimate the impact
of the information contained in the sample sizes on the top-quark mass sensitivity, the results from
eq. (4.2.12) and table 4.4 are combined. For the weighted averages relative uncertainties of 0:23%
for the s-channel and 0:40% for the t-channel are obtained which are in fact compatible with the
uncertainties in the extended likelihood analyses given in table 4.5.
As indicated in section 4.2.2 the imperfect knowledge of the integrated luminosity introduces an
additional systematic uncertainty in the extended likelihood calculation. The impact of this system-
atic uncertainty can be estimated by repeating the analyses with luminosities varied by 2% (cf.
ref. [109]). In these analyses shifts in the extracted top-quark mass estimators of about 1 GeV in the
s-channel and 2 GeV in the t-channel are observed. Hence, using the extended likelihood does not
allow a more precise top-quark mass measurement unless the uncertainty of the integrated luminosity
determination can be significantly reduced.
The estimators for the top-quark mass extracted from the NLO events with extended likelihoods based
on the Born approximation bmBornt deviate from the input value mtruet by about  1:1% in the case of
s-channel events and +16:3% for t-channel events. The large deviation from the input value mtruet of
the Born estimator bmBornt extracted from the t-channel events of around +28:2 GeV can be explained
by the large negative NLO correction to the fiducial exclusive t-channel cross section (cf. table 4.1):
Employing extended likelihoods in the Matrix Element Method yields a parameter value adjusted
not only to reproduce the distribution of the events in the sample in the best way but also their total
number. Increasing the value of the top-quark mass limits the available phase space volume because
of the production threshold of the massive top quark. This compensates for the decreased number
of events in the NLO event sample compared to the Born expectation. In contrast, the negative
NLO corrections to the fiducial exclusive s-channel cross section given in table 4.1 are comparatively
small. Hence, the Matrix Element Method using extended likelihoods favours only a small deviation
of the Born estimator bmBornt from the input value in the s-channel analysis of around  2:0 GeV as
a compromise between the distribution of the events only (cf. table 4.4) and their total number. In
both channels the shifts are not covered by the estimated theoretical uncertainties based on the scale
variation.
Since the normalisation of the dierential cross sections cancels in the construction of the extended
likelihood (cf. eq. (4.2.4)), there is no cancellation of the (factorisation) scale dependence in the ex-
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tended likelihood calculated in the Born approximation. Indeed, when using the extended likelihoods
calculated at NLO accuracy to extract estimators for the top-quark mass, the estimated theoretical
uncertainties with respect to the Born approximation are improved in both channels. The shifts in the
estimators due to simultaneous (downwards/upwards) variation of the central scale 0 by a factor of
2 are reduced in the s-channel:
(  1:2% = +0:9% )Born  ! ( +0:4% =  0:1% )NLO
and in the t-channel:
(  6:2% = +4:4% )Born  ! (  2:0% = +2:7% )NLO
when including NLO corrections.
Using the inclusive event definition without vetoing an additional jet
Treating the sample of Nincl. = 16964 (Nincl. = 32278) inclusive s-channel (t-channel) single top-quark
events from section 4.1.2 as the outcome of a toy experiment, the analyses of the exclusive case can be
repeated for the inclusive event definition ~xi = (t; E j;  j;  j)i where j represents the hardest resolved
light jet. For the extraction of an estimator for the top-quark mass, the NLO likelihood is needed
as a function of mt. Plugging the NLO event weight for inclusive jet events from eq. (4.1.16) into
eq. (4.2.1) yields (with ! = mt)
LNLO (mt) =
Nincl.Y
i=1
LNLO  ~xijmt = 0BBBBB@ 1
NLOincl. (mt)
1CCCCCANincl. Nincl.Y
i=1
dNLOincl. (mt)
d~xi
=
0BBBBB@ 1
NLOincl. (mt)
1CCCCCANincl. Nincl.Y
i=1
 
J?2 cosht
2 s Et cosh j
dNLOexcl.
dR2(Jt; J j)
(mt)
+
J?jZ
p?min
dJ?X
maxZ
 max
dX
2Z
0
dX
J?j J
?
X J
?
t cosht
4s Et cosh j
d3-jet
dR3(Jt; J j; JX)
!
~x=~xi
(4.2.13)
where the event ~xi is now taken from the inclusive event sample f~x1; : : : ; ~xNincl.g.
In figure 4.46 the extraction of the estimators for the top-quark mass by parabola fits to the log-
likelihoods evaluated with the inclusive s- and t-channel events is shown. The likelihood is calculated
including NLO corrections as in eq. (4.2.13) (reddish lower points) as well as based on the Born
approximation only (bluish upper points). While the inclusive events from section 4.1.2 are generated
for the central scale choice R = F = 0 (see eq. (3.3.18)), the renormalisation and factorisation
scales are simultaneously varied by factors 1=2 and 2 in the calculation of the likelihood. The analyses
corresponding to the three dierent scale choices are depicted as open circles (R = F = 20), crosses
(R = F = 0) and solid squares (R = F = 0=2). The systematic uncertainty owed to missing higher
orders on the top-quark mass extraction is estimated by the shifts in the extracted estimators due to
the scale variation in the likelihoods. The minima of the log-likelihoods obtained by parabola fits
are illustrated as data points with error bars indicating the statistical as well as the aforementioned
systematic uncertainties in the lower part of the plots.
From figure 4.46, it is verified that the NLO predictions evaluated at the central scale give the best
description of the unweighted events in both inclusive event samples since the corresponding log-
likelihood’s minima have the lowest values. The results of the top-quark mass extraction from the
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Figure 4.46.: Top-quark mass extraction from inclusive NLO s-channel (top) and t-channel (bot-
tom) single top-quark events employing NLO and Born likelihoods using a parabola
fit around the minimum.
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inclusive NLO s- and t-channel events are summarised in table 4.4 with shifts in the extracted values
for the upwards (downwards) scale variation indicated by superscripts (subscripts). In both the s- and
Table 4.6.: Extracted top-quark mass estimators from inclusive NLO jet events.
inclusive events 16964 s-channel events 32278 t-channel events
bmNLO; 0t  bmNLO; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 173:070:90 1:61 ( 0:9%)+2:32 (+1:3%) 173:851:62+0:84 (+0:5%) 0:46 ( 0:3%)bmBorn; 0t  bmBorn; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 171:010:92+2:42 (+1:4%) 2:89 ( 1:7%) 168:881:47+6:26 (+3:7%) 7:76 ( 4:6%)
the t-channel, the NLO estimators bmNLOt perfectly reproduce the input value mtruet = 173:2 GeV within
their statical uncertainties bmNLOt . Compared to the large deviations observed in the exclusive case
the Born estimators bmBornt extracted from the inclusive events show smaller deviations of about  1:3%
in case of the s-channel and of  2:4% in case of the t-channel. Additionally, these dierences are now
covered by the scale uncertainties (see figure 4.46). These observations match the findings regarding
the impact of the NLO corrections on the normalised distributions in section 4.1.2: Born and NLO
predictions show better agreement together with more overlap of their theoretical uncertainty bands
due to scale variation in regions of the phase space containing the majority of events with respect to
the exclusive case. Thus, smaller biases are expected when analysing the inclusive events following
the NLO cross section with likelihoods calculated in the Born approximation than in the respective
analysis of the exclusive events.
The increase in the sample sizes by also considering events with an additional resolved jet does not
result in an improvement of the statistical uncertainties of the top-quark mass extractions still amount-
ing to bmNLOt = 0:9 GeV in the inclusive s-channel analysis and bmNLOt = 1:6 GeV for the inclusive
t-channel. The top-quark mass sensitivity of the fiducial inclusive cross sections is illustrated in
figure 4.47. Indeed, the top-quark mass dependence of the fiducial cross sections is weakened by al-
lowing the emission of an additional resolved light jet compared to the exclusive case (cf. figure 4.44).
This eect compensates the gain in the sample sizes from more events passing the event selection.
While not vetoing events with an additional resolved jet does not have an impact on the statistical
uncertainty of the top-quark mass extraction it improves the behaviour of the systematic uncertainties
estimated by scale variations when including NLO corrections in the likelihood calculation. The
shifts in the estimators due to a simultaneous (downwards/upwards) variation of the renormalisation
and factorisation scale are reduced in the s-channel:
(  1:7% = +1:4% )Born  ! ( +1:3% =  0:9% )NLO
and in the t-channel:
(  4:6% = +3:7% )Born  ! (  0:3% = +0:5% )Born
by taking NLO corrections into account. This observation together with the fact that the smaller
shifts in the estimators extracted from the NLO events with Born likelihoods are covered by the scale
variations suggests a better convergence of the perturbative expansion for this analysis compared
to the exclusive case. Regarding this, we stress again that vetoing additional resolved jets above a
certain transverse-momentum threshold p?min introduces an additional scale in the NLO calculation.
In particular, cutting the real phase space for the emission of additional radiation by the jet veto gives
rise to potentially large logarithms of the additional scale p?min (cf. phase space slicing illustrated in
section 2.2.5) . When exclusively requiring one resolved top-tagged jet together with one resolved
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Figure 4.47.: Top-quark mass dependence of the fiducial inclusive s- and t-channel cross section cal-
culated at NLO accuracy.
light jet only, these logarithms in the real contribution are not cancelled and can possibly spoil the
convergence of the perturbative expansion.
In comparison to the Matrix Element Method analyses of the exclusive events, the results obtained
from a more inclusive event definition fit better to naive expectations of perturbation theory: Born
estimators exhibit smaller biases which are covered by the scale variations underpinning the reliability
of the deduced systematic uncertainties. However, the issue of ambiguous parameter interpretation
due to the undefined renormalisation scheme persists when applying the Matrix Element Method in
the Born approximation.
Extended likelihood for the inclusive event definition
To study the impact of the information of the total event number in the inclusive event samples on the
top-quark mass determination, the extended likelihood (see eq. (4.2.4)) in the Matrix Element Method
by weighting eq. (4.2.13) with the top-quark mass dependent Poisson factor is considered:
LNLOext (mt) =

NLOincl. (mt)L
Nincl.
Nincl.!
e 
NLO
incl. (mt)LLNLO (mt) : (4.2.14)
In analogy to the exclusive case, the results of the top-quark mass extraction from the inclusive s- and
t-channel events with extended Born and NLO likelihoods shown in figure 4.48 are summarised in
table 4.7. The results confirm the consistency of the implementation of the Matrix Element Method at
NLO accuracy: Extracting estimators for the top-quark mass with NLO extended likelihoods correctly
reproduces the input value mtruet used in the inclusive event generation (see section 4.1.2) with the
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Figure 4.48.: Same as figure 4.42 but with extended likelihoods.
Table 4.7.: Same as in table 4.6 but with extended likelihoods
incl. events, extended likelihoods 16964 s-channel events 32278 t-channel events
bmNLO; 0t  bmNLO; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 173:220:37 0:80 ( 0:5%)+1:39 (+0:8%) 173:530:65+2:03 (+1:2%) 0:51 ( 0:3%)bmBorn; 0t  bmBorn; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 160:880:35+1:53 (+0:9%) 2:06 ( 1:3%) 172:370:58+8:65 (+5:0%) 12:31 ( 7:1%)
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lowest values of the log-likelihoods for the central scale choice 0 in both channels.
Taking the additional information of the inclusive event sample sizes into account results in improve-
ments of the statistical uncertainties of the top-quark mass extractions bmNLOt by almost a factor
of 2:5. Again, the impact of using the extended likelihoods on the top-quark mass sensitivities is
estimated by combining hypothetical top-quark mass determinations based on the number of inclu-
sive events alone with results from the Matrix Element Method using normal likelihoods given in
table 4.6. According to the fit values given in figure 4.47, the relative uncertainties of top-quark mass
determinations from idealised fiducial cross section measurements can be estimated asmincl. s-chtmt
 = NLOincl. s-chNLOincl. s-ch|      {z      }
=16964 1=2
1
3:28
= 0:23%;
mincl. t-chtmt
 = NLOincl. t-chNLOincl. t-ch|      {z      }
=32278 1=2
1
1:38
= 0:40%: (4.2.15)
By forming the weighted averages of the hypothetical results given in eq. (4.2.15) and the results
given in table 4.6, the relative uncertainties of the combinations amount to 0:21% for the s-channel
and 0:37% for the t-channel. These estimated top-quark mass sensitivities are consistent with the
results of the extended likelihood analyses in table 4.7. The observed significant reductions of the
statistical uncertainties from using extended likelihoods in the analyses are again supported by these
simple estimates.
Concerning the additional systematic uncertainty introduced by the uncertainty from the integrated
luminosity determination (see section 4.2.2), the extracted top-quark mass estimators shift about
1 GeV in the s-channel and 2 GeV in the t-channel when varying the luminosity by 2% in
the extended likelihoods. Again, the improvement regarding statistical uncertainties acquired through
the extended likelihoods is nullified by bartering for systematic uncertainties owing to the integrated
luminosity.
Estimators for the top-quark mass extracted with extended likelihoods calculated in the Born ap-
proximation (bmBornt ) from the inclusive event samples—which follow the NLO cross section—show
discrepancies with the input value mtruet of about  7:1% in the case of s-channel events and about
+0:5% for t-channel events. To explain this deviation of  12:3 GeV of the s-channel Born estima-
tor, recall the impact of NLO corrections on the fiducial inclusive s-channel cross section given in
table 4.2: The NLO calculation predicts the number of observed s-channel events to be roughly four
thirds of the Born prediction. To account for this increase in the fiducial inclusive cross section,
the Matrix Element Method using extended likelihoods calculated in the Born approximation favours
lower top-quark mass values thereby enlarging the available phase space. On the contrary, the number
of observed t-channel events predicted by the NLO calculation is roughly the same as predicted in the
Born approximation. Hence, there is not a lot of margin for the Born estimator.
In addition, the large shift observed in the s-channel analysis is not covered by the estimated theoret-
ical uncertainties inferred from the scale variation. Using extended likelihoods in the Matrix Element
Method results in reductions of the estimated theoretical uncertainties in both channels when includ-
ing NLO corrections in the likelihood calculations. When simultaneously varying the renormalisation
and factorisation scales downwards and upwards by a factor of 2, the Born estimators vary between
 1:3% and +0:9% in the s-channel and between  7:1% and +5:0% in the t-channel. Conversely,
the NLO estimators vary only between  0:5% and +0:8% in the s-channel and between  0:3% and
+1:2% in the t-channel. These observations regarding the shifts and scale variations of the Born
estimators with respect to the NLO estimators are consistent with the qualitative picture of the unnor-
malised k-factor distributions given in figure 4.15 in section 4.1.2 and figure A.46 to figure A.50 in
appendix A.4.1.
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4.2.5. Application III: Top-quark mass extraction from exclusive single top-quark
events obtained with a 2! 1 jet algorithm
The exclusive event definition ~˜xi = (t; E j;  j;  j)i given in section 4.1.3 allows to define event weights
including NLO corrections with the top-quark mass as a free parameter for jet events obtained with
a 2! 1 jet algorithm. Hence, the NLO weight from eq. (4.1.33) can be used in the Matrix Element
Method at NLO accuracy to extract an estimator for the input value for the top-quark mass used in
the generation of the sample of Nexcl. = 12755 (Nexcl. = 24088) exclusive s-channel (t-channel) single
top-quark events in section 4.1.3. Reproducing the input value for the top-quark mass in this way
validates the possibility to formulate the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy also for jet events
defined by a 2! 1 jet algorithm in situations where the events definition does not fix the masses of
the final-state objects.
The NLO likelihood corresponding to the 2! 1 clusterings for the exclusive jet events is given as
a function of the top-quark mass by using the respective NLO jet event weight from eq. (4.1.33) in
eq. (4.2.1) with ! = mt:
LNLO (mt) =
Nexcl.Y
i=1
LNLO  ~xijmt = 0BBBBB@ 1
NLOexcl. (mt)
1CCCCCANexcl. Nexcl.Y
i=1
dNLOexcl. (mt)
d~˜xi
=
0BBBBB@ 1
NLOexcl. (mt)
1CCCCCANexcl. Nexcl.Y
i=1
 
dBV
d~˜x
+
dR
d~˜x

light
+
dR
d~˜x

top
+
dR
d~˜x

beam
!~˜x=~˜xi
(4.2.16)
where the event ~˜xi is taken from the exclusive event sample f~˜x1; : : : ; ~˜xNexcl.g obtained with the 2! 1 jet
algorithm.
Table 4.8.: Extracted top-quark mass estimators from exclusive NLO jet events (obtained with a 2! 1
jet algorithm).
excl. events, 2! 1 clustering 12755 s-channel events 24088 t-channel events
bmNLO; 0t  bmNLO; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 174:081:06 4:14 ( 2:4%)+6:33 (+3:6%) 171:312:34 4:84 ( 2:8%)+5:83 (+3;4%)bmBorn; 0t  bmBorn; 0t 200=2 [GeV] 160:200:93+2:48 (+1:5%) 2:51 ( 1:6%) 151:221:61+6:24 (+4;1%) 7:74 ( 5;1%)
The log-likelihoods for the extraction of estimators for the top-quark mass from the respective ex-
clusive s- and t-channel events through the Matrix Element Method employing likelihoods based on
NLO predictions or the Born approximation are shown in figure 4.49. The results are summarised in
table 4.8. The plots in figure 4.49 confirm that analysing the event samples with the NLO likelihoods
yields the overall lowest values for the minima of the log-likelihoods at top-quark mass values and
scale choices which are consistent with the input values mtruet = 173:2 GeV and R = F = 0. Re-
lying only on the Born approximation in the analyses yields top-quark mass estimators bmBornt which
deviate from the input value by about  7:5% in the s-channel and by about  12:7% in the t-channel.
These deviations of the Born estimators are not accounted for by varying the renormalisation and
factorisation scales in the calculation of the likelihoods.
The results can be compared to the respective ones relying on the 3 ! 2 clustering prescriptions
presented in section 4.2.4. Analysing NLO s-channel jet events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm
with the corresponding NLO likelihood based on the 2! 1 clustering prescriptions shows a slightly
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Figure 4.49.: Top-quark mass extraction employing NLO and Born likelihoods from exclusive NLO
s-channel (top) and t-channel (bottom) single top-quark events obtained with a 2! 1
jet algorithm.
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Figure 4.50.: Top-quark mass extraction from exclusive NLO s-channel (top) and t-channel (bottom)
single top-quark events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm employing NLO likeli-
hoods based on the 2! 1 or 3! 2 clustering prescriptions.
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larger relative statistical uncertainty of bmNLOt =bmNLOt = 0:6% (see figure 4.49) than the respective 3!
2 analysis with bmNLOt =bmNLOt = 0:5% (see figure 4.41). The t-channel analysis exhibits a lower top-
quark mass sensitivity in the first place (cf. figure 4.43). The associated statistical uncertainty is also
further enlarged to bmNLOt =bmNLOt = 1:4% when extracting an estimator for the top-quark mass from
t-channel events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm (see figure 4.49) compared to the respective
3! 2 analysis with bmNLOt =bmNLOt = 0:9% (see figure 4.41). This can be understood by recalling
that requiring the on-shell condition for the clustered jets introduces an additional direct kinematic
dependence on the top-quark mass for the clustered final states. In contrast, the dependence on the
top-quark mass is therefore weaker with the 2! 1 clustering.
The theoretical uncertainties inferred from scale variations in the NLO likelihood calculations are also
enlarged in the 2! 1 analyses with respect to the corresponding 3! 2 analyses. Using likelihoods
based on the Born approximation to extract estimators for the top-quark mass yields similar shifts
with respect to the input value and similar theoretical as well as statistical uncertainties for samples
of s-channel jet events either obtained with the 2! 1 or the 3! 2 jet algorithm. In case of the
t-channel however, larger shift in the Born estimator and overall larger statistical uncertainties are
apparent in the analyses of the events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm compared to the results
of the respective 3! 2 analyses. These observations are in agreement with the conclusions drawn
from the comparison of the k-factor distributions for both clustering prescriptions in both channels
(cf. section 4.1.3).
To further accentuate the dependence of the NLO analysis on the clustering prescription, estimators
for the top-quark mass from the jet events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm are also extracted with
NLO likelihoods based on the 3! 2 clustering (see figure 4.50). As expected, the respective minima
of the log-likelihoods in figure 4.50 confirm that the jet events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm
are best described by the theoretical predictions based on the 2! 1 clustering evaluated at the central
scale R = F = 0 for values of the top-quark mass which are consistent with the input value of the
event generation of mtruet = 173:2 GeV. Nevertheless, analysing these s-channel events with an NLO
likelihood corresponding to the 3! 2 clustering prescription introduces a shift in the top-quark mass
estimator of only 1:3 with respect to mtruet . This weak dependence of the s-channel analysis on the
clustering prescription is in accordance with the impact study of the 3! 2 jet algorithm presented
in section 4.1.2: The dierences in the distributions of the variables in the exclusive s-channel event
definition are of the order of 1% in wide ranges of the phase space and in particular in regions where
most of the events are expected. However, using NLO likelihoods based on the the 3! 2 clustering
prescriptions to analyse the t-channel events obtained with the 2! 1 jet algorithm yields a top-quark
mass estimator which deviates from the input value by  4:5. This result is also consistent with
the impact study in section 4.1.2 which shows that the t-channel is more sensitive to the clustering
prescription. Using dierent clustering prescriptions in the theoretical predictions than to obtain the
jets in the experiment introduces systematic biases into the analysis whose significance depends on
the process under study. However, figure 4.50 also shows that for the s- as well as the t-channel—
despite the shifts in the estimators—the theoretical uncertainty bands inferred from the scale variation
overlap for both NLO analyses. Thus, the dierence in the clustering prescriptions employed in
the analyses—which is an NLO eect—is covered by the estimated theoretical uncertainties. This
observation strengthens the confidence in the reliability of the estimated theoretical uncertainties from
the NLO analyses.
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In this work an extension of the Matrix Element Method to consistently incorporate full NLO QCD
corrections into the theoretical predictions entering the likelihood calculation has been presented. As
a proof of concept, the first application of the Matrix Element Method at NLO to the hadronic pro-
duction of jets using the example of single top-quark production at the LHC has been demonstrated.
It has been shown that modifying the recombination prescription of conventional 2! 1 jet algorithms
by introducing a 3! 2 clustering yields an algorithm allowing to factorise the real phase space in
terms of a phase space corresponding to the resolved jets and a phase space of the unresolved partonic
configurations contributing to the resolved jets. These unresolved phase space regions can be inte-
grated numerically in an ecient way resulting in a real contribution to the cross section which is dif-
ferential in the momenta of the resolved jets. 3! 2 clusterings inspired by the Catani–Seymour dipole
formalism are employed which keep the clustered jet momenta on shell while overall 4-momentum
conservation is maintained. That way, the virtual matrix element can be evaluated for the momenta of
the resolved jets which ensures a point-wise cancellation of the (appropriately regularised) infrared
divergences in the sum of the real and virtual contributions. The definition of a fully dierential event
weight accurate to NLO QCD for jets instead of partons is thereby facilitated.
The first important application of this NLO event weight is the possibility to generate unweighted
jet events which are distributed according to the NLO cross section. In turn, NLO weights can be
attributed to jet events at hand (e.g. which are observed in experiments). By using these weights
to construct a cumulative likelihood for the event sample, the powerful Matrix Element Method is
elevated to a sound theoretical footing at NLO accuracy.
The phase space factorisations corresponding to the 3! 2 clusterings have been separately validated
for initial-state radiation (exemplified by Drell-Yan production) and radiation from a massive final
state (exemplified by leptonic top-quark pair production). Subsequently, all aspects of the presented
phase space factorisations have been tested altogether for the hadronic production of single top quarks.
As proof of concept, the NLO weights have been used to generate unweighted top-quark pair events
produced at a lepton collider as well as s- and t-channel single top-quark events produced at the LHC.
By defining events in terms of sets of jet variables instead of the jets’ 4-momenta, it is possible to
specify not only exclusive but also inclusive event definitions which allow the presence of additional
jet activity in the final state. For specific event variables it is even possible to define event weights
at NLO accuracy for jet events obtained with a jet algorithm employing common 2! 1 clustering
prescriptions. The distribution of the unweighted events according to the NLO cross section has been
checked by reproducing respective dierential distributions obtained using a conventional parton level
Monte Carlo integration for all cases.
To explore the potential of the Matrix Element Method, the generated unweighted events are treated
as the outcome of toy experiments to be analysed with the Matrix Element Method at NLO accuracy.
The successful reproduction of the input value for the top-quark mass used in the respective event
generation serves both as a further consistency check and a first example of the application of the Ma-
trix Element Method at NLO accuracy. The impact of the NLO corrections on the analysis has been
studied by repeating the particular top-quark mass determinations with likelihoods based on the Born
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approximation only. Using Born likelihoods to analyse events following the NLO cross section can
introduce significant biases in the extracted estimators depending on the process and event definition.
The theoretical uncertainties of the parameter extraction have been estimated by repeating the anal-
yses with varied renormalisation and factorisation scales in the calculation of the likelihood. While
theoretical uncertainty estimates are reduced when incorporating NLO corrections in the likelihood
in most instances, the shifts in the Born estimators are in general not accounted for by the associ-
ated theoretical uncertainties. Even though it might be possible to remove the bias in the extracted
Born estimator through a calibration procedure of the Matrix Element Method, assigning theoretical
uncertainties to the Born results inferred from scale variation would most likely be unreliable. The in-
clusion of NLO corrections in the Matrix Element Method thus not only reduces the required amount
of calibration (and the associated uncertainty) but is also needed to provide a more reliable estimate
of the theoretical uncertainty of the analysis. Regarding the interpretation of the extracted parameters,
the NLO calculation in the likelihood is needed to uniquely define the renormalisation scheme of the
extracted model parameters. Jet events obtained with a 2! 1 jet algorithm have also been analysed
with likelihoods based on the NLO predictions corresponding to 3! 2 clusterings to investigate the
dependence of the analysis on the employed clustering prescriptions for exclusive s- and t-channel
production.
This work also presents top-quark mass determinations from single top-quark events produced at the
LHC as a promising, complementary alternative to prevailing top-quark mass measurements from
top-quark pair events. Additionally, the presented study of the leptonic tt¯-production illustrates an
interesting possibility to increase the precision of top-quark mass measurements at energies beyond
the production threshold.
As an outlook, it should be emphasised that the work presented here and in refs. [38, 40] should be
seen as a starting point towards the actual experimental application of the Matrix Element Method at
NLO accuracy. The presented algorithm based on the 3! 2 clusterings is process independent and
can be automated (a library providing implementations of the 3! 2 clusterings and the correspond-
ing phase space factorisations is under development). Additionally, modifications of the presented
parameterisations of the real phase space in favour of invariants tailored to the application of the
phase space slicing method have been introduced. In general, numerical NLO calculations relying on
the phase space slicing method may benefit from these phase space factorisations. Further studies are
required to describe more realistic final states like the ones for example presented in ref. [92]: First
of all, the inclusion of the top-quark decay should be straightforward and poses no diculties within
the introduced method. However, more work is needed to combine the fixed-order calculation in the
likelihoods with parton showers to allow further modelling of the QCD radiation cascades and hadro-
nisation. In order to realistically match the experimental conditions, the eects due to non-trivial
transfer functions should be investigated as well.
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Supplementary figures
A.1. Validation of the phase space parameterisation
A.1.1. Drell-Yan production
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Figure A.1.: Polar angle distribution of the electron from Drell-Yan production calculated at NLO
accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue) compared to results from the
factorised jet phase space as described in section 3.2.4 (red dashed).
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Figure A.2.: Same as figure A.1 but for the invariant mass of the lepton pair.
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Figure A.3.: Same as figure A.1 but for the rapidity of the lepton pair.
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A.1.2. Leptonic top-quark pair production
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Figure A.4.: Azimuthal angle distribution of the top-tagged jet from top-quark pair production in e+e 
annihilation calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid
blue) compared to results from the factorised jet phase space as described in section 3.2.1
(red dashed).
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Figure A.5.: Same as figure A.4 but for the transverse momentum of the top-tagged jet.
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Figure A.6.: Same as figure A.4 but for the rapidity of the top-tagged jet.
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A.1.3. Hadronic single top-quark production
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Figure A.7.: Pseudo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive t-channel single top-
quark production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC
(solid blue) and the factorised jet phase space (dashed red) as described in section 3.2.
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Figure A.8.: Same as figure A.7 but for the energy of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.9.: Same as figure A.7 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.10.: Same as figure A.7 but for the invariant mass of the top-light jet system from the s-
channel.
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Figure A.11.: Same as figure A.7 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.12.: Same as figure A.7 but for the transverse energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.13.: Same as figure A.7 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.14.: Same as figure A.7 but for the rapidity of the top-light jet system from the t-channel.
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A.1.4. Slicing parameter (in)dependence
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Figure A.15.: Transverse energy distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s-channel single top-
quark production calculated at NLO accuracy with three dierent values of the slicing
parameter smin.
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Figure A.16.: Same as figure A.15 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.17.: Same as figure A.15 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.18.: Same as figure A.15 but for the rapidity of the top-light jet system from the s-channel.
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Figure A.19.: Same as figure A.15 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.20.: Same as figure A.15 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.21.: Same as figure A.15 but for the energy of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.22.: Same as figure A.15 but for the invariant mass of the top-light jet system from the
t-channel.
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A.2. Distribution of the unweighted events
A.2.1. Top-quark pair events from e+e  annihilation
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Figure A.23.: Validation of the generation of unweighted NLO top-quark pair events by comparing
the azimuthal angle distribution of the top-tagged jet calculated with a conventional
parton level MC (solid blue) to histograms filled with the unweighted events (dashed
red).
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Figure A.24.: Same as figure A.23 but for the transverse momentum of the top-tagged jet.
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Figure A.25.: Same as figure A.23 but for the rapidity of the top-tagged jet.
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A.2.2. Single top-quark events at the LHC (exclusive event definition)
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Figure A.26.: Transverse energy distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s-channel single
top-quark production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC
(solid blue) compared to histograms filled with generated NLO events (dashed red).
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Figure A.27.: Same as figure A.26 but for the energy of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.28.: Same as figure A.26 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.29.: Same as figure A.26 but for the rapidity of the top-light jet system from the s-channel.
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Figure A.30.: Same as figure A.26 but for the energy of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.31.: Same as figure A.26 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.32.: Same as figure A.26 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.33.: Same as figure A.26 but for the invariant mass of the top-light jet system from the
t-channel.
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A.2.3. Single top-quark events at the LHC (inclusive event definition)
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Figure A.34.: Pseudo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet from inclusive s-channel single top-
quark production calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC
(solid blue) compared to histograms filled with generated NLO events (dashed red).
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Figure A.35.: Same as figure A.34 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.36.: Same as figure A.34 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.37.: Same as figure A.34 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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A.2.4. Single top-quark events at the LHC (2! 1 clustering prescription)
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Figure A.38.: Energy distribution of the light jet from exclusive s-channel single top-quark production
calculated at NLO accuracy using a conventional parton level MC (solid blue) with
2! 1 jet clustering compared to histograms filled with generated NLO events (dashed
red).
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Figure A.39.: Same as figure A.38 but for the pseudo rapidity distribution of the light jet from the
s-channel.
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Figure A.40.: Same as figure A.38 but for the pseudo rapidity distribution of the top-tagged jet from
the t-channel.
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Figure A.41.: Same as figure A.38 but for the pseudo rapidity distribution of the light jet from the
t-channel.
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A.3. Impact of the 3! 2 clustering on single top-quark distributions
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Figure A.42.: Transverse energy distribution of the top-tagged jet from exclusive s-channel single
top-quark production calculated at NLO accuracy with 3! 2 and 2! 1 jet clusterings.
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Figure A.43.: Same as figure A.42 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.44.: Same as figure A.42 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.45.: Same as figure A.42 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the t-channel.
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A.4. Impact of NLO corrections to unnormalised single top-quark
distributions
A.4.1. Exclusive event definition
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Figure A.46.: Energy distribution and k-factors of the energy of the light jet from s-channel single
top-quark production using the exclusive event definition.
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Figure A.47.: Same as figure A.46 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.48.: Same as figure A.46 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.49.: Same as figure A.46 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.50.: Same as figure A.46 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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A.4.2. Inclusive event definition
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Figure A.51.: Energy distribution and k-factors of the energy of the light jet from s-channel single
top-quark production using the inclusive event definition.
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Figure A.52.: Same as figure A.51 but for the pseudo rapidity of the light jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.53.: Same as figure A.51 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the s-channel.
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Figure A.54.: Same as figure A.51 but for the energy of the light jet from the t-channel.
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Figure A.55.: Same as figure A.51 but for the pseudo rapidity of the top-tagged jet from the t-channel.
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